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Abstract

Clausal Case Marking in Korean

by Yongkil Jeong

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Heles Contreras
Department of Linguistics

This dissertation investigates morphological features of Korean complementizers -ko and -nun. I propose that -ko and -nun are the realizations of accusative and genitive, respectively. The configurations in which the complementizers -ko and -nun are licensed provide empirical evidence for the proposed analysis. -Ko and -nun are licensed in the same configurations as the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, which are the realizations of accusative and genitive, respectively. Interrogative clauses also provide empirical evidence for the analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with case features. -Ko and -nun are interchangeable with the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, respectively.

The analysis of -ko and -lul as being associated with structural accusative should be revised considering that the latter but not the former is absorbed in passive. In order to account for this, I propose that -ko is associated with inherent accusative, whereas the nominal suffix -lul is the realization of structural accusative. I extend the analysis to the complementizer -nun and claim that -nun is associated with inherent genitive and the nominal suffix -uy with structural genitive. The analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with inherent case is empirically supported by the fact that in various syntactic phenomena -ko and -nun pattern with postpositions, which are widely assumed to realize
inherent case. I present a new system of case licensing in which structural case is licensed by functional categories in terms of spec-head agreement and inherent case by lexical categories in terms of head-complement relation.

The analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative provides a principled account for why ECM takes place in finite but not non-finite clauses in Korean. Finite clauses headed by -ko must be licensed via inherent accusative checking by the matrix V, whereas non-finite clauses headed by -lul must be licensed by the matrix AgrO. Given this, the subject of finite clauses but not of non-finite clauses can be licensed via structural accusative checking by the matrix AgrO.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. Goals

The primary purpose of this study is to provide a principled account of how Korean complementizers -ko and -nun are licensed or what features they are associated with. It has been observed that cross-linguistically the category C (or complementizer) is the locus of and may be overtly inflected for a wide variety of morphological features (Bennis and Haegeman 1984, Bayer 1984, Emonds 1985, Rizzi 1991, and Grimshaw 1991). This provides a clue to the question of why a given language employs morphologically different complementizers: that and for in English (Emonds 1985) and da and dan in West Flemish (Bennis and Haegeman 1984). In this study, I investigate what morphological features are associated with Korean complementizers -ko and -nun and propose that the complementizers -ko and -nun are associated with case features, i.e., accusative and genitive, respectively.

With respect to inflectional morphology in Korean, I assume that the head D is the locus of case features in Korean (Ahn and Yoon 1989 and Bak 1990). Specifically, I assume that the so-called nominal case suffixes -ka, -lul, and -uy are associated with structural case, whereas postpositions such as -ey and -eykey with inherent case (Baker 1988b and Kim 1990). With respect to the morphological realization of case features, I claim that case features are realized on the head of the projection which enters into a case-checking relation. That is, case features are realized on the head D when associated with
DP and on the head C when associated with CP. This implies that case features are realized as nominal suffixes when associated with DP and as verbal suffixes when associated with CP.

The configurations in which the complementizers -ko and -nun are licensed provide empirical evidence for the analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with case features. A close investigation of the distributions of -ko and -nun clearly reveals that the former is restricted to the domain of verbal complement, whereas the latter to the domain of nominal complement. In other words, the complementizer -ko is licensed in the complement to V but not N, whereas -nun is licensed in the complement to N but not to V. Neither -ko nor -nun is licensed in subject position. These facts about the distributions of -ko and -nun strongly suggest that they are associated with case features, i.e., the former being associated with accusative and the latter with genitive, given the widely accepted assumption that V and N are the categories responsible for accusative and genitive, respectively (Chomsky 1986a and 1995).¹

The analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun as being associated with accusative and genitive predicts that -ko and -nun are licensed in the same configurations as nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, which are the morphological realizations of accusative and genitive. This prediction turns out to be correct. The accusative suffix -lul is licensed in the complement to V but not to N, whereas the genitive suffix -uy is licensed in the complement to N but not to V. Neither -lul nor -uy is licensed in subject position. It is therefore clear that the complementizers -ko and -nun share case features with the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, respectively. Interrogatives in Korean provide clearer
evidence for the proposed analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with case features. The complementizers -ko and -nun are interchangeable with the nominal suffixes -lul and -nun, respectively.

An investigation of passive constructions in Korean further suggests that the complementizers -ko and -nun are associated with inherent accusative, not with structural accusative. The accusative nominal suffix -lul but not the complementizer -ko is absorbed in passive. Adopting the notion of inherent case in Belletti (1988) and Enç (1989), I propose that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent accusative and the nominal suffix -lul with structural accusative. Extending the analysis of -ko to -nun, I claim that the verbal suffix -nun is associated with inherent genitive and the nominal suffix -uy with structural genitive. The analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with inherent case is empirically supported by the fact that they pattern with postpositions, which are argued to be realizations of inherent case (Baker 1988b and Kim 1990). Postpositions in Korean can co-occur with but not be suppressed by topic marker -nun. The complementizers -ko and -nun can co-occur with but not be suppressed by the topic marker. The nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, on the other hand, can be suppressed by but not co-occur with the topic marker. With respect to the case drop phenomenon, the complementizers -ko and -nun pattern with postpositions in that neither -ko and -nun nor postpositions can be dropped. Unlike the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun, the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy can be dropped. The verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are further distinguished from the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy in terms of morphological structures. The former are followed by
delimiter -man, whereas the latter are preceded by -man. Postpositions pattern with -ko in that they are followed by -man.

With respect to licensing of inherent and structural case, I claim that inherent case is invariably licensed by lexical heads in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas structural case is licensed by functional heads in terms of spec-head agreement. Specifically, I argue that the verbal suffix -ko, which is associated with inherent accusative, must be licensed by V in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas the nominal suffix -lul, which is the realization of structural accusative, must be licensed by AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. Extending this analysis to nominal projections, I claim that the verbal suffix -mun associated with inherent genitive must be licensed by N, whereas the nominal suffix -uy associated with structural genitive must be licensed by D.

It is well-known that English allows ECM only in non-finite clauses, whereas Korean allows ECM only in finite clauses. The analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative provides a principled account of why ECM is restricted to finite clauses in Korean. Based upon the fact that non-finite clauses in Korean, i.e., -um and -ki constructions are headed by the nominal case suffixes such as -ka, -lul, and -uy, I claim that in Korean finite and non-finite clauses project CPs and DPs, respectively. Given this, a non-finite clause as a complement to V should be licensed by the matrix AgrO since the whole complement is associated with structural accusative, which is realized as the nominal suffix -lul. The embedded subject cannot be licensed via structural accusative checking by the matrix AgrO since the feature of the matrix AgrO is already checked off
against the entire complement. A finite clause, on the other hand, is licensed via inherent accusative checking by the matrix verb and the embedded subject can be licensed via structural accusative checking by the matrix AgrO.

1.2. Outline of the Dissertation
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2, I discuss nominal and verbal projections in Korean. With respect to nominal projections, I argue that the category D is the locus of agreement and case features (Haegeman 1991). This implies that not only nominal case suffixes -ka, -lul, and -uy but also postpositions such as -ey and eykey are Ds (Ahn and Yoon 1989 and Bak 1990). I assume that the nominal case suffixes are the realizations of structural case, whereas postpositions are the realizations of inherent case (Baker 1988b and Kim 1990). With respect to verbal projections. I assume that the subordinators -ko and -nun are complementizers (Choe 1988, Ahn and Yoon 1989, Jung 1992, and Kim 1996). The verbal suffixes -ta, -nya, -ca, and -la, which serve to mark mood features, will be assumed to be the head M(ood) (Ahn and Yoon 1989). Following Halle and Marantz (1992), I will assume that functional heads are the locus of inflectional suffixes, which are associated with relevant morphological features (Chomsky 1995: 238).

In chapter 3, I provide a new analysis of Korean complementizers -ko and -nun. Based upon the configurations in which -ko and -nun are licensed, I propose that -ko is the morphological realization of accusative, whereas -nun is the realization of genitive. The proposed analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun as being associated with case
features is empirically evidenced by the fact that -ko and -nun are licensed in the same configuration as the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, which are the realizations of accusative and genitive, respectively.

The observation that the category C may be associated with agreement features (Bennis and Haegeman 1984) allows us to suggest that the head C may be associated with case features in Korean. Given the cross-linguistic evidence that the category D is the locus of agreement and case features, it seems quite plausible to assume that the head C may be associated with agreement and case features. The analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with case features is also theoretically supported by Emonds (1985) who suggests that complementizers are of the category P, which I argue to be the realization of inherent case (Baker 1988b and Kim 1990). Cross-linguistically, it has long been observed that case markers and complementizers converge in various languages (Starosta 1972, Moravcsik 1972, Hinds 1973, Gorbet 1973, and Joseph 1975). A parallelism found between C(P) and D(P) (Rizzi 1990 and Siloni 1991 and 1995) also provides a supporting argument for the proposed analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun as being associated with case features.

In chapter 3, I also discuss adjunct CPs headed by the complementizer -ko and show that the verbal suffix -ko licensed in complement CPs differs from -ko in adjunct CPs. I claim that the former is the realization of accusative, whereas the latter is just a postpositional complementizer, which is not associated with case features. Interrogative clauses are also discussed in chapter 3. Interrogatives in Korean show dual properties, i.e., both nominal and verbal properties, which is evidenced by the fact that they may be
headed by the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun or the nominal suffixes -ka, -lul, and -uy. I propose that unlike other sentential endings, the interrogative -nya is not specified for N-features so that the projections of -nya can be taken either by [+N] categories or [-N] categories. The proposed analysis of Korean interrogatives is supported by Abney’s (1987) D-IP analysis of English gerunds.

Chapter 4 presents a revised analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun presented in chapter 3. The verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are distinguished from the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy in terms of various morpho-syntactic phenomena. I propose in chapter 4 that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are associated with inherent case, whereas the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy are associated with structural case. The revised analysis of -ko and -lul provides a principled account of why the latter but not the former is absorbed in passive. It is widely assume that structural but not inherent case is absorbed by passivized verbs (Jaeggli 1986, Roberts 1987, Baker et al. 1988, and Haegeman 1991).

The revised analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative is also empirically supported by the fact that -ko patterns with postpositions in terms of various morpho-syntactic phenomena: (i) the nominal suffix -lul but not the complementizer -ko and postpositions, say, -ey, is absorbed in the passive, (ii) -lul but not -ko and -ey can be dropped, (iii) -lul but not -ko and -ey can be suppressed by topic marker, and (iv) -ko and -ey but not -lul can co-occur with the topic marker.

Further the morphological structures of verbal and nominal projections more clearly suggest that -ko is associated with inherent (accusative) case. Both the
complementizer -ko and the nominal suffix -lul can co-occur with a restricted number of delimiters such as -man 'only'. Postpositions can also co-occur with -man. Morphological structures of verbal and nominal projections show that -ko occupies the same position as postpositions in connection with the delimiter -man. The complementizer -ko is followed by -man, whereas the nominal suffix -lul is preceded by -man. Postpositions such as -ey and eykey, which are associated with inherent case, patterns with the verbal suffix -ko, i.e., they are followed by -man.

Chapter 5 deals with the so-called Exceptional Case Marking in Korean. It has long been a puzzling problem why ECM is restricted to the subject of embedded tensed clauses (-ko constructions) but not infinitives (-ki constructions) and gerunds (-um constructions) in Korean. This can be accounted for in a principled manner under the analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative. Given the assumption that in Korean finite (-ko constructions) and non-finite clauses (-um and -ki constructions) project CPs and DPs, respectively, -ko complements must be licensed by the matrix verb, whereas -um and -ki complements must be licensed by the matrix AgrO. Therefore the matrix AgrO may license the embedded subject via structural accusative checking in -ko complements but not -um and -ki complements.
Notes to Chapter 1

1. In chapter 3, I will assume with Chomsky (1986a and 1995) that accusative and genitive are licensed by V and N, respectively. In chapter 4, however, I will argue that structural accusative and genitive are licensed by AgrO and D, whereas inherent accusative and genitive are licensed by V and N.

2. It will be shown in chapter 4 that the complementizer -nun is distinguished from the complementizer -ko in that the latter but the former can co-occur with topic marker -nun or delimiters such as -man.
CHAPTER 2

Inflectional Morphology in Korean

2.1. Introduction

Nouns and verbs in Korean are morphologically inflected for a wide variety of morphological features. Nouns, for example, are overtly inflected for agreement and case features as shown in (1a). Verbs, on the other hand, are overtly inflected for agreement, tense, and mood features as illustrated in (1b). These features are realized as inflectional suffixes.¹

(1) a. haksayng-tul-ka o-ass-ta.
   student-Pl-Nom come-Past-Dec
   ‘The students came.’

      Joe-Nom father-Nom come-Hon-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
      ‘Joe believed that his father came.’

The nominal suffixes -tul and -ka in (1a) are associated with number agreement ([+Pl]) and case ([+Nom]), respectively. The verbal suffixes -si, -ass, -ta, and -ko in (1b), on the other hand, are associated with honorific agreement ([+Hon]), tense ([+Past]), mood ([+Dec]), and subordination ([+Sub]), respectively. In this chapter, I discuss the relationships among morphological features, inflectional suffixes, and functional categories in Korean.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In 2.2, I discuss nominal projections in Korean. I argue that functional head D is the locus of agreement and case features. I also argue that the so-called postpositions are of the category D and therefore that they are associated with case features. Specifically, I claim that the so-called nominal case suffixes -ka, -lul, and -uy are associated with structural case, whereas postpositions such as -ey and -eykey are associated with inherent case. (Baker 1988b, Bak 1990, and Kim 1990). In 2.3, I discuss verbal projections in Korean. I will critically review various analyses of subordinators and sentential endings and argue that subordination and mood marking are associated with the functional categories C and M, respectively. In 2.4. I argue that functional heads should be the locus of inflectional suffixes with features (Halle and Marantz 1992 and Chomsky 1995). In 2.5, I summarize the relationships between morphological features and inflectional suffixes.

2.2 Nominal Projection

In Korean, nouns are morphologically inflected for agreement and case features, which are realized as nominal suffixes. In this section, I discuss the relationships among formal features, inflectional heads, and functional heads within nominal projections. I argue that the head D is associated with agreement and case features and that the so-called postpositions are also of the category D, thus being associated with case features. Specifically, I claim that the nominal case suffixes are associated with structural case and the postpositions with inherent case.
2.2.1. Agreement

In Korean, nouns and pronouns are morphologically inflected for number agreement but not for gender and person. Observe the examples in (2).

    student-Sg-Nom book-Sg-Acc buy-Past-Dec
    ‘The student bought the book.’

    student-Pl-Nom book-Pl-Acc buy-Past-Dec
    ‘The students bought the books.’

The nominal suffix -tul in (2b) is invariably associated with the feature [+Pl], regardless of the other members of agreement features, i.e., gender and person. The feature [-Pl], on the other hand, is specified by a null suffix as illustrated in (2a). The data in (2) lead us to conclude that each DP in Korean is associated with number agreement.

Nouns in Korean show another type of agreement feature, which is referred to as honorific agreement. Nouns may be overtly inflected for honorific agreement. Consider the examples in (3).

(3) a. aki-ka
    baby-Nom

b. apeci-kkeyse
    father-Nom/Hon
(4) a. aki-eykey
    baby-Dat

    b. apeci-kkey
    father-Dat/Hon

The nominal suffix *-kkeyse* in (3b) is the morphological realization of [+Nom] and [+Hon], whereas the suffix *-ka* in (3b) is that of [+Nom] and [-Hon]. Similarly, the nominal suffix *-kkey* in (4b) is the overt realization of [+Dat] and [+Hon], whereas the suffix *-eykey* in (4a) is that of [+Dat] and [-Hon]. I assume that honorific agreement is a member of agreement features in Korean.⁴

Under the DP-analysis of noun phrase suggested in Fukui and Speas (1986) and Abney (1987), the functional category D is widely argued to be associated with agreement features. In languages like German and French, lexical determiners are morphologically inflected for agreement features. First, observe the German examples in (5) - (7), cited from Haegeman (1991).

(5) a. der Mann
    the man      ‘masculine singular’

    b. die Manner
    the men      ‘masculine plural’
(6) a.  die Frau
the woman  ‘feminine singular’

b.  die Frauen
the women  ‘feminine plural’

(7) a.  das Kind
the child  ‘neuter singular’

b.  die Kinder
the children  ‘neuter plural’

The examples (a) and (b) in (5) through (7) clearly show that the determiners are overtly inflected for number agreement. The examples (5a), (6a), and (7a), on the other hand, indicate that the determiners are also inflected for gender agreement. From the data in (5) through (7), therefore, it is clear that the category D (or determiners) is the locus of agreement features in German.

The overt morphological realizations of agreement features on lexical determiners can also be found in French. Observe the examples in (8) and (9).

(8) a.  le livre
the book  ‘masculine singular’

b.  les livres
the books  ‘masculine plural’
(9) a. la voiture
   the car     'feminine singular'

   b. les voiture
   the cars    'feminine plural'

The examples (8a) and (8b) as well as (9a) and (9b) indicate that the determiners are overtly inflected for number agreement. The examples (8a) and (8b), on the other hand, indicate that the determiners are morphologically inflected for gender agreement. Given the widely accepted assumption that lexical determiners are of the category D (Fukui and Speas 1986, Abney 1987, and Olsen 1989, among others), it is clear that the head D is the locus of agreement features in German and French.

Adapting this line of argument to Korean, I will claim that the functional category D is the locus of agreement features in Korean. Consider (10b) and (11b).$^5$

(10) a. haksayng-tul
       student-Pl

       b. DP
         /   \
        /     \
       D'     \
         /   \
        /     \
       NP     D
         |     |   \
        |     |     \
       N'   -tul [+Pl]
         |     |
        |       |
       N      |
         |     |
      haksayng
(11) a. apeci-kkeyse
    father-Hon/Nom

b. \[
    \begin{array}{c}
    \text{DP} \\
    \text{D'} \\
    \text{NP} \quad \text{D} \\
    \mid \\
    \text{N'} \quad \text{kkeyse [+Hon]/[+Nom]} \\
    \mid \\
    \text{N} \\
    \mid \\
    \text{apeci} \\
    \end{array}
\]

The number agreement feature on the head D in (10b), i.e., [+Pl], and the honorific agreement feature of the head D in (11b), i.e., [+Hon], project to the maximal projection DPs, which enter into a checking relation with relevant functional categories to have their features checked.

2.2.2. Case

Fully inflected noun phrases, i.e., DPs, are typically associated with case features as well as agreement features. Cross-linguistically, it has long been observed that the functional head D is associated with case features (Emonds 1985, Abney 1987, and Olsen 1989). In various languages, lexical determiners are morphologically inflected for case features. Let us consider German determiners again. As pointed out by Olsen (1989), case features are relevant to the morphological realizations of lexical determiners in German. This is a
clear indication that the head D is the locus of case features in German. Observe the examples in (12).

(12) a. der Lehrer  
    the-Nom teacher  

b. den Lehrer  
    the-Acc teacher  

As illustrated in (12), case features such as [+Nom] and [+Acc] are overtly marked on the lexical determiners which are of the category D. It is quite clear, therefore, that the category D is the locus of case features in German. Bavarian also shows that case features are morphologically marked on lexical determiners, which suggests that case features are associated with the head D. Observe the examples in (13), cited from Bayer (1984).

(13) a. dem Mo  
    the-Dat man  

b. den Mo  
    the-Acc man  

The lexical determiners *dem* and *den* in (13), which are the head D, are morphologically inflected for case features, which confirms that case features are associated with the head D in Bavarian.
Olsen (1989) argues that German pronouns, which are overtly inflected for case features, are of the category D. This confirms the argument that the head D is associated with case features in German. Abney (1987) also provides supporting evidence that the head D is the locus of case features by arguing that English pronouns are of the category D. Given that English pronouns are morphologically inflected for case features, it is not implausible to assume that the head D is the locus of case features, although it is not overtly realized in case of regular determiners. Consider the configurations in (14).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
(14) \ a. & \begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
| \\
D' \\
| \\
D \\
| \\
l/you/he \\
[+\text{Case}]
\end{array} & b. & \begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
| \\
D' \\
| \\
D \\
| \\
\text{the} \\
[+\text{Case}] \\
\text{man}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

In (14a), case features are overtly realized on the head D, whereas they are not morphologically realized on the head D in (14b). As the null hypothesis, however, one can argue that the head D is the locus of case features in English.  

Nouns in Korean are morphologically inflected for case features. Like agreement features, case features are overtly realized as nominal suffixes. Observe the examples in (15). The nominal suffixes -ka, -lul, and -uy in (15) are the morphological realizations of nominative, accusative, and genitive, respectively.
(15) a. aki-ka kicha-lul coaha-n-ta.
   baby-Nom train-Acc like-Pres-Dec
   ‘The baby likes his/her train.’

   b. aki-uy kicha-lul sa-ass-ta.
   baby-Gen train-Acc buy-Past-Dec
   ‘I bought the baby’s train.’

Given that the morphological realizations of case features are invariant in Korean, it seems plausible to assume an independent syntactic category for case features. I argue that it is the head D that is associated with case features in Korean. Given the argument in 2.2.1 that the head D is associated with agreement features, we are led to conclude that the head D is the locus of agreement and case features in Korean.

(16) 

```
  DP
     D'
     NP  D
       [+Case, +Agr]
```

The features of the head D project to the whole DP and the DP enters into a checking relation with relevant categories to have the features checked.

It has been argued in the literature on Korean syntax that the head D is the locus of case features. Ahn and Yoon (1989) and Bak (1990), for example, propose that the nominal case suffixes in (15) are of the functional category D. Their argument goes as follows. Korean is head-final. Given the assumption that noun phrases are DPs (Fukui
1986 and Abney 1987), it is predicted that in Korean the head D appears in the final position of a noun phrase. It is in fact the nominal case suffixes that appear in the final position of a noun phrase. Therefore it follows that the case suffixes are the head D of DP.

There exists further morphological evidence that both agreement and case features are associated with the head D in Korean. Let us consider (3b) and (4b) again. repeated here.

(17) a. apeci-kkeyse
    father-Nom/Hon

b. apeci-kkey
    father-Dat/Hon

It is clear that the nominal suffix -kkeyse in (17a) is the morphological realization of agreement and case features, i.e., [+Hon] and [+Nom]. The suffix -kkey in (17b), on the other hand, is the morphological realization of [+Hon] and [+Dat]. If we assume that those suffixes are of the category D, then it follows that the head D is the locus of agreement and case features in Korean.

Cross-linguistic evidence has been provided that case suffixes or case particles should be analyzed as independent syntactic heads. Bittner and Hale (1996a), for example, suggest that case is a functional head, which they refer to as K. 8 Under their analysis, case-marked nominals have the following structure. 9
Bittner and Hale's (1996a) argument that case is a functional head is supported by the fact that in head-initial languages like Khasi and Samoan case particles appear in the initial position of case-marked nominals. Observe the following examples, cited from Bittner and Hale (1996a).

(19) a. Khasi (Mon-Khmer: Assam, India)
   Ka la yo’ii [ya ‘u khlaa].
   she Past see Acc the tiger
   ‘She saw the tiger.’

b. Samoan (Austronesian: Samoa)
   ‘olo’o uli [e le teine] le ta’avale.
   Prg drive Erg the girl the car
   ‘The girl is driving the car.’

The case particles ya and e in (19), which are associated with accusative and ergative, respectively, are licensed in the initial position of the case-marked nominals, i.e., outside
the determiners, which are argued to be the head D. Therefore the examples in (19) suggest that we need an independent syntactic category for case features.

The argument that case is a functional head predicts that case suffixes or particles appear in the final position of case-marked nominals in head-final languages. It is indeed confirmed by the data in (20), also cited from Bittner and Hale (1996a).

(20) a. Miskitu (Misumalpan: Nicaragua)
   Vaitna ba [sula ba ra] kaik-an.
   Man the deer the Acc see-Past.3
   ‘The man saw the deer.’

   b. Shokleng (Ge: Central Brazil)
   [Ti to] e kuyan te kupe wa.
   he Erg his body the wash Prg
   ‘He is washing his body.’

Both Miskitu and Shokleng are defined as head-final. As illustrated in (20), the case particles *ra* and *to* appear in the final position of the case-marked nominals, which strongly suggests that they are the head of the entire noun phrases. Like in Khasi and Samoan, the case particles appear outside the determiners, which suggests that they are not the head D but a head which lies outside DP. The data in (19) and (20) are therefore nicely accounted for under Bittner and Hale’s (1996a) analysis. Consider the configurations in (21).
(21) a. Miskitu

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{KP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{K'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{DP} \quad \text{K} \quad \text{DP} \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{D'} \quad \text{ra [+Acc]} \quad \text{e [+Erg]} \\
\downarrow \quad \text{d} \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{ba} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{sula}
\end{array}
\]

b. Samoan

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{KP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{K'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{DP} \quad \text{K} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D'} \quad \text{e [+Erg]} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{le} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{teine}
\end{array}
\]

Korean falls under the same category as Miskitu and Shoklen in that it is head-final. As in Miskitu and Shoklen, the nominal case suffixes appear in the final position of case-marked nominals in Korean, which strongly suggests that the case suffixes are the head of case-marked nominals in Korean. Given that a single head may be the locus of multiple features, there are two possible structures for case-marked DPs in Korean.

(22) a. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{D} \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{△} \quad \text{aki} \quad \text{-ka} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{[+Nom]}
\end{array}
\]

b. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{KP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{K'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{K} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{△} \quad \text{aki} \quad \text{-ka} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{[+Nom]}
\end{array}
\]
As the term ‘K’ indicates, the head K in (22b) is assumed to be exclusively associated with case features but not with agreement features. Further we have seen that case and agreement features may be realized as a single suffix in Korean, which supports (22a) over (22b). The maximal projection DP in (22a) inherits the feature [+Nom] from the head D and enters into a case-checking relation.

2.2.3. Postposition

We have seen in 2.2.2 that Korean has a group of nominal suffixes with are the overt realizations of case features. Korean has another group of nominal suffixes called "postpositions". Observe the examples in (23).

    Joe-Nom baby-Dat ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe gave a ring to the baby.’

    Joe-Nom ring-Acc box-Loc put-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe put the ring in the box.’

The nominal suffixes -eykey and -ey in (23) are traditionally referred to as postpositions. They pattern with prepositions in English in that they have their own semantic interpretations. In English, postpositions are argued to constitute an independent syntactic category P.
(24) a. Joe gave it [to the baby].

b. PP
   |   DP
      P'               to    the baby

It is not quite clear, however, whether postpositions belong to the category P in Korean. Let us compare the case-marked noun phrases in (25) and the postpositional phrases in (26).

(25) a. aki-ka
      baby-Nom

b. sangca-lul
      box-Acc

(26) a. aki-eykey
      baby-Dat

b. sangca-ey
      box-Loc

The postpositions -eykey and -ey in (26) are not distinguished from the case suffixes -ka and -lul in (25) in that both attach to stem nouns. More importantly, the postpositions and the case suffixes occupy the same morphological position, i.e., both follow the stem
nouns. Further, observe the following examples, which more clearly show that the postpositions and the case suffixes occur in the same morphological position.

(27) a. aki-tul-ka
    baby-Pl-Nom

    b. sangca-tul-lul
    box-Pl-Acc

(28) a. aki-tul-eykey
    baby-Pl-Dat

    b. sangca-tul-ey
    box-Pl-Loc

The data in (27) and (28) show that both the postpositions and the case suffixes immediately follow the plural suffix, which is a clear indication that they are in the same morphological position. Further, the postpositions cannot co-occur with the case suffixes in Korean. Observe the examples in (29).^{10}

(29) a. *aki-eykey-lul
    baby-Dat-Acc

    b. *aki-lul-eykey
    baby-Acc-Dat
Given the similarities and the differences between the postpositions and the case suffixes in Korean, we are faced with a question, i.e., whether the postpositions constitute an independent syntactic category $P$ or they are of the same category as the case suffixes. Consider the possible configurations of postpositional phrases in Korean as given in (30).

(30) a. \[ \text{PP} \quad \text{b.} \quad \text{DP} \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{P'} \\
\text{NP} \\
\triangle \\
akι- \\
\text{-eykey}
\end{array} \quad \quad \quad \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{D'} \\
\text{NP} \\
\triangle \\
akι- \\
\text{-eykey}
\end{array} \]

If we assume (30a) as the structure of postpositional phrases, then we need to assume two independent syntactic categories, i.e., $D$ and $P$, both of which select NP complements. Compare (30a) and (31).

(31) \[ \text{DP} \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{D'} \\
\text{NP} \\
\triangle \\
akι \\
\text{-lul}
\end{array} \]

If we assume (30b) for the structure of postpositional phrases, on the other hand, we can have a unified structure of regular nominal projections and postpositional phrases. Intuitively, therefore, (30b) seems to be the better alternative.
There arises a further problem with the structure (30a) considering properties of the category P. Given that it is a universal property that P selects DP complements, the structure (30a) should provide an answer to the question why the head P cannot select a DP complement in Korean. As an alternative to (30a), one might suggest that the category P indeed selects a DP complement as in (32).

(32)

```
   PP
      |
      P'
      |
   DP    P
      |
   D'   -eykey
      |
   NP    D
      |
  aki-
```

With the structure (32), we can maintain the argument that P universally selects a DP complement. There arises another problem with (32). It remains unexplained why the head D is always non-overt, i.e., why the postpositions cannot co-occur with the case suffixes, which are of the category D.

Now let us consider the structure (30b). There is empirical and theoretical evidence for assuming (30b) instead of (30a). First of all, the fact that the postpositions and the case suffixes occupy the same morphological position strongly suggests that they are of the same category. This argument is further confirmed by the fact that the case suffixes and the postpositions cannot co-occur. If we assume that they are of the same
category, these facts are well accounted for in a principled manner. There is further empirical evidence that the postpositions and the case suffixes are indeed of the same category. Consider the following examples.

   Joe-Nom school-Loc/Acc go-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe went to school.’

   Joe-Nom Sue-Dat/Acc ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe gave Sue a ring.’

The data in (33) show that the postpositions -ey and -eykey are interchangeable with the accusative suffix -lul, which is a clear indication that the postpositions are of the same category as the case suffix, i.e., D. 11 I argue that postpositions are of the category D in Korean.

Given that the category D is the locus of case (and agreement) features, the argument that the postpositions are of the category D predicts that they are associated with case and agreement features. It has long been argued that the category P is indeed associated with case features in various languages (Chomsky 1986, Baker 1988b, and Kim 1990). More specifically, the category P has been assumed to be typically associated with inherent case. Observing that benefactive applicatives are distinguished from instrumental applicatives in Chichewa, for example, Marantz (1984) and Baker (1988b)
suggest that the syntactic head P may realize inherent case in Chichewa. Baker (1988b) defines the possible functions of the category P as illustrated in (34).

(34) Ps may
   i. assign a θ-role
   ii. assign Case to an NP
   iii. REALIZE (i.e. spell out) an inherent Case Assignment

Under the assumption that a P may in a particular structure have function (iii), Baker (1988b) suggests that the prepositional elements found in instrumental clauses in Chichewa are the morphological realizations of inherent case.

The so-called *of*-insertion in English provides supporting evidence for the argument that prepositions may realize inherent case. Chomsky (1986a) argues that the dummy preposition *of* is merely the realization of the inherent genitive case assigned by the lexical head N. The preposition *of* is distinguished from other prepositions in that it does not assign any θ-role to the complement. Observe the examples in (35).

    b. I am proud of my son.

The preposition *for* in (35a) assigns a θ-role, i.e., benefactive, to the complement DP *my son*. The preposition *of* in (35b), on the other hand, does not assign a θ-role to the complement, which is assigned a θ-role by the lexical head A *proud*. It is just a morphological realization of the inherent case assigned to the complement by the head A.
in connection with a thematic relation. The dummy preposition of in (35b) therefore has the property (iii) in (34), whereas the preposition for in (35a) has both (i) and (ii).

Adopting the distinction between case-assigning Ps and case-realizing Ps in Baker (1988b), Kim (1990) proposes that the category P may realize an inherent case in Korean. Observe the examples in (36).

   I-Dat dog-Nom scary-Dec
   ‘I am scared of dogs.’

   America-Loc earthquake-Nom occur-Past-Dec
   ‘In America an earthquake occurred.’

Kim (1990) argues that the postpositions -eykey and -ey in (36) are the realizations of the inherent case assigned by the predicates under a close association with θ-roles. Under Kim’s (1990) analysis, na- and mikuk- are assigned an inherent case at D-structure by the predicates musep- and na-, respectively. The prepositions -eykey and -ey are inserted at S-structure to realize the inherent cases. These postpositions are not θ-role assigners, i.e., they have only the property (iii) in (34).\textsuperscript{12}

The argument that the postpositions are of the same category as the case suffixes in Korean is also supported by Grimshaw (1991) who suggests that the highest (extended) projection of the nominal system is PP. If we adapt Grimshaw’s (1991) analysis of noun phrases to Korean, we have the following structure of postpositional phrases.
Given that there are two functional categories within a nominal projection, there arises a question regarding the so-called nominal case suffixes, i.e., whether they are D or P. There is clear empirical evidence that the case suffixes are not D. Observe the following examples.

    Sue-Nom home-to-Del go-Past-Dec
    ‘Sue went home only.’


    Sue-Nom apple-Del-Acc buy-Past-Dec
    ‘Sue bought apples only.’

The data in (38) show that the postposition -ey occurs inside the so-called delimiter -man ‘only’ and the data in (39) indicate that the case suffix -lul occurs outside the delimiter. This implies that the postpositions occupy a morphological position internal to the case suffixes. The data in (38) and (39) therefore suggest that the case suffixes cannot be the head D, which is internal to P under the assumption that the postpositions are the head P.

There is much clearer evidence that the case suffixes cannot be D. The data in (40) show that the postposition -ey may co-occur with the case suffix -lul in restricted contexts.


Sue-Nom home-to-Acc go-Past-Dec

‘Sue went home.’


Note here that the postposition -ey may precede the case suffix -lul (40a), but not vice versa (40b). This strongly suggests that the case suffix -lul in (40a) cannot be the head D under the assumption that the postposition -ey is P. The data in (38) through (40) therefore lead us to conclude that the case suffixes are of the same category as the postpositions if we assume Grimshaw’s (1991) analysis of case-marked nominals.¹³

To summarize, I argue that the case suffixes and the postpositions are of the category D and thus associated with case features in Korean. Specifically, I claim that the
so-called case suffixes are the morphological realizations of structural case, whereas the postpositions are those of inherent case.

\[(41)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{D'} \\
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\quad \triangle \\
\text{aki} \\
\end{array} \\
\quad \text{D} \\
\quad \\
\quad \text{-ka} \\
\end{array} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{D'} \\
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\quad \triangle \\
\text{aki} \\
\end{array} \\
\quad \text{D} \\
\quad \\
\quad \text{-eykey} \\
\end{array} \\
\end{array}
\]

The feature [+Nom] of the head D in (46a) and the feature [+Dat] of the head D in (41b) project to the entire DPs, which enter into a checking relation with a relevant head to have their features checked.

2.3. Verbal Projection

2.3.1. Agreement and Tense

Verbs in Korean are overtly inflected for agreement and tense features. Let us consider agreement features first. Unlike nouns which are overtly inflected for number and honorific agreement, verbs are morphologically inflected for honorific agreement. Observe the examples in (42).

\[(42)\]

\[
\text{Joe-ka [apeci-kkeyse o-si-ass-ta-ko] malha-ass-ta.}
\]

Joe-Nom himself-Nom come-Agr ([+Hon])-Past-Dec-C say-Past-Dec

‘Joe said that his father came.’
   Joe-Nom friend-Nom come-Past-Agr ([-Hon])-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that his friend came’

As illustrated in (42), the feature [+Hon] is realized as the verbal suffix -si, whereas [-Hon] is realized as a zero suffix. It is widely accepted in the literature that the verbal functional category Agr is the locus of agreement features (Chomsky 1992, Ahn and Yoon 1989, Jung 1992, and Kim 1996). Following Chomsky (1992), I assume that the category Agr is associated with agreement features in Korean.

Verbs in Korean are also overtly inflected for tense features. Consider the following example.

    Joe-Nom himself-Nom come-Past/Pres/Fu-Dec-C say-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe said that he went/is going/would go.’

The verbal suffixes -ass, -n, and -keyss in (43) are the morphological realizations of tense features, i.e., [+Past], [+Pres], and [+Fut], respectively. I assume that the functional category T is associated with tense features in Korean. Let us now consider the structure of TP in Korean.

(44) a. apeci-kkesey o-si-ass-ta.
    father-Nom come-Hon-Past-Dec
    ‘My father came.’
Notice that the relative hierarchy of the functional projections AgrP and TP is based upon the relative order of the honorific agreement suffix -si and the tense suffix -ass. Given the mirror principle suggested in Baker (1985), it is reasonable to assume that T is higher than Agr.\textsuperscript{14} \textsuperscript{15}

2.3.2. Subordination

It is a universal property that embedded clauses are distinguished from root clauses in that they are marked by subordinators. In English, for example, an embedded declarative clause is introduced by the subordinator that and an embedded interrogative clause by whether or if.

(45) a. Joe knew [that Sue went home].
    b. Joe asked [whether/if Sue went home].
With regard to the categorial status, the subordinators such as *that* and *whether* are known as COMPs. They are the heads of the whole embedded clauses in (45). They precede the embedded clauses, which are their complements, since English is head-initial. It is self-evident that overt COMPs are strictly restricted to embedded clauses since they serve as subordinators. They are not allowed in root clauses as illustrated in (46).\(^{16}\)

(46) a. *That Sue went home.
   b. *Whether/if Sue went home.

It is a universal property of COMP to serve as a subordinator, although it is not the only property of COMP.\(^{17}\)

In Korean, which is head-final, subordinators occur in the final position of embedded clause. Consider the examples in (47). The embedded clauses are headed by the subordinator *-ko* or *-nun*. The function of *-ko* and *-nun* is to set off the embedded clause from the matrix clause.

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-Sub believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that Sue went.’

b. [Sue-ka ka-ass-nya-nun] cilmun
   Sue-Nom go-Past-Int-Sub question
   ‘the question whether Sue went’
   Joe-Nom together go-Prop-Sub suggest-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe suggested that we should go together.’

d. [Ppali ka-la-nun] myenglyeng
   quickly go-Imp-Sub order
   ‘the order that I should go quickly.’


A clear piece of evidence for assuming the subordinators -ko and -nun as COMPs is that they appear in clause-final position as illustrated in (47). Given the fact that Korean is head-final, it is predicted that -ko and -nun are the head of CP, i.e., COMP. Another strong piece of evidence for treating -ko and -nun as COMPs comes from the fact that they are restricted to the domain of embedded clause. They are not licensed in root clauses as illustrated in (48).\textsuperscript{18}

   Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-Sub
   ‘*That Sue went.’

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-Sub
   ‘*Whether Sue went.’
   together go-Prop-Sub
   'That pro should go together.'

   together go-Imp-Sub
   'That pro should go quickly.'

It is therefore quite natural to assume that the subordinators -ko and -nun are the head C.

Consider the configuration in (49).\(^9\)

\[
(49) \begin{array}{c}
CP \\
\downarrow \\
C' \\
\downarrow \\
IP \\
\downarrow \\
ka-ass-ta \\
\downarrow \\
\text{ko/-nun} \\
\text{[+Sub]}
\end{array}
\]

2.3.3. Mood

Verbs in Korean are also morphologically inflected for the so-called mood features: declarative, interrogative, and so on. Observe the examples in (50).

(50) a. Sue-ka ka-ass-ta.
    Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec
    'Sue went.'
b. Sue-ka ka-ass-nya?
   Sue-Nom go-Past-Int
   ‘Did Sue go?’

c. Kati ka-ca.
   together go-Prop
   ‘Let’s go together.’

d. Ppali ka-la.
   quickly go-Imp
   ‘Go quickly.’

The fully inflected verbs in (50) contain a group of verbal suffixes, i.e., -ta, -nya, -ca, and
-la, which serve to determine the mood feature of each clause. Those verbal suffixes are
referred to as sentential endings. The suffixes -ta, -nya, -ca, and -la are the morphological
realizations of declarative, interrogative, propositive, and imperative, respectively. In
embedded clauses, the sentential endings are immediately followed by the subordinators
we discussed in 2.3.2. This is illustrated in (51).

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-Sub believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that Sue went.’

b. [Sue-ka ka-ass-nya-nun] cilmun
   Sue-Nom go-Past-Int-Sub question
   ‘the question whether Sue went’
   Joe-Nom together go-Prop-Sub-Past-Dec
   'Joe suggested to go together.'

d. [Ppali ka-la-nun] myenglyeng
   quickly go-Imp-Sub order
   'an order that pro go quickly'

We are now faced with the repeated question, i.e., which functional category is associated with mood features in Korean. Numerous proposals have been provided regarding the categorial status of the sentential endings (Han 1987, Kang 1988, Choe 1988, Ahn & Yoon 1989, Whitman 1989, Kim 1991, Jung 1992, and Kim 1996). A main issue dealt with in most of the analyses mentioned above is whether the sentential endings are COMPs or not.

2.3.3.1. COMP

Choe (1988), Whitman (1991), and Jung (1992), among others, argue that the sentential endings -ta, -nya-, -ca, and -la are COMPs. A strong argument for assuming the sentential endings as COMPs comes from Bresnan's (1979) argument that the type of clause is determined by the category COMP. Consider the following examples.

(52) a. Joe knew [that Sue went home].
    b. Joe asked [whether Sue went home].
The embedded clause in (52a) is headed by COMP *that*, which determines that it is declarative. On the other hand, the embedded clause in (52b) is headed by COMP *whether*, which tells us that it is interrogative. Based upon Bresnan’s (1979) argument, Jung (1992), among others, argues that the sentential endings in (50) and (51) are of the category COMP. If we adapt Bresnan’s (1979) analysis of English COMPs to Korean, therefore, the sentential endings should be of the category COMP.

Another argument for analyzing the sentential endings as COMPs comes from the behavior of the interrogative ending *-nya*. It is argued that the interrogative ending *-nya* should be of the category COMP since it is involved in licensing *wh*-words and determining scope relations (Choe 1988, Whitman 1991, and Jung 1992). Observe the following examples.

   Sue-Nom when go-Past-Dec
   ‘*Sue went when.*’

b. Sue-ka encey ka-ass-nya?
   Sue-Nom when go-Past-Int
   ‘When did Sue go?’

c. *Kati encey ka-ca.*
   together when go-Prop
   ‘*Let’s go when.*’
d. *Ppali encey ka-la.
   quickly when go-Imp
   ‘*Go quickly when.’

As observed in Kim (1991), *wh*-words such as encey in (53) are licensed only by the interrogative ending -nya. It is argued, therefore, that there exists a relation between the *wh*-words and the interrogative ending -nya, which has led Choe (1988), Whitman (1989), and Jung (1992) to argue that -nya is a [+wh] COMP. Following Rizzi (1991), who suggests that there exists a spec-head relation between COMP and the *wh*-word, Jung (1992) proposes that *wh*-words are licensed by the interrogative ending -nya in terms of the spec-head agreement. Given that *wh*-words move to the spec of CP (at LF), it is predicted that the ending -nya is the head COMP. The fact that the other sentential endings are in complementary distribution with the interrogative ending -nya implies that they also fall into the category of COMP. Consider the example in (54a) and its structure (54b), suggested in Choe (1988), Whitman (1991), and Jung (1992).

(54) a. Nuku-ka ka-ass-nya?
   who-Nom go-Past-Int
   ‘Who went?’

b.  

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CP} \\
\text{nuku-ka}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C'} \\
\text{[+wh]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{TP} \\
\text{ka-ass-} \\
\text{-nya [wh]}
\end{array}
\]
The fact that the sentential endings determine the type of clause and the fact that *wh-*
words are licensed by the interrogative ending *-nya* lead us to conclude that the sentential
 endings are of the category COMP in Korean.

There seems to arise a problem with the analyses of the sentential endings as
COMPs. First observe the examples in (51a) and (51b), repeated here.

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-Sub believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that Sue went.’

   b. [Sue-ka ka-ass-nya-nun] cilmun
   Sue-Nom go-Past-Int-Sub question
   ‘the question whether Sue went’

As illustrated in (55), the sentential endings *-ta* and *-nya* are followed by the
subordinators *-ko* and *-nun* in the embedded clauses. It should be accounted for how the
sentential endings which are argued to be COMPs can co-occur with the subordinators *-ko*
and *-nun*, which are widely accepted as COMPs. In fact, it is not the sentential endings
but the subordinators that occur in the final position of the embedded clauses in (55). The
fact that the sentential endings occur inside and with the subordinators suggests that there
are two independent CP projections under the analysis of the sentential endings as
COMPs. This is exactly what Jung (1992) suggests. Consider the double CP structure
suggested in Jung (1992).\textsuperscript{21}
Jung (1992) tries to draw a supporting argument for her double CP analysis from Spanish, which seems to allow two independent COMP positions (Suñer 1991). Observe the following examples, cited from Plann (1982).

(57) a. Te preguntan [que para qué quieres el préstamo].
   you ask(3-p) that for what want(2-p) the loan
   ‘They ask you what you want the loan for.’

   b. María preguntaba [que si no debiéramos dejarlas en paz].
   Mary was asking that if not should(1-p) leave them in peace
   ‘Mary was asking whether we shouldn’t leave them in peace.’

Suñer (1991) argues that *que* in (57) is in the head of the upper CP and that the spec of the upper CP is taken by a null operator. Suñer’s argument has led Jung (1992) to suggest the following structure of indirect interrogatives in Spanish.
Suñer’s (1992) analysis of Spanish interrogatives, however, does not necessarily provide a supporting argument for Jung’s (1992) double CP analysis. As pointed out by Chomsky (1995), it seems to be a universal property that lexical complementizers are restricted to embedded clauses. Root clauses may project CP but this does not necessarily mean that the head C may be filled with an overt complementizer. In Suñer’s (1991) analysis, root clauses project up to CP₁ whose head is always non-overt, which is compatible with Chomsky’s argument that lexical complementizers are licensed only in embedded clauses. Embedded clauses project up to CP₂ whose head may be filled with a lexical complementizer. Under Jung’s (1992) analysis, on the other hand, root clauses project up to CP₁ whose head is always overt, which is not compatible with Chomsky’s (1995) argument.

2.3.3.2. MOOD

Despite the evidence and arguments for analyzing the sentential endings as COMPs, there is also evidence that the sentential endings are not COMPs. First of all, the sentential endings co-occur with the subordinators in embedded clauses. This has led many linguists
to argue that they are not COMPs but the head of a projection which is lower than CP (Ahn and Yoon 1989 and Kim 1991, among others).\textsuperscript{22} Ahn and Yoon (1989), for example, treat the sentential endings as the head of MP (=Mood Phrase), which can be used as complement to the head COMP.\textsuperscript{23} Let us consider the structure of the verbal projection suggested in Ahn and Yoon (1989).

   
   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C say-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe said that Sue went.’

b.

```
CP
   C'
      MP C
         M' -ko
            TP M
               ka-ass -ta
```

There arise two questions with the structure (59b): (i) which category is involved in determining the types of clause in Korean and (ii) what is the relation between the interrogative ending -\textit{nya} and the \textit{wh}-word licensed by it. With respect to the first question, Ahn and Yoon (1989) suggest that it is the head MOOD that determines the types of clause in Korean. In English, it is typically the head COMP which determines the types of clause.\textsuperscript{24} The head COMP in English also functions as a subordinator. The
functions of subordination and mood marking are thus done by a single syntactic category COMP in English. Ahn and Yoon (1989), however, argue that in Korean subordination and mood are marked by separate categories, i.e., COMP and MOOD, respectively. Given that the sentential endings and the subordinators have different grammatical functions, it is not implausible to assume that they form their own independent syntactic categories.

Now let us consider the second question. Given the argument that the sentential endings including -nya are not COMPs, it should be accounted for how wh-words are licensed, considering that wh-words raise to the spec of CP. A possible answer to the second question is provided by Kim (1991) and Whitman (1991). They argue that the interrogative ending -nya, which is generated in the head MOOD/INFL, raises to the head COMP and licenses wh-words in terms of the spec-head agreement. I will assume with Ahn and Yoon (1989) that the sentential endings are of the category MOOD. Now consider the structure of verbal projection that I am assuming.

(60) a. ka-si-ass-ta-ko/nun
go-Hon-Past-Dec-C
2.4. Functional Heads and Inflectional Suffixes

In the Pre-Minimalist framework, there used to be a direct association in the syntax between functional heads and inflectional suffixes, i.e., the former was argued to be the locus of the latter. In the Minimalist framework, however, there seems no such association between functional heads and inflectional suffixes in the syntax since the former is argued to be the locus of morphological features, not of inflectional suffixes. In 2.2 and 2.3, I have assumed that functional heads are the locus of inflectional suffixes with morphological features in Korean. I discuss whether this assumption is compatible with the checking theory of the Minimalist Program outlined in Chomsky (1992).
At the heart of the Minimalist Program are “morphological features,” which include features associated with case, tense, and agreement. The addition of phonologically overt suffixes associated with features such as case, tense, and agreement involves the simultaneous addition of such features. The functional heads in this system, on the other hand, are the locus of morphological features. They are not the positions in which inflectional suffixes are inserted.\footnote{26}

Given this assumption that functional heads are the locus of features but not suffixes, there seems to be no direct association between functional heads and inflectional suffixes in the syntax. Let us consider the configurations in which various features are checked off under the assumption that functional heads are just the locus of features.

(61) a. 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D’} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N’} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{aki-ka} \\
\text{[+Nom]} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{MP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{M’} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{TP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{T’} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{AgrP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{Agr} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{VP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{V} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{ka-si-ass-ta} \\
\text{[+Hon, +Past, +Dec]} \\
\end{array}
\]
Under the Minimalist framework, nominal suffixes such as -*ka* are added to the nominal stem and the verbal suffixes such as -*si*, -*ass-*, and -*ta* to the verbal stem in the lexicon. The addition of these suffixes involves the simultaneous addition of relevant morphological features. In the syntax, the fully inflected noun *aki-ka* and the verb *ka-si-ass-ta* are now selected from the lexicon and inserted into the nodes N and V, respectively. Functional heads, in the meantime, are associated with certain features but not with inflectional suffixes in the syntax. The fully inflected lexical items cyclically raise to each functional head in the syntax to have their features checked off. Given this mechanism of the checking theory, there seems no direct association in the syntax between functional heads and inflectional suffixes.

Let us now discuss the lexicon in more detail regarding the relations among morphological features, inflectional suffixes, and functional heads. Morphological features and inflectional suffixes are closely related to each other in the lexicon since the addition of features involves the simultaneous addition of suffixes or the other way around. In Korean, for example, the specific tense feature [+Past] is added to the verbal stem and overtly realized as the suffix -*ass*. Similarly, the feature [+Nom] is realized as -*ka*. Therefore there exists strict one-to-one relation between morphological features and inflectional suffixes. In the lexicon, there also exists a close association between functional heads and morphological features. Specific bundles of morphological features are selected and carried by the relevant functional heads. The feature [+Past], for example, is selected from the lexicon and carried by the head T. Similarly, the feature [+Nom] is selected from the lexicon and carried by the head D. Therefore there exists a
close association between functional heads and morphological features in the lexicon. Given the association between features and suffixes on the one hand and between heads and features on the other, we can induce an indirect association between functional heads and inflectional suffixes in the grammar. Consider the relationships among functional heads, morphological features, and inflectional suffixes in Korean.

(62)  

a. D  
[+Nom]  
[+Acc]  
[+Gen]  
-ka  
-lul  
-uy  

b. T  
[+Past]  
[+Pres]  
[+Fut]  
-ass  
-n  
-keyss  

c. Agr  
[+Hon]  
[-Hon]  
-si  
-ϕ  

d. M  
[+Dec]  
[+Int]  
[+Prop]  
[+Imp]  
-ta  
-nya  
-ca  
-la  

Case features are carried by the functional head D, while those features are overtly realized as the relevant nominal suffixes. Similarly, tense features are carried by the head T and morphologically realized as the relevant verbal suffixes. The same is true of agreement and mood features.
Given the close association between the functional heads and the inflectional suffixes in Korean, it seems not implausible to assume that inflectional suffixes with morphological features are selected from the lexicon and inserted into the relevant functional heads. Compare the structures in (61) with those in (63).

(63) a. 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{D'} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{N'} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{aki}
\end{array}
\]

b. 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{MP} \\
\text{M'} \\
\text{TP} \\
\text{T'} \\
\text{AgrP} \\
\text{Agr'} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{V'} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{ka}
\end{array}
\]

With respect to the status of inflectional morphology, Halle and Marantz (1992) suggest that the functional nodes should serve as the locus of lexical insertion and that all word formation should occur in the syntax, as a result of the syntactic head movement, which is against the fundamental assumption in the Minimalist framework that inflectional morphology takes place in the lexicon. Chomsky (1995), however, does not rule out the possibility that functional nodes are the locus of inflectional suffixes. He
actually mentions three possibilities regarding the sources of morphological features such as case, tense, and agreement.

"Its (a verb's) tense and $\theta$-features might be chosen optionally and assigned to the word as it enters the numeration, or they might result from overt V-raising to Agr and T. Or they might reach the phonological component uninflected, the PF form resulting from interaction with functional elements within the phonological component. The answers could vary across or within languages (Chomsky 1995: 238)."

He further mentions:

"Features that are associated with the verb but not predictable from the lexical entry have two possible sources: they might be chosen arbitrarily as the verb enters the numeration, or they might be the result of operations that form complex words by association with other elements (e.g. adjunction to T). These could be operations of the overt syntax or the phonological component (including morphology). If overt syntactic operations are involved, the categories involved will be marked as allowing or requiring affixation (Chomsky 1995:238)."

"Suppose that specific morphological properties of a language constrain the phonetic correlate of formal features: say, that verbs indicate person with prefixes and number with suffixes, or that exactly n slots are available for spelling out formal features. Then the lexical entries will abstract from these properties, presenting just the information that they do not determine (Chomsky 1995:238-239)."

Now let us consider Korean concerning the relation between morphological features, inflectional suffixes, and functional heads. It is well-known that there exists a
strict one-to-one relation in Korean between morphological features and inflectional suffixes. In other words, morphological features are strictly associated with specific suffixes in specific positions. Consider the nominal and verbal inflections in (64).

(64) a. aki-tul-ka/lul/uy
    baby-Pl-Nom/Acc/Gen

b. apeci-ka ka-si-ass/n/keyss-ta/nya-ko/nun
    father-Nom go-Hon-Past/Pres/Fut-Dec/Int-Sub

As illustrated in (64a), case features are invariably realized in a fixed position, i.e., following number agreement suffix. Further they are invariably realized as specific suffixes. That is, [+Nom], [+Acc], and [+Gen] are realized as -ka, -lul, and -uy, respectively. In the verbal projection in (64b), the feature [+Hon] is invariably associated with the suffix -si and the position of the suffix -si is predictable, i.e., it always occurs immediately after the verbal stem. Tense features such as [+Past], [+Pres], and [+Fut] are invariably realized as -ass, -n, and -keyss, respectively, and occupy the same position, which is also predictable, i.e., immediately following the honorific suffix. The same is true of the mood features. [+Dec] and [+Int] are realized as -ta, and -nya, respectively, and appear immediately after the tense suffixes.

Given the strict correlation between morphological features and phonological realizations, it seems not impossible to assume that the functional heads are the locus of lexical insertion in Korean as shown in (63). The configurations in (63) are compatible
with the checking theory suggested in Chomsky (1992). Morphological features are optionally added to lexical items via syntactic head-to-head movement. Let us compare how case features of DP and agreement features on V are checked under the proposed analysis.

(64) a. \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D'} \\
\text{NP} \\
| \quad | \\
N' \quad -\text{kkeyse} \\
| \\
[+\text{Nom}, +\text{Hon}] \\
N \\
| \\
apeci \\
\end{array} \]

b. \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{AgrP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{Agr'} \\
\text{VP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{V'} \\
\text{V} \\
| \\
[+\text{Nom}, +\text{Hon}] \\
\end{array} \]

In (64a), the features [+Nom] and [+Hon] are percolated to the maximal projection DP. The feature [+Nom] must be checked off before the derivation reaches LF since it is [-Interpretable]. The DP enters into a checking relation with relevant head in order to have the feature [+Nom] checked off. The feature [+Nom] is entirely erased once it is checked off. The feature [+Hon] is checked off in the same manner when the DP enters into a checking relation with a relevant head. Unlike the feature [+Nom], however, the feature [+Hon] is not erased even when it is checked since it is considered [+Interpretable]. The functional head Agr also bears [+Nom] and [+Hon]. The head Agr enters into a checking relation with a DP in the specifier position and the feature [+Nom] of the head Agr is checked off and totally erased since it is [-Interpretable]. The feature [+Hon] on the head
Agr can be checked when it enters into a checking relation with a DP in the specifier. The feature, however, is not erased even when it is checked off since it is [+Interpretable].

2.5. Summary

There exist a strict one-to-one relation between morphological features and inflectional suffixes in Korean. Morphological features and inflectional suffixes of nominal projection are summarized in (65) and those of verbal projection in (66). I assume that the nominal suffixes share the categorial features with their stem N, i.e., [+N, -V], whereas the verbal suffixes with their stem V, i.e., [-N, +V].

(65) a. Agreement

\[
\begin{align*}
[+N, -V, +Pl] & \quad -tul \\
[+N, -V, -Pl] & \quad -\phi
\end{align*}
\]

b. Case

\[
\begin{align*}
[+N, -V, +Nom] & \quad -ka \\
[+N, -V, +Acc] & \quad -lul \\
[+N, -V, +Gen] & \quad -uy \\
[+N, -V, +Dat] & \quad -eykey \\
[+N, -V, +Loc] & \quad -ey
\end{align*}
\]

c. Agreement and Case

\[
\begin{align*}
[+N, -V, +Nom, +Hon] & \quad -kkeyse \\
[+N, -V, +Dat, +Hon] & \quad -kkey
\end{align*}
\]
(66) a. Agreement
[-N, +V, +Hon]   -si
[-N, +V, -Hon]   -φ

b. Tense
[-N, +V, +Past]   -ass
[-N, +V, +Present]   -n
[-N, +V, +Fut]   -keyss

c. Mood
[-N, +V, +Dec]   -ta
[-N, +V, +Int]   -nya
[-N, +V, +Prop]   -ca
[-N, +V, +Imp]   -la

d. Subordination
[-N, +V, +Sub]   -ko/-nun

Note in (66d) that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are both the morphological realization of [-N, +V, +Sub]. In chapters 3 and 4, I will present analyses of the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun.
Notes to Chapter 2

1. For the sake of convenience, I simplify the system of inflectional suffixes in Korean, ignoring variants conditioned by phonological environments. The feature [+Nom] is realized as -*ka* when the stem noun ends in a vowel (ia) and as -*i* when the stem noun ends in a consonant (ib). Similarly, the feature [+Acc] is realized as -*lul* when the stem noun ends in a vowel (iia) and as -*ul* when the stem noun ends in a consonant (iib).

(i) a. chinku-*ka*
   friend-Nom

   b. haksayng-*i*
   student-Nom

(ii) a. chinku-*lul*
   friend-Acc

   b. haksayng-*ul*
   student-Acc

I will simply posit -*ka* and -*lul* as the realizations of the features [+Nom] and [+Acc], respectively.

The feature [+Past], on the other hand, is overtly realized as -*ass* or -*ess*, depending upon the stem vowels. Observe the examples in (iii).

(iii) a. cap-*ass-*ta.*
    hold-Past-Dec

   b. nol-*ass-*ta.*
    play-Past-Dec

   c. mek-*ess-*ta.*
    eat-Past-Dec

   d. cu-*ess-*ta.*
    give-Past-Dec

As illustrated in (iii), the feature [+Past] is realized as -*ass* when the stem has either a or o and as -*ess* otherwise. This phonological phenomenon is called ‘vowel harmony’. I will ignore vowel harmony and simply posit -*ass* as the realization of the feature [+Past].

2. A bundle of morphological features, i.e., number, gender, and person is referred to as agreement or ϕ-features in the literature. With regard to the morphological realizations of
agreement features, there exist a wide range of variety cross-linguistically or within a language. In English, for example, personal pronouns are overtly inflected for number, gender (only for third person), and person, whereas ordinary nouns are morphologically inflected only for number. In German, on the other hand, determiners and pronouns are inflected for number, person, and gender.

3. It is quite possible for the feature [+Pl] to be realized as a zero suffix when the context clearly tells us whether it is singular or plural. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) a. tosekwan-ey chayk-ϕ-ka manh-ta.
   library-Loc book-Num-Nom many-Dec
   'There are many books in the library.'

   b. tosekwan-eyse chayk-ϕ-lul han kwen ilk-ass-ta.
   library-Loc book-Num-Acc one volume read-Past-Dec
   'I read a book in the library.'

The noun chayk-ka in (ia) is clearly understood as plural because of the predicate manh-, whereas the noun chayk-lul in (ib) is interpreted as singular because of the number expression following it. This is not relevant to my discussion in this chapter. What should be pointed out here is that the nominal suffix -tul is associated with the feature [+Pl].

4. As we will see in 2.3, verbs are morphologically inflected for honorific agreement but not for number agreement in Korean.

5. See Ritter (1995), who suggests an independent syntactic category for number agreement. She argues that in Hebrew there exist two functional categories within DP, i.e., D and Num(ber). Under her analysis, the head D is associated with 'definiteness'. Consider the structure of DP suggested in Ritter (1995).

(i)  
    DP  
    /   
   D   NumP  
   /     /   
  [definteness]  Num  NP  
  /  
  [number]

As pointed out by Lee (1992), however, Korean does not show the so-called definiteness effect. Given this, we need not assume two functional categories within DP in Korean and it seems quite plausible to argue that the head D is the locus of number agreement.
6. Olsen (1989) argues that the category N but not D (=determiners and pronouns) has lost its ability for morphological expression of the strong Agr-features to a large extent in the modern German. In other words, D always inflects strongly, whereas N inflects strongly only in the dative plural and in the genitive singular of the masculine and neuter. See also Emonds (1985) for a discussion on case realization in German.

7. Chomsky (1995) leaves it open whether the case features of DP come from the head D or N. See Webelhuth (1995) who suggests two possibilities regarding the source of case features associated with DP. One is to assume that the case features of the entire DP come from the functional head D and the other is to assume that they come from the lexical head N.

8. See Chomsky (1995) who also mentions a case category K.

9. They distinguish nominative-marked nominals from accusative-marked nominals by arguing that the former projects a DP, whereas the latter projects a KP. In Korean, there is no such distinction between nominative- and accusative-marked DPs. See Kim (1990) who argues that nominative differs from accusative in Korean in that it is assigned by default. With respect to the morphological realization, however, nominative is not distinguished from accusative in that both are realized as nominal suffixes.

10. S.-W. Kim (p.c.) pointed out to me that the so-called case stacking seems not to be entirely impossible. Observe the examples in (i).

       Joe-Nom baby-Dat-Acc cake-Acc give-Past-Dec
       ‘Joe gave the baby a cake.’

       Joe-Nom school-Loc-Acc go-Past-Dec
       ‘Joe went to school.’

   To me, the examples in (i) can be (marginally) acceptable. The acceptability of (ia) and (ib) seems to be related with the fact that the verbs cu- and ka- can license the accusative suffix -lul as well as the dative suffix -eykey or the locative suffix -ey, as illustrated in (ii).


   Now compare the examples in (ii) with those in (iii), which show that the case stacking is not possible when the verbs cannot license the accusative marker.
    Joe-Nom police-Dat/Acc accident-Acc report-Past-Dec
    'Joe reported the accident to the police.'


    Based upon the assumption that a single head may be associated with multiple
features, I suggest the following structures for the dative DP and the locative DP in (i).

(iv) a.          b.
    \[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{DP} \\
    \text{D'} \\
    \text{NP} \\
    \text{D} \\
    \text{aky} \\
    \text{eykey-lul} \\
    \end{array} \]
    \[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{NP} \\
    \text{D} \\
    \text{hakkyo} \\
    \text{ey-lul} \\
    \end{array} \]
    \[ [+\text{Dat}, +\text{Acc}] \]
    \[ [+\text{Loc}, +\text{Acc}] \]

    The multiple case features of the DPs in (iv) must be checked off. I will claim in chapter
4 that [+Dat] and [+Loc] are checked off by V and [+Acc] by AgrO. Belletti (1988)
suggests a possibility that inherent case can combine with structural case. Her argument is
supported by the fact that the case stacking is possible only when one structural case
marker and one inherent case marker are involved. The following examples are not
allowed in Korean.

(vi) a. *aki-ka-lul
    Nom-Acc

    b. *aki-lul-uy
    Acc-Gen

    c. *aki-ka-uy
    Nom-Gen

(vii) a. *aki-ey-ekey
    Loc-Dat

    b. *aki-eykey-eey
    Dat-Loc

11. See Kim (1990) who cites examples which show that the nominative suffix -ka is
interchangeable with the dative suffix -eykey or the locative suffix -ey.
   l-Dat/Nom dog-Nom scared-Dec
   ‘To me dogs are scary or I am scared of dogs.’

   America-Loc/Nom earthquake-Nom occur-Past-Dec
   ‘In America an earthquake occurred.’

The examples in (ia) also suggest that postpositions are of the same category as the nominal case suffixes.

12. Like Baker (1988), Kim (1990) also distinguishes two types of P in Korean. Some Ps are just the morphological realizations of case and the others are θ-role assigners. In this chapter, I discuss only the former type of P. See Neeleman (1997) for θ-theory regarding PP complements.

13. One might raise another question here, i.e., whether there exists a functional category outside P, given that case suffixes occur outside P. This is beyond my discussion.


15. Under the lexicalist analysis of inflectional morphology as suggested in Chomsky (1992), where inflectional suffixes are added to lexical items in the lexicon, we lose the motivation for the relative hierarchy of T and Agr (and all other functional categories).

16. The question we are concerned with here is not whether root sentences project up to CP, but whether overt complementizers may be licensed in root sentences. It is noted in Chomsky (1995) that root clauses may project up to CP, but with no overt COMP. He observes that root clauses with overt COMP can be found, but not with declarative forces. Observe the following.

   (i) a. that John left
       b. that John leave

Both (ia) and (ib) can stand alone as root sentences. As noted by him, however, such sentences do not have declarative forces. This is confirmed by the fact that (ia) and (b) could be the answers to the questions (iia) and (iib), respectively, but not (iic), which calls for a declarative assertion.

(ii) a. what did he tell you
    b. what would you prefer
    c. what happened yesterday

   (Chomsky 1995: 292)
17. I will discuss cross-linguistic properties of complementizers in chapter 3.

18. Root clauses with an overt complementizer sound acceptable in some contexts. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) a. Joe-ka muelako malha-ass-nya?
   Joe-Nom what say-Past-Int
   ‘What did Joe say?’

   b. cicin-ka na-ass-ta-ko.
      earthquake-Nom occur-Past-Dec-C
      ‘That an earthquake occurred.’

The CP headed by the complementizer -ko in (ib) is acceptable as an answer to the question (ia). It is clear, however, that (ib) lacks declarative forces. It cannot be the answer to the question in (iia), which requires a declarative assertion.

(ii) a. ecey musun il-ka na-ass-nya?
       yesterday what thing-Nom occur-Past-Int
       ‘What happened yesterday?’

   b. cicin-ka na-ass-ta.
      earthquake-Nom occur-Past-Dec
      ‘An earthquake occurred.’

See footnote 16.

19. Irrelevant projections are omitted.

20. See also Chomsky (1995) who argues that the head C is an indicator of mood: declarative, interrogative, propositive, and imperative.

21. See Nishigauchi (1990) for a similar idea for Japanese. He suggests that the question marker -ka in Japanese is a [+wh] COMP, which is embedded under the quotative COMP -to. Observe the following example.

   (i) Hanako-wa [[dare-ka ki-ta-ka-] to] iw-ta.
      Hanako-Top who-Nom come-Perf-Int-C say-Perf
      ‘Hanako said, “Who came?”

22. See Fukui (1987), who argues against Nishigauchi’s (1986) analysis of -ka as [+wh] COMP since it would be odd to embed a [+wh] COMP under another COMP.
23. See Kim (1991) who analyzes the sentential endings as the head INFL.

24. It is not the case, however, that mood features are always associated with the COMP in English. The distinction in mood features between interrogative and subjunctive, for example, is not reflected on the head COMP but on the head INFL. Observe the following examples.

(i) a. Joe believes [that Sue went home].
   b. Joe suggests [that Sue go home].

The data in (i) provide supporting evidence for Ahn and Yoon's (1989) argument that mood features are associated with the head MOOD but not with COMP in Korean.

25. As pointed out in Ahn and Yoon (1989), mood marking is done in different manners in Korean and English. In Korean, different types of mood are invariably marked by the so-called sentential endings. In English, on the other hand, different types of mood are marked in different manners. Declarative, for example, is marked in such a way that no overt COMP occurs. Interrogative, on the other hand, involves Subject-Aux inversion (and wh-fronting). Imperative is marked in such a way that no overt subject appears and the verb is not inflected.


27. Under the proposed system in which morphological features are added via syntactic movement, it should be accounted for what triggers the movement. Verbal stems do not bear any features and therefore the so-called feature checking does not trigger the raising of verbal stems. With regard to this issue, Chomsky (1995) suggests that the categories involved in syntactic operations must be marked (in the lexicon or the transition to the numeration) as allowing or requiring affixation.

CHAPTER 3
COMP and Case Realization

3.1. Introduction
Embedded CPs in Korean are headed by complementizer -ko or -nun. It is well-known that the complementizers -ko and -nun are in complementary distribution (Yoon 1990). The complementizer -ko is licensed in the domain of complement to V but not complement to N. The complementizer -nun, on the other hand, is licensed in the domain of complement to N but not complement to V. Neither -ko nor -nun is licensed in subject CP.

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that Sue went.’

b. [Sue-ka ka-ass-ta-*ko/nun] mitum
   Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C belief
   ‘the belief that Sue went’

   Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C everyone-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
   ‘That Sue went surprised everyone.’

In (1a), the embedded CP serves as complement to the matrix verb and is headed by the verbal suffix -ko. In (1b), on the other hand, the embedded CP is used as complement to
the head noun and headed by the verbal suffix -nun. In (1c), the embedded CP functions as subject and neither -ko nor -nun can be licensed.

In this chapter, I propose that the complementizers -ko and -nun are associated with case features, i.e., accusative and genitive, respectively. I claim that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with accusative and therefore must be licensed by the lexical head V, which is widely argued to be responsible for accusative in Korean. I also claim that the verbal suffix -nun is associated with genitive and licensed by the functional head D, which I argue to be responsible for genitive in Korean (Fukui 1986 and Abney 1987).

The proposed analysis of the verbal suffix -ko as being associated with accusative is empirically evidenced by the fact that -ko is licensed in the same configuration as the nominal suffix -lul, which is the morphological realization of accusative. That is, the suffixes -ko and -lul are licensed in the domain of complement to V, whereas neither is licensed in complement to N or in subject position. Compare the examples in (2) with those in (1).  

   Joe-Nom that story-Acc believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed the story.’

b. [ku iyaki-*lul] mitum
   that story-Acc belief
   ‘the belief of the story’
   that story-Acc everybody-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
   ‘The story surprised everybody.’

The data in (1) and (2) strongly suggest that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with accusative, just as the nominal suffix -lul is. The proposed analysis of -ko as the morphological realization of accusative is further supported by the fact that the verbal suffix -ko is interchangeable with the nominal suffix -lul in interrogative clauses.

There exists the same line of evidence for the analysis of the verbal suffix -nun as being associated with genitive. The verbal suffix -nun is licensed in the same configuration as the nominal suffix -uy, which is the morphological realization of genitive. That is, they are licensed in the domain of complement to N, whereas neither is licensed in complement to V or in subject position. Compare (1) with (3).

   Joe-Nom that story-Gen believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed the story.’

b. [ku iyaki-uy] mitum
   that story-Gen belief
   ‘the belief of the story’

   that story-Gen everybody-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
   ‘The story surprised everybody.’
The data in (1) and (3) clearly indicate that the verbal suffix -\textit{nun} is the morphological realization of genitive, just as the nominal suffix -\textit{uy} is. Further, the fact that the verbal suffix -\textit{nun} is interchangeable with the nominal suffix -\textit{uy} in interrogative clauses provides clearer empirical evidence that the complementizer -\textit{nun} is associated with genitive.

The nominal suffixes -\textit{lul} and -\textit{uy} are widely argued to be the head \textit{D} (Ahn and Yoon 1989 and Bak 1990), and the verbal suffixes -\textit{ko} and -\textit{nun} the head \textit{C} (Choe 1988, Ahn and Yoon 1989, Whitman 1989, Jung 1992, and Kim 1996). Given this, I claim that case features are overtly realized on the head \textit{D} as nominal suffixes when associated with DPs, whereas case features are morphologically realized on the head \textit{C} as verbal suffixes when associated with CPs. A generalization can be made regarding overt realization of case features in Korean: case features realized on the head of the projections which enter into a case-checking relation.

It is not implausible to assume that the category \textit{C} may be associated with case features. The proposed analysis of the verbal suffixes -\textit{ko} and -\textit{nun} as being associated with case features is theoretically supported by a parallelism between \textit{D} and \textit{C} (Szabolcsi 1989, Siloni 1991 and 1995, and Bittner and Hale 1996). Bittner and Hale (1996) argue that the nominal head \textit{D} (or \textit{K}), which is associated with case features, corresponds to the verbal head \textit{C}. This allows us to argue that the head \textit{C} may be associated with case features if we assume that CPs may be assigned case. Szabolcsi (1989) and Siloni (1995), on the other hand, claim that the category \textit{D} in Hebrew may serve as a complementizer in certain participial clauses. This is, the head \textit{D} shares certain features with the head \textit{C}. 

Therefore it is quite plausible to assume that the category C may realize case features in Korean. The proposed analysis is also supported by the argument that the category P may realize case features (Baker 1988, Kim 1990, and Lee 1992), along with the argument that complementizers are of the category P (Emonds 1985). If we adopt those arguments, the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun known as COMPs are predicted to be of the category P. Therefore, it follows that they realize case features.

A universal property of the category C is that it serves as a subordinator. It has long been observed, however, that subordination is not the only function of the category C. Cross-linguistic evidence has been provided that morphological features which are relevant to morphological realizations of complementizers are varied from one language to another. Further, it is quite common that a language employs more than one complementizer, which suggests that there exist certain features by which different complementizers can be distinguished. In English, for example, complementizer that realizes [+tense, -wh, +Sub], whereas for realizes [-tense, -wh, +Sub] (Bresnan 1979 and Emonds 1985). It is therefore tense features that allow us to distinguish that from for. In other words, tense features are relevant to the morphological realizations of complementizers in English. Bennis and Haegeman (1984), on the other hand, observe that complementizers da and dan in West Flemish realize [+tense, -pl, +Sub] and [+tense, +pl, +Sub], respectively. Therefore it is agreement features that serve to distinguish dan from da. That is, agreement features are relevant to the realizations of complementizers in West Flemish. I claim that Korean complementizers -ko and -nun realize [+Acc, +Sub] and [+Gen, +Sub], respectively. It is therefore case features that allow us to distinguish
the two complementizers -ko and -nun. Once we assume that the category C may be associated with such morphological features as wh- and agreement features, there is no reason to rule out the possibility that the head C may be associated with case features.

It is case features by which the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy are distinguished from each other, i.e., the former being associated with accusative and the latter with genitive. What I am proposing in this chapter is that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are distinguished from each other in the same manner, i.e., in terms of case features. The former is associated with accusative and the latter with genitive. The verbal suffixes -ko and -nun, on the other hand, are distinguished from the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy in terms of their categorial features, i.e., the former is of [-N, +V], whereas the latter is of [+N, -V]. I propose the feature specifications of the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun and the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy as in (4).

(4) a.  -lul      [+N, -V, +Acc]
      -ko       [-N, +V, +Acc, +Sub]

b.  -uy       [+N, -V, +Gen, +Sub]
    -nun       [-N, +V, +Gen]

The feature specifications of the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy and the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun imply that the former are Ds with case features, whereas the latter are COMPs with case features. It has long been observed that nominal case markers and complementizers morphologically converge in various languages (Moravcsik 1972,
Gorbet 1973, Clark 1973, and Joseph 1975, among others). The proposed analysis of Korean complementizers -ko and -nun provides a principled account of the cross-linguistic conversion of case markers and complementizers.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In 3.2, I will discuss whether case features may be associated with CPs. Stowell (1981) proposed Case Resistance Principle (=CRP) which says that CPs may not be assigned case. I will address both theoretical and empirical problems with Stowell’s (1981) CRP and present cross-linguistic evidence that CPs may bear case features. I also claim that morphological features may be realized as nominal suffixes in nominal projections and as verbal suffixes in verbal projections. In 3.3, I present an analysis of the verbal suffixes -nun and -ko by proposing that the former is associated with genitive and the latter with accusative. I show that the verbal suffixes -nun and -ko are licensed in the same configurations as the nominal suffixes -uy and -nun, which are the realizations of accusative and genitive, respectively. In 3.4, I provide theoretical and empirical arguments for the proposed analysis of -ko and -nun as being associated with case features. I show that morphological features associated with complementizers vary cross-linguistically, which allows us to argue that complementizers may be associated with case features in Korean. I also show that a functional parallelism between D and C also provides a theoretical argument for the proposed analysis in which both C and D may be associated with case features. Finally, I present cross-linguistic evidence that complementizers converge with nominal case markers in various languages, which provides empirical evidence for the proposed analysis.
3.2. CP and Case Features

It has long been a controversial issue in the literature whether CPs may be assigned case or not.² In this section, I discuss this issue and present both theoretical and empirical evidence that CPs may be assigned case cross-linguistically. I argue that case features are morphologically realized on the head of the maximal projections which enter into a case-checking relation. In other words, case features are realized on the head D when DPs enter into a case-checking relation, whereas case features are realized on the head C when CPs enter into a case-checking relation.


Stowell (1981) proposes the Case Resistance Principle to account for different distributions of DPs and CPs in English. The CRP is stated in (5).

(5) Case Resistance Principle
    Case may not be assigned to a category bearing a case-assigning feature.

Stowell argues that tensed CPs cannot occur in case-marked positions since they bear a case-assigning feature, i.e., [+tense]. There is some evidence suggesting that CPs may not be assigned case in English. Consider the following data, which led Stowell (1981) to propose the CRP.
(6) a. *Did [that Sue went home] surprise Joe?
   b. *Bill knew [that [that Sue went home] surprised Joe].
   c. *Mary said [that she wanted to drive] quietly.
   d. *Paul knew about [that Sue went home].

(7) a. Did [Sue’s going home surprise] Joe?
   b. Bill knew that [Sue’s going home] surprised Joe.
   c. Mary remembered Sue’s going home clearly.
   d. Paul know about Joe’s going home.

As illustrated in (6) and (7), there are some syntactic positions in English from which tensed CPs but not DPs are excluded. These positions are defined as case-marked positions. The embedded CPs in (6a) and (6b) occur in the subject position to which nominative is assigned by the finite INFL. In (6c), the embedded CP is used as the complement to V, which assigns accusative to the complement. In (6d), the embedded CP occurs in the complement to P, which is argued to assign accusative or oblique case (Chomsky 1981 and Kayne 1984). The CRP in (5) correctly predicts that the sentences in (6) are ungrammatical since the embedded CPs occur in case-marked position and thus violate the CRP. The CRP also can account for the fact that CPs but not DPs may appear in complements to N and A, which are defined as non-case positions.

(8) a. Joe’s belief [that Sue went home]
   b. Joe is aware [that Sue went home].
The complementary distributions of DPs and CPs mentioned above seem to be well accounted for by Stowell's (1981) CRP.

Despite the data in (6) and (8), however, there arise both theoretical and empirical problems with the CRP. First let us consider some theoretical problems. As pointed out by Contreras (1985), for the analysis to work, infinitives must be specified [+tense] in Stowell (1981), which is against widely accepted assumptions. Yoon (1993) points out that the syntactic behaviors of a certain projection seem to be determined by the head of the projection, not by the head of any lower projections. Under the CRP, however, the external distributions of CPs is determined not by the head of the CP but by the head of the lower projection, i.e., IP. Yoon (1993) argues that it is not the features of the head INFL but the features of the head C which determine the distributions of CPs in Korean. Specifically, Yoon (1993) argues that tensed CPs headed by the complementizer -ko cannot be assigned case in Korean since the head C of the CPs bears the feature [-N], which is defined as case-assigning categories (Chomsky 1981 and Stowell 1981). There arises another theoretical problem in the CRP if we assume Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987) in arguing that the head D is a case-assigner. Fukui (1986) argues that the possessive morpheme -'s, which is of the category D, assigns genitive, just as the feature [+tense] of INFL assigns nominative.⁵

Abney (1987) also suggests a possible parallelism between clauses and noun phrases regarding case assignment. He suggests that the head D with the feature [+Agr] assigns genitive in (9b), just as the head INFL with [+Agr] assigns nominative in (9a).
(9) a. John refused the offer.
    b. John’s refusal of the offer

(10) a. [IP [John I’ [I [+Agr] refused the offer]]]
    b. [DP [John’s D’ [D [+Agr] refusal of the offer]]]

If this is correct, then it follows that DPs, which bear a case-assigning feature, may not be assigned case. But this is not the case. Therefore the CRP is not compatible with the DP-analysis, which has been widely accepted in the literature.

Now let us consider empirical problems with the CRP. First, Observe the following examples.

(11) a. *John knew [that [that Mary left too early] upset Bill].
    b. *?John mentioned [that Mary left too early] to Bill.

The data in (11) clearly show that there exists a subject/object asymmetry, which seems not to be accounted for by the CRP. The CRP wrongly predicts that both (9a) and (9b) are ruled out since they are both in case-marked positions. Another empirical problem is posited by the following examples. Compare (12) and (13).
(12) a. *?John mentioned [that Mary left too early] to Bill.
    b. John mentioned to Bill [that Mary left too early].

(13) a. *?John complained [that Mary left too early] to Bill.
    b. John complained to Bill [that Mary left too early].

The CRP correctly predicts that (12a) is not grammatical since the embedded CP is in the case-marked position, violating the CRP, whereas (12b) is grammatical since the embedded CP is extraposed and not in the case-position any more, satisfying the CRP. Now let us consider the examples in (13). Unlike the matrix verb *mentioned in (12), the matrix verb *complained in (13) cannot assign accusative to its complement. This is illustrated by the examples in (14).

(14) a. John mentioned (*of) the rumor.
    b. John complained *(of) the rumor.

The fact that of-insertion is required in (14a) indicates that the verb complained does not have the ability to assign accusative to its complement. Given that the verb complained does not assign accusative in (13a), the embedded CP is not in case-marked position and thus does not violate the CRP. Under the CRP, therefore, (13a) is wrongly predicted to be grammatical.
3.2.2. Cross-Linguistic Evidence against the CRP

In this section, we provide cross-linguistic evidence that CPs may be assigned case. First, Contreras (1985) and Plann (1986) show that Spanish infinitival and tensed CPs occur in case-marked positions including complement of P. The following examples are from Plann (1986).

(15) a. Luis se fue sin [despedirse de nadie]
   Luis himself went without [to-say-goodbye of nobody]
   ‘Luis went away without saying goodbye to anyone.’

b. Luis soñaba con [que llamaba a casa].
   Luis was dreaming with [that was-III-sg calling to home]
   ‘Luis was dreaming that he was calling home.’

The embedded CPs in (15a) and (15b) occur as the complements to P, which is defined as a case-marked position.

Furthermore, both tensed and infinitival CPs trigger *de*-insertion when they are selected as complement to N, A, or an intransitive V, which are assumed to lack a case-assigning feature. The following examples are from Contreras (1985).

(16) a. Juan trata de [leer].
   ‘John tried to read.’

b. El plan de [construir un puente]
   ‘the plan to build a bridge’
(17) a. Juan trató de [que Marta se fuera].
    ‘John tried for Martha to leave.

b. La propuesta de [que vayamos a la playa]
    ‘the proposal that we go to the beach’

The embedded infinitival clauses in (16) and the embedded tensed clauses in (17) are selected either by an intransitive verb or a noun, which does not assign case and therefore de-insertion is triggered. This is a clear indication that the embedded CPs in (16) and (17) must and/or may be assigned case. The data in (15) - (17) therefore suggest that CPs may be assigned case in Spanish.

Taraldsen (1984) notes that the distribution of CPs in Norwegian differs from the distribution of CPs in English. Tensed CPs may occur as the complement of N in English (18a), but not in Norwegian (18b). On the other hand, tensed CPs may occur as the complement of P in Norwegian (19b) but not in English (19a). Observe the examples in (18) and (19), cited from Taraldsen (1984).

(18) a. the claim [that Knighton was le Marquis]
    b. *pastanden [at Knighton var le Marquis]
    claim that K. was the M.

(19) a. *They argue against [that we should tell the police].
    b. de argumenterte mot [at vi skulle varsle politiet].
    they argue against that we should tell police
The data in (18) and (19) strongly suggest that CPs may and/or must be assigned case in Norwegian.

Hoekstra (1984) also observes that tensed CPs may occur as the complement of P in Dutch. Consider the examples in (20).

(20) a. voor [het eten]
    before the meal

    b. voor [dat we gingen eten]
    before that we started the meal

The complement DP in (20a) and the complement CP in (20b) are exactly in the same syntactic configuration, i.e., in the complement of the preposition voor. Therefore it follows that the CP in (20b) is case-marked just as the DP in (20a) is.

Tsai (1995) provides evidence for the claim that CPs are assigned case in Chinese. She observes that DPs and CPs have the same distribution in Chinese. Let us consider the following examples.

(21) a. wo hen zaiyi (*dui) [Akiu bu lai].
    I very mind about Akiu not come
    ‘I do not mind Akiu not coming.’

    b. wo [*(dui) [Akiu bu lai]] hen zaiyi.
    I about Akiu not coming very mind
(22) a. wo hen zaiyi (*dui) [zhe-jian shi].
        I very mind about this-Cl matter
        'I do not mind about this matter.'

b. wo [*dui] [zhe-Jian shi]] hen zaiyi
        I about this-Cl matter very mind

The embedded CP in (21a) is governed by the matrix V, just as the object DP in (22a) is.
The matrix V does not allow an intervening preposition like dui. On the other hand, the
embedded CP in (21b), which occurs in the preverbal position, cannot be licensed without
being case-marked by the preposition dui since the matrix verb cannot govern the
preposed complement CP. The same is true of the object DP in (22b). The data in (21)
and (22) suggest that both DPs and CPs may be assigned case in Chinese. 7

3.2.3. Case Realizations on D(P) and C(P)

In Korean, morphological features are overtly realized as nominal suffixes when
associated with nominal projections (=DPs) and as verbal suffixes when associated with
verbal projections (=CPs). Let us take agreement features in Korean as an example. It is
shown in chapter 2 that agreement features consist of number and honorification in
Korean. The feature [+Pl] is overtly realized as the nominal suffix -tul when associated
with DPs, whereas it is realized as a zero verbal suffix φ when associated with DPs. The
feature [+Hon], on the other hand, is overtly realized as the nominal suffix -kkeyse when
associated with DPs. whereas it is realized as the verbal suffix -\textit{si} when associated with CPs.\textsuperscript{8}

Nominal and verbal suffixes are distinguished in terms of categorial features. It is quite natural to assume that nominal suffixes share their categorial features with the stem N. and verbal suffixes with the stem V (Grimshaw 1991 and Jung 1992). Then we have the feature specifications of the nominal suffixes -\textit{kkeyse} and -\textit{tul} and the verbal suffixes -\textit{si} and $\phi$ as in (23) and (24).

(23) a. -\textit{kkeyse} \hspace{1cm} [+N, -V] [+Hon] [+Nom]
   b. -\textit{si} \hspace{1cm} [-N, +V] [+Hon]

(24) a. -\textit{tul} \hspace{1cm} [+N, -V] [+P1]\textsuperscript{9}
   b. $\phi$ \hspace{1cm} [-N, +V] [+P1]

Conjunctions in Korean also provide supporting evidence for the assumption that morphological features are realized as nominal suffixes when associated with nominal projections and as verbal suffixes when associated with verbal projections. Both nominal and verbal projections can be conjoined by the so-called conjunctions in Korean. Nominal and verbal projections, however, employ different conjunctions. That is, nominal projections are conjoined by nominal suffix -(\textit{k})\textit{wa} and verbal projections by verbal suffix -\textit{ko}.\textsuperscript{10} Observe the examples in (25) and (26).\textsuperscript{11}
   Joe-Nom book-Conj map-Acc buy-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe bought a book and a map.’

   Joe-Nom Sue-Dat-Conj Mary-Dat ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe gave Sue and Mary a ring.’

(26) a. [[v mek]-ko [v ca]]-ki
   eat-Conj sleep-NM
   ‘eating and sleeping’

   father-Top LA-Loc go-Hon-Past-Conj mother-Top Seoul-Loc go-Hon-Past-Dec
   ‘Father went to LA and mother went to Seoul.’

The nominal projections *chayk* and *cito* in (25a) are conjoined by the nominal suffix -
*kwa*. The conjunction -*kwa* in (25b) conjoins the nominal projection *Sue-eykey* and *Mary-
eykey*. The verbal projections *mek*- and *ca*- in (26a), on the other hand, are conjoined by
the verbal suffix -*ko*. The verbal projections *apci-nun LA-ey ka-si-ass* and *emeni-nun
*Seoul-ey ka-si-ass* in (26b) are also conjoined by the verbal suffix -*ko*. Consider the
structures in (27).

(27) a. 

```
        NP                   DP
       /\                   /\                   /\                   /\
      NP -kwa   NP       DP -kwa   DP
```


It is now clear that the nominal suffix -kwa and the verbal suffix -ko share the grammatical function, i.e., conjunction (or the feature [+Conj]). The nominal suffix -kwa, however, is distinguished from the verbal suffix -ko in terms of the categorial features, i.e., the former being [+N, -V] and the latter [-N, +V].

(28) a. -kwa            [+N, -V] [+Conj]
    b. -ko               [-N, +V] [+Conj]

It is now clear that morphological features need not be uniformly realized as certain suffixes when they are associated with nominal and verbal projections. It makes more sense to assume that certain features are realized as nominal suffixes in nominal projections and as verbal suffixes in verbal projections. I claim that case features associated with verbal projections are overtly realized as verbal suffixes. The nominal suffixes -lul and -uy have the feature specifications as in (29a) and (29b), respectively. I will show in section 3.3 that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun realize the feature specifications in (30a) and (30b), respectively.

(29) a. [+N, -V] [+Acc]
    b. [+N, -V] [+Gen]
(30) a. [-N. +V] [+Acc] 
b. [-N. +V] [+Gen]

In chapter 2, I have argued that case (and agreement) features are morphologically realized on the head D when they are associated with DP. This argument is based upon the assumption that it is the entire DP not the lexical head N that enters into a checking relation for the checking of the features associated with the DP. Given this, it seems not implausible to assume that the verbal functional head C is associated with case features since it is the entire CP that enters into a checking relation for the checking of the case features associated with the CP. I argue that case features are associated with or morphologically realized on the head C when CP is associated with case features. Now we can make a generalization regarding morphological realizations of case features as stated in (31).

(31) Case Realization
Case features are morphologically realized on the heads of the projections which enter into a case-checking relation

According to the generalization (31), case features are overtly realized on the head D when they are assigned to DP and on the head C when they are assigned to CP. The generalization (31) further implies that case features are realized as nominal suffixes when associated with DP and as verbal suffixes when associated with CP. Consider the structures in (32).
The head D, i.e., the nominal suffix X in (32a) is associated with α case and its categorial features are [+N, -V]. The head C, i.e., the verbal suffix Y in (32b) is also associated with α case but its categorial features are [-N, +V]. The case features of D and C percolate to the maximal projections, i.e., DP and CP, which enter into a case-checking relation with the head Z.

3.3. COMPs as Case Realizations

In Korean, embedded clauses are headed by verbal suffix -ko or -nun, which are widely argued to be COMP (Choe 1988, Ahn and Yoon 1989, Yoon 1990, and Jung 1992, among others). As we have seen in chapter 2, the primary function of -ko and -nun is to serve as subordinators. In other words, they serve to set off the embedded clauses from the matrix clause. Given this, the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun share the feature [+Sub]. It should be accounted for in a principled manner why Korean employs two different complementizers -ko and -nun. Observe the examples in (33), which show that embedded CPs are headed by different complementizers in different configurations.
(33) a. [Sue-ka cip-ey ka-ass-ta-nun/*ko] Joe-uy mitum
    Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C Joe-Gen belief
    'Joe’s belief that Sue went home'

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
    'Joe believed that Sue went home.'

The complementizer *nun is licensed in the complement to N (33a), and *ko in the complement to V (33b). The fact that the complementizers *ko and *nun are licensed in different configurations clearly indicates that they are licensed by different elements or heads. This further implies that the complementizers *nun and *ko are associated with different morphological features by which we can distinguish them. In this section, I propose that the verbal suffixes *nun and *ko in (33) are indeed associated with different case features. Based upon the syntactic configurations in which they are licensed, I argue that *nun is associated with genitive, whereas *ko is associated with accusative.

It is in order to discuss whether CPs can be assigned case or not in Korean. Given that case features are overtly realized as inflectional suffixes in Korean, the question of whether or not CPs can be assigned case reduces to whether case features are overtly realized in verbal projections, i.e., CPs. Adopting Stowell’s (1987) CRP, Han (1987) and Yoon (1993) argue that CPs cannot be assigned case in Korean. Their argument is based upon the fact that CPs cannot be headed by nominal case suffixes or postpositions, which are argued to be the realizations of case features. Observe the examples in (34).12
   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Acc believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that Sue came.’

   Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Nom everybody-Dat-inform-Pass-Past-Dec
   ‘That Sue came was known to everybody.’

c. *[Sue-ka o-ass-ta-nun-uy] sasil
   Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Gen fact
   ‘the fact that Sue came’

   Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-at everybody-Nom be surprised-Past-Dec
   ‘Everybody was surprised that Sue came.’

As clearly shown in (34), the nominal case suffixes -lul, -ka, and -uy and the postposition -ey cannot be licensed in CPs headed by -ko or -nun. The data in (34) seem to suggest that CPs cannot be assigned case in Korean, which is what Han (1987) and Yoon (1993) argue for.

Han’s (1987) and Yoon’s (1993) argument that CPs cannot be assigned case in Korean, however, is valid only if we assume that case features are invariably realized as nominal suffixes, regardless of whether they are associated with nominal and verbal projections. As we have seen in 3.2.3, it is more plausible to assume that morphological features are realized as nominal suffixes when associated with nominal projections and as
verbal suffixes when associated with verbal projections. I have shown in 3.2.3 that honorific agreement is realized as the nominal suffix -kkeyse when associated with nominal projections, whereas it is realized as the verbal suffix -si when associated with verbal projections. Given this, the data in (34) do not tell us anything about whether CPs can be assigned case or not. In what follows, I will argue that CPs can be assigned case and that case features are realized as verbal suffixes when associated with CPs.

3.3.1. -Nun and Genitive

In this section, I propose that the verbal suffix -nun is associated with or the morphological realization of genitive. We have seen in chapter 2 that genitive is morphologically realized on the head D as the nominal suffix -uy when associated with DP. Now I propose that genitive is overtly realized on the head C as the verbal suffix -nun when associated with CP. First, observe the examples in (35).

(35) a. [somun-uy] inceng
    rumor-Gen acknowledgment
    ‘the acknowledgment of the rumor’

    b. [pro iki-ass-ta-nun] mitum
       win-Past-Dec-C belief
       ‘one’s belief that he won’

The genitive-marked DP in (35a) is used as the complement to the head N. The embedded CP headed by the verbal suffix -nun in (35b) is also used as the complement to the head
N. It is not implausible to argue that the embedded CP in (35b) is assigned genitive, just as the complement DP in (35a) is. Let us suppose that the embedded CP is indeed assigned genitive and consider the structures in (36).

(36) a.  
```
        DP
          D'
            NP
          somun
          -uy
            [+Gen]
```

b.  
```
        CP
          C'
            VP
          iki-ass-ta
          -nun
            [+Gen]
```

I argue that both the DP in (36a) and the CP in (36b) bear genitive, which is overtly realized as the nominal suffix -uy on the head D in the former and on the head C as the verbal suffix -nun in the latter.

The verbal suffix -nun is distinguished from the nominal suffix -uy in terms of the categorial features, i.e., the former is [-N, +V] and the latter [+N, -V]. The verbal suffix -nun is further distinguished from the nominal suffix -uy in terms of other features, i.e., the former is associated with the feature [+Sub], whereas the latter does not. Now we have the feature specifications of -uy and -nun in (37).

(37) a.  -uy  [+N, -V, +Gen]

b.  -nun  [-N, +V, +Gen, +Sub]
Given the feature specifications of -uy and -nun in (37), it is not surprising that there are two different realizations of genitive in Korean. The feature specifications of -uy and -nun in (37) predict that they must be licensed by the same element since they bear the same feature [+Gen]. Under the assumption that genitive is licensed by the functional head D (Fukui 1986 and Abney 1987)), the DP headed by the nominal suffix -uy in (37a) and the CP headed by the verbal suffix -nun in (37b) must be licensed by the head D. In other words, they must enter into a checking relation with the head D in order to have their case features checked.

(38) a. 
```
    DP
   /\ 
  DP - D'
     |   
    sumun-uy [+Gen]
```

b. 
```
    DP
   /\ 
  CP - D'
     |   
  o-ass-ta-nun [+Gen]
```

3.3.1.1. Distribution of -Uy and -Nun

There is empirical evidence that the verbal suffix -nun is associated with genitive. First of all, the verbal suffix -nun is licensed in the same configuration as the nominal suffix -uy, which is the morphological realization of genitive in DP.

3.3.1.1.1. Complement to N

CPs may serve as complement to N. CPs in this configuration are invariably headed by the verbal suffix -nun. Observe the following examples.
(39) a. [Sue-ka cip-ey ka-ass-ta-nun] Joe-uy mitum
   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C Joe-Gen belief
   ‘Joe’s belief that Sue went home’

b. [Sue-ka cip-ey ka-ass-nya-nun] Joe-uy cilmun
   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-C Joe-Gen question
   ‘Joe’s question whether Sue went home’

c. [Kati cip-ey ka-ca-nun] Joe-uy cean
   together home-to go-Past-Prop-C Joe-Gen suggestion
   ‘Joe’s suggestion that they go home together’

d. [Ppali cip-ey ka-la-nun] Joe-uy myenglyeng
   quickly home-to go-Imp-C Joe-Gen order
   ‘Joe’s order that (someone) go home quickly’

The embedded CPs in (39) are subcategorized and assigned a θ-role by the head nouns. It is clear that the verbal suffix -nun is licensed in the domain of complement to N. Like the verbal suffix -nun, the nominal suffix -uy is licensed in the domain of complement to N. Observe the following examples.

(40) a. [sasil-uy] inceng
   fact-Gen acknowledgment
   ‘the acknowledgment of the fact’
b. [somun-uy] mitum
rumor-Gen belief
‘the belief of the rumor’

The genitive-marked DPs in (40) are subcategorized and assigned a θ-role by the head nouns. That is, they are licensed in the same configuration as the embedded CPs in (39). i.e., as complements to the head nouns. Consider the configurations in (41).

(41) a. 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
N' \\
\text{DP} \quad \text{N} \\
\quad \text{D'} \quad \text{mitum} \\
\quad \text{NP} \quad \text{D} \\
\quad \text{somun} \quad -uy \\
\quad \quad [+Gen] \\
\end{array}
\]

b. 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
N' \\
\text{CP} \quad \text{N} \\
\quad \text{C'} \quad \text{mitum} \\
\quad \text{VP} \quad \text{C} \\
\quad \text{ka-ass-ta} \quad -nun \\
\quad \quad [+Gen] \\
\end{array}
\]

The fact that DPs headed by -uy and CPs headed by -nun are licensed in the same configuration strongly suggests that the verbal suffix -nun shares some feature(s) with the nominal suffix -uy. Given that the nominal suffix -uy is exclusively associated with genitive, it is clear that the verbal suffix -nun is also associated with genitive. The proposed analysis of -nun as the realization of genitive predicts that CPs headed by -nun cannot be licensed in the domain of complement to V or in subject position, which will be confirmed in what follows.
3.3.1.1.2. Complement to V

CPs can also serve as complement to V in Korean. The verbal suffix -nun cannot be licensed in this configuration as illustrated in the examples in (42).

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
    'Joe believed that Sue went home.'

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-C asked
    'Joe asked whether Sue went home.'

    Joe-Nom together home-to go-Prop-C suggested
    'Joe suggested that they should go home together.'

    Joe-Nom quickly home-to go-Imp-C ordered
    'Joe ordered pro that he should go home.'

The embedded CPs in (42) are subcategorized and assigned a θ-role by the matrix verbs. The ungrammaticality of the data in (42) is due to the verbal suffix -nun. All the sentences in (42) become grammatical when the verbal suffix -nun is replaced by -ko, as will be seen in 3.3.2. Like the verbal suffix -nun, the nominal suffix -uy cannot be licensed in the domain of complement to V as illustrated in (43).
    Joe-Nom rumor-Gen believe-Past-Dec
    'Joe believed the rumor.'

    Joe-Nom movies-Gen suggest-Past-Dec
    'Joe suggested a movie.'

Consider the configurations in (44). Neither -uy nor -nun is licensed in the domain of complement to V.

(44) a.

```
  V'
     | V
     |   | D' mit-ass-ta [+Acc]
     |   |   | NP D
     |   |   | somun -uy [+Gen]
```

b.

```
  V'
     | V
     |   | C' mit-ass-ta [+Acc]
     |   |   | VP C
     |   |   | ka-ass-ta -nun [+Gen]
```

The proposed analysis of -nun as being associated with genitive accounts for the fact that neither the nominal suffix -uy nor the verbal suffix -nun is licensed in the complement to V. Complement to V is the position to which accusative but not genitive is assigned and therefore neither DPs headed by -uy nor CPs headed by -nun can be licensed in the configuration since the feature [+Gen] cannot be licensed/checked.
3.3.1.3. Subject

Now let us consider CPs which occur in subject position. As illustrated in (45) and (46), neither nominal suffix -uy nor the verbal suffix -nun is licensed in the embedded CPs which appear in the subject position.

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-Nom Joe-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
   ‘That Sue went home surprised Joe.’

      Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-C-Nom important-Dec
      ‘Whether Sue went home is important.’

      that rumor-Gen Joe-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
      ‘The rumor surprised Joe.’

   b. *[ku sasil-uy] cungyoha-ta
      that fact-Gen important-Dec
      ‘The fact is important.’

The proposed analysis of -nun as the realization of genitive provides a principled account of why CPs headed by -nun cannot be licensed in subject position. Consider the configurations in (47).
Under the proposed analysis of -nun as being associated with genitive, the subject DP in (47a) and the subject CP in (47b) are associated with the feature [+Gen] to be checked off. Given that the head AgrS is associated with nominative, the feature [+Gen] of the subject cannot be checked in (47a) and (47b).

To summarize, the external distributions of the verbal suffix -nun and the nominal suffix -uy provides strong empirical evidence for the proposed analysis of -nun as being associated with genitive.

3.3.1.2. Interrogative

There is a more clear piece of evidence that the verbal suffix -nun shares the feature [+Gen] with the nominal suffix -uy. Unlike other types of clauses, interrogative clauses in Korean may be headed either by the verbal suffix -nun or the nominal suffix -uy as illustrated in (48).
(48) a. [Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-nun] muncey
   who-Nom win-Past-Int-C question
   ‘the question who won’

b. [Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-uy] muncey
   who-Nom win-Past-Dec-Gen question
   ‘the question (of) who won’

As in English, interrogatives in Korean exhibit dual properties, i.e., nominal and verbal properties, which is clearly pointed out by the fact that they can select either the verbal suffix -nun or the nominal suffix -uy. The fact that the verbal suffix -nun is interchangeable with the nominal suffix -uy is a strong indication that -nun is associated with genitive. The embedded interrogatives in (48) are associated with genitive, which is realized as the verbal suffix -nun in (48a) and as the nominal suffix -uy in (48b). The suffixes -nun and -uy share genitive but are distinguished from each other in terms of the categorial features, i.e., the former is [-N, +V] and the latter is [+N, -V].

The verbal suffix -nun is not interchangeable with other case suffixes such as -ka and -lul, which are the morphological realizations of nominative and accusative, respectively, which indicates that -nun is not associated with nominative or accusative. Consider the examples in (49).

   who-Nom come-Past-Int-Acc/C ask-Past-Dec
   ‘pro asked who came.’
    who-Nom come-Past-Int-Nom/C be important-Cop
    'Who came is important.'

The data in (48) and (49) lead us to conclude that the verbal suffix -nun is the realization of genitive.

3.3.1.3. Genitive Checking

I have proposed that DPs headed by the nominal suffix -uy and CPs headed by the verbal suffix -nun are associated with the same feature, i.e., [+Gen]. Let us now consider how the feature [+Gen] is licensed/checked under the Minimalist Program. Adapting Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987) to Korean, I assume that genitive is checked by the functional category D.16 Consider the examples in (50) and the configurations in (51) in which the nominal suffix -uy and the verbal suffix -nun are licensed.

(50) a. [ku somun-uy] inceng
    that rumor-Gen acknowledgment
    'the acknowledgment of the rumor'

b. [pro Sue-lul manna-ass-ta-nun] inceng
    Sue-Acc meet-Past-Dec-C acknowledgment
    'the acknowledgment that pro met Sue'
The object DP in (51b) is base-generated in the complement to the head N and bears the feature [+Gen], which is overtly realized on the head D as the nominal suffix -uy. The feature [+Gen] of the object DP must be checked off for the derivation to converge. The object DP raises to the specifier of DP and enters into a checking relation with the functional head D. The feature [+Gen] of the object DP is checked off by the head D in terms of the spec-head agreement.17 Now let us consider how the embedded CP in (51b) is licensed. The embedded CP in (51b) is base-generated in the complement to the head N and bears the feature [+Gen], which is overtly realized on the head C as the
verbal suffix -nun. The object CP raises to the spec of DP and enters into a checking relation with the functional head D. The feature [+Gen] of the complement CP is checked off by the head D in terms of the spec-head agreement. In short, DPs headed by -uy and CPs headed by -nun are licensed by the same head in the same manner.

Now let us consider adjunct CPs. Consider the examples in (52) and their configurations (53a) and (53b). I assume that nominal adjuncts are base-generated in the spec of DP. The adjunct DP in (53a) bears the feature [+Gen], which is realized as the nominal suffix -uy. The feature [+Gen] of the adjunct DP is checked off by the functional head D in terms of the spec-head agreement. Similarly, the embedded CP in (53b) bears the feature [+Gen], which is realized as the verbal suffix -nun. The feature [+Gen] of the CP is checked off by the head D in terms of the spec-head agreement.

(52) a. [ceey-uy] somun
    yesterday-Gen rumor
    ‘yesterday’s rumor’

b. [Sue-ka cip-ey ka-ass-ta-nun] somun
    Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C rumor
    ‘the rumor that Sue went home.’
(53) a.  

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{DP} \quad \text{D'} \\
\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{N} \quad \text{D} \\
\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{N} \quad \text{[+Gen]} \\
\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{ecey-uy} \quad \text{NP} \\
\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{ [+Gen]} \quad \text{N'} \\
\quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{N} \quad \text{somun} \\
\end{array}
\]

b.  

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{CP} \\
\quad \downarrow \\
\text{D'} \\
\quad \downarrow \\
\text{D} \\
\quad \downarrow \\
\text{NP} \quad \text{[+Gen]} \\
\quad \downarrow \\
\text{N'} \quad \text{[+Gen]} \\
\quad \downarrow \\
\text{N} \quad \text{somun} \\
\end{array}
\]

CPs headed by \( -\text{nun} \), which are used as complement or adjunct to N, can also be accounted for in a principled manner under the proposed analysis of \( -\text{nun} \) as being associated with genitive.

Now let us consider how the proposed analysis can account for the fact that \( -\text{nun} \) is not licensed in CPs which serve as complement to V (54a) or subject (54b).

(54) a.  
Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
‘Joe believed that Sue went home.’

b.  
Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-Nom Joe-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
‘That Sue went home surprised Joe.’
Under the proposed analysis of -nun, the embedded CP in (55a) bears genitive, which must be checked off. The feature [+Gen] of the CP, however, cannot be checked off even if we assume that the CP raises to the specifier of AgrOP since the head AgrO licenses accusative not genitive. Similarly, the feature [+Gen] of the embedded CP in (55b) remains unchecked even when the CP raises to the specifier of AgrSP since the head AgrS licenses nominative not genitive.

To summarize, I have proposed that CPs headed by verbal suffix -nun are associated with genitive and thus licensed in the same manner as DPs headed by the nominal suffix -uy, which is the realization of genitive. The proposed analysis is empirically supported by the fact that -nun and -uy are licensed in the same configurations, i.e., as complement to N but not as complement to V or in subject position. The proposed analysis is also supported by the fact that the verbal suffix -nun is interchangeable with the nominal suffix -uy in interrogatives. With respect to the overt realizations of the feature [+Gen], I have argued that it is realized on the head D as the
nominal suffix -uy when associated with DP and on the head C as the verbal suffix -nung when assigned to CP. In short, the nominal suffix -uy is the head D with the feature [+Gen], whereas the verbal suffix -nung is the head C with the feature [+Gen].

3.3.2. -Ko and Accusative

Along the same line of arguments presented in 3.3.1, I propose in this section that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with accusative. We have seen in chapter 2 that accusative is overtly realized as the nominal suffix -lul when associated with nominal projections, i.e., DPs. In this section, I claim that accusative is overtly realized as the verbal suffix -ko when associated with verbal projections, i.e., CPs. The nominal suffix -lul is the head of DP and the verbal suffix -ko is the head of CP. Consider the configurations in (57a) and (57b) for the object DP and CP in (56a) and (56b), respectively.

   Joe-Nom rumor-Acc believe-Past-Dec
   'Joe believed the rumor.'

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   'Joe believed that Sue went.'
Under the proposed analysis, the nominal suffix \(-lul\) and the verbal suffix \(-ko\) have the feature specifications as in (58).

(58) a. \(-lul\) \([+N, -V, +Acc]\)  
b. \(-ko\) \([-N, +V, +Acc, +Sub]\)

As illustrated in (58), the nominal suffix \(-lul\) shares the feature \([+Acc]\) with the verbal suffix \(-ko\). Therefore \(-lul\) and \(-ko\) must be licensed in the same configuration, i.e., by the same head to have the case features checked. The verbal suffix \(-ko\), however, is distinguished from the nominal suffix \(-lul\) in terms of the categorial features. The different categorial features of \(-lul\) and \(-ko\) provide an explanation to why there are different morphological realizations of accusative. Further, the verbal suffix \(-ko\) differs from the nominal suffix \(-lul\) since it realizes the feature \([+Sub]\) as well, whereas the nominal suffix \(-lul\) does not.

Given the argument that the verbal suffix \(-ko\) is associated with accusative, it is predicted in the Minimalist Program that CPs headed by \(-ko\) must enter into a checking relation with the relevant head which serves to check accusative, just as DPs headed by -
lul. Following Chomsky (1992 and 1995), I assume in this chapter that accusative is checked by V. This implies under the proposed analysis that DPs headed by -lul and CPs headed by -ko are both licensed by V since both are associated with accusative.

3.3.2.1. Distribution of -Lul and -Ko

It is empirically evidenced that the nominal suffix -lul and the verbal suffix -ko are associated with the feature [+Acc]. First of all, -ko and -lul (or DPs headed by -lul and CPs headed by -ko) are licensed in the same configurations. That is, -ko and -lul are restricted to the domain of complement to V. They are not licensed in complement to N nor in subject position. This is a strong piece of empirical evidence for the proposed analysis of -ko as being associated with accusative.

3.3.2.1.1. Complement to V

Like DPs, CPs can be subcategorized and thus θ-marked by the lexical head V in Korean, i.e., they can serve as the complement to V. CPs in this configuration are invariably headed by the verbal suffix -ko. We have seen in 3.3.1 that CPs occurring as complements to V do not allow the verbal suffix -nun, which I argued to be associated with genitive. Observe the following examples.

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that Sue went home.’
   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-C asked
   ‘Joe asked whether Sue went home.’

   Joe-Nom together home-to go-Prop-C suggested
   ‘Joe suggested that they should go home together.’

   Joe-Nom quickly home-to go-Imp-C ordered
   ‘Joe ordered pro that he should go home.’

The embedded CPs in (59) are subcategorized and \( \emptyset \)-marked by the matrix verbs. They are all headed by the verbal suffix -\( \emptyset \)ko.

The nominal suffix -\( \emptyset \)ul, which is exclusively associated with accusative, shows exactly the same distribution as the verbal suffix -\( \emptyset \)ko. That is, -\( \emptyset \)ul is licensed in the domain of complement to V, which is argued to be responsible for accusative (Chomsky 1986a and 1992). Observe the examples in (60).

   Joe-Nom rumor-Acc believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed the rumor.’

   Joe-Nom movies-Acc suggest-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe suggested a movie.’
The data in (59) and (60) clearly show that the CPs headed by -ko and the DPs headed by -lul are licensed in the same configuration by the same element. The embedded CP headed by -ko in (59a) and the object DP in (60a) are subcategorized by the same matrix verb mit-. Similarly, the embedded CP headed by -ko in (59c) and the object DP in (60b) are subcategorized and θ-marked by the same matrix verb ceanha-.

Consider the configurations in which the embedded CP in (59a) and the object DP in (60) are licensed.

(61) a. 

```
               V'  
              /     
             DP   V   
             /    /   
            D'  mit- [+Acc] 
               /     
              NP  D 
               /  
             somun -lul [+Acc]
```

(61) b.

```
               V'  
              /     
             CP   V   
             /    /   
            C'  mit- [+Acc] 
               /     
              VP   C 
               /  
             ka-ass-ta -ko [+Acc]
```

The fact that DPs headed by -lul and CPs headed by -ko are licensed in the same configuration clearly indicates that the verbal suffix -ko shares features with the nominal suffix -lul. Given that -lul is exclusively associated with accusative, it is clear that the verbal suffix -ko is also associated with accusative. The proposed analysis of -ko as bearing accusative predicts that CPs headed by -ko cannot be licensed in the domain of complement to N or in subject position, which will be confirmed in what follows.
3.3.2.1.2. Complement to N

CPs may also serve as the complement to N. We have seen in 3.3.1 that CPs in this configuration are invariably headed by the verbal suffix *-nun*. As illustrated in (62), however, CPs headed by *-ko* can not be licensed as the complement to N.

    Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C Joe-Gen belief
    'Joe’s belief that Sue went home'

    Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-C Joe-Acc question
    'Joe’s question whether Sue went home'

    c. *[Kati cip-ey ka-ca-ko] Joe-uy cean
    together home-to go-Past-Prop-C Joe-Gen suggestion
    'Joe’s suggestion that they go home together'

    d. *[Ppali cip-ey ka-la-ko] Joe-uy myenglyeng
    quickly home-to go-Imp-C Joe-Gen order
    'Joe’s order that (someone) go home quickly'

The embedded CPs in (62) are subcategorized and assigned a θ-role by the head nouns and CPs headed by the verbal suffix *-ko* cannot be licensed in the domain of complement to N.
Like the CPs headed by -ko, DPs headed by the nominal suffix -lul can not be licensed in the domain of complement to N. Observe the following examples.

(63) a. *[sasil-lul] Joe-uy inceng
    fact-Acc Joe-Gen acknowledgment
    ‘Joe’s acknowledgment of the fact’

b. *[somun-lul] Joe-uy mitum
    rumor-Acc Joe-Gen belief
    ‘Joe’s belief of the rumor’

The accusative-marked DPs in (63) are in the same configuration as the embedded CPs in (62), i.e., in the complement to N. The proposed analysis of -ko as bearing accusative can account for the fact that CPs headed by -ko cannot be licensed in the domain of complement to N. The complement to N is the position to which genitive but not accusative is assigned and therefore CPs headed by -ko cannot be licensed since they are associated with accusative.
The proposed analysis of -ko as being associated with accusative correctly predicted that neither the complement DP in (64a) nor the complement CP in (64b) is licensed since the features [+Acc] cannot be checked within the nominal projections.

3.3.2.1.3. Subject

Now let us consider CPs in subject position. We have seen in 3.3.1 that the verbal suffix -mun is not allowed in subject CPs, which is well accounted for by the proposed analysis of -mun as being associated with genitive. Subject CPs do not allow the verbal suffix -ko, either, as illustrated in (65).²⁹

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-Nom Joe-Acc surprised do-Past-Dec
   ‘That Sue went home surprised Joe.’

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-C-Nom important-Dec
   ‘Whether Sue went home is important.’

The nominal suffix -lul, which is exclusively associated with accusative, cannot be licensed in the domain of subject position since accusative cannot be checked in that position.
Neither the nominal suffix \(-lul\) nor the verbal suffix \(-ko\) is licensed in subject position, which is predicted by the proposed analysis of \(-ko\) as bearing [+Acc]. Nominative but not accusative can be assigned to the subject position and therefore CPs headed by \(-ko\) cannot be licensed. Consider the configurations in (67).

To summarize, we have seen that the verbal suffix \(-ko\) and the nominal suffix \(-lul\) are licensed in the same configuration, i.e., in complement to V but not in complement to N nor in subject position, which clearly indicates that \(-ko\) and \(-lul\) are licensed by the same element.\(^{21}\) Given that the nominal suffix \(-lul\) is clearly the morphological realization of accusative, I have proposed that the verbal suffix \(-ko\) is associated with accusative.
3.3.2.2. Interrogative

There is a clearer piece of empirical evidence that the verbal suffix *-ko* shares the feature [+Acc] with the nominal suffix *-lul*. Interrogative clauses differ from other types of clauses in Korean in that they may be headed either by the verbal suffix *-ko* or the nominal suffix *-lul* as illustrated in (68).

    who-Nom win-Past-Int-C ask-Past-Dec
    ‘pro asked who won.’

    who-Nom win-Past-Dec-Acc ask-Past-Dec
    ‘pro asked who won’

The fact that the verbal suffix *-ko* is interchangeable with the nominal suffix *-lul* strongly suggests that the complementizer *-ko* is associated with accusative.22

Unlike other types of CPs, interrogatives may occur in subject position and complement to N as well. Interrogatives in these configurations are invariably headed by the nominal suffix *-ka* and *-uy*, which is the realization of nominative and genitive, respectively. Observe the examples in (69). The verbal suffix *-ko* is not interchangeable with the nominal suffix *-ka* or *-uy*. This indicates that *-ko* is not associated with nominative or genitive.
     who-Nom win-Past-Dec-Nom/C important-Dec
     ‘Who won is important.’

b. [Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-uy/*ko] muncey
     who-Nom win-Past-Dec-Gen/C question
     ‘the question (of) who won’

The data in (68) and (69) lead us to conclude that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with accusative, just as the nominal suffix -lul is.

3.3.2.3. Accusative Checking

Let us now discuss how the feature [+Acc] of DP and CP is checked in the Minimalist Program. Following Chomsky (1992 and 1995), I assume in this chapter that accusative-marked DPs are licensed by the lexical head V in the spec of AgrOP. Consider the configurations (71a) and (71b) in which accusative is licensed.

     Joe-Nom that rumor-Acc believe-Past-Dec
     ‘Joe believed that rumor.’

     Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
     ‘Joe believed that Sue went home.’
The object DP in (71a) bears accusative, which is realized as the nominal suffix -lul. The feature [+Acc] of the DP must be checked off. The accusative-marked DP raises to the spec of AgrOP and enters into a checking relation with the verb which also raises to AgrO. The feature [+Acc] of the raised DP is checked off by the raised verb mit- in terms of the spec-head agreement. The embedded CP in (71b) also bears accusative, which is realized as the verbal suffix -ko. The CP raises to the spec of AgrOP and enters into a checking relation with the verb adjoined to AgrO. The feature [+Acc] of the raised CP is checked off by the raised verb mit- in terms of the spec-head agreement. In short, the object DP in (71a) and the embedded CP in (71b) are licensed by the same head, i.e. V in terms of the spec-head agreement.

The proposed analysis of the complementizer -ko as the realization of accusative can account for why -ko cannot be licensed in the domain of complement to V or subject. Consider the examples in (72). The embedded CPs in (72a) and (72b) have the structures in (73a) and (73b), respectively.
(72) a. *[Sue-ka ka-ass-ta-ko] Joe-uy mitum
Sue-Nom go-Past-C Joe-Gen belief
‘Joe’s belief that Sue went’

Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C everybody-Acc surprised make-Past-Dec
‘That Sue went surprised everyone.’

(73) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\quad \text{N'} \\
\quad \text{CP} \\
\quad \text{C'} \\
\quad \text{VP} \\
\text{ka-ass-ta} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{AgrSP} \\
\quad \text{AgrS'} \\
\quad \text{CP} \\
\quad \text{C'} \\
\quad \text{VP} \\
\text{ka-ass-ta} \\
\end{array}
\]

In (73a), the embedded CP is associated with accusative, which is realized as the verbal suffix -ko. The feature [+Acc] of the CP, however, cannot be checked within the noun phrase in which genitive but not accusative is available. The embedded CP in (73b) also bears accusative, which cannot be checked in the spec of AgrSP since the latter serves to check nominative but not accusative. Therefore the derivations in (73a) and (73b) crash since the case features of the embedded CPs remain unchecked and it is correctly predicted that (72a) and (72b) are ungrammatical.

To summarize, I have proposed that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with accusative and thus licensed in the same manner as the nominal suffix -lul, which is the
realization of accusative. This proposal is empirically supported by the fact that -ko and -lul are licensed in complement to V but not in complement to N nor in subject position. It is also supported by the fact that the complementizer -ko is interchangeable with the nominal suffix -lul in interrogatives.

3.3.3. Interrogatives

We have seen in 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 that interrogative clauses may be headed either by nominal suffixes or by verbal suffixes. I have argued in chapter 2 that nominal suffixes such as -ka, -lul, -uy, and -ey are of the category D (Ahn and Yoon 1989 and Bak 1990) and verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are of the category C (Choe 1988, Ahn and Yoon 1989, Whitman 1989, Jung 1992, and Kim 1996). Given this argument, we are led to conclude that interrogatives headed by nominal suffixes project DPs, whereas interrogatives headed by verbal suffixes project CPs. I will argue that interrogatives headed by nominal case suffixes are DPs whose head selects an MP complement, whereas interrogatives headed by verbal suffixes are CPs whose head also selects an MP (=Mood Phrase). This analysis is supported by Abney’s (1987) D-IP analysis of English gerund.

3.3.3.1. Dual Properties of Interrogatives

I have proposed in 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 that the verbal suffixes -nun and -ko are associated with genitive and accusative and therefore licensed by N and V, respectively. The nominal suffixes -uy and -lul are also associated with genitive and accusative, respectively. The verbal suffixes are licensed in verbal projections, whereas the nominal
suffixes are licensed in nominal projections. In other words, the nominal suffixes -uy and -lul are distinguished from the verbal suffixes -nun and -ko in terms of their categorial features, i.e., the former [+N, -V] and the latter [-N, +V].

Under the proposed analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun as being associated with case features, one thing still remains to be accounted for, i.e., how both the nominal suffixes -uy and -lul and the verbal suffixes -nun and -ko may be licensed in interrogative clauses. Consider the data in (74) - (76), which show that the nominal suffixes are licensed in interrogatives but not in other types of clause in Korean.

Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-Acc/C believe-Past-Dec
‘Joe believed that Sue went.’

b. [Sue-ka iki-ass-ta-*uy/nun] mitum
Sue-Nom win-past-Dec-Gen/C belief
‘the belief that Sue won.’

Joe-Nom together go-Prop-Acc/C say-Past-Dec
‘Joe suggested that they go together.’

Joe-Nom I-Dat tomorrow come-Imp-Acc/C say-Past-Dec
‘Joe told me to come tomorrow.’
   Joe-Nom who-Nom go-Past-Int-Acc/C ask-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe asked who won.’

b. [Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-uy/nun] muncey
   who-Nom win-past-Int-Gen/C question
   ‘the question (of) who won’

The embedded declarative clauses in (74) may be headed by the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun but not by the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy. Similarly, the embedded propositive clauses in (75) may be headed by the verbal suffixes but not by the nominal suffixes. The embedded interrogative clauses in (76), on the other hand, may be headed either by the nominal suffixes or the verbal suffixes.

Interrogative clauses also differ from other types of clause in that they may be headed by the nominative suffix -ka and postpositions such as -ey, as illustrated in (77) and (78).

   who-Nom go-Past-Int-Nom be important-Dec
   ‘Who went is important.’

   Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-Nom be important-Dec
   ‘That Sue went is important.’
    who-Nom go-Past-Int-to attention-Nom pay-Pass-Past-Dec
    ‘Attention was paid to who went.’

    Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-to attention-Nom pay-Pass-Dec
    ‘*Attention was paid to (that) Sue went.’

The data in (76) - (78) clearly show that interrogatives in Korean share certain nominal features with DPs since they may be headed by the nominal case suffixes and postpositions.

    Like in Korean, interrogatives are also distinguished from other types of clause in English. First of all, interrogatives but not declaratives can appear in the complement to P as illustrated in (79).

(79) a. *Attention was paid to [that Sue won].
    b. *Attention was paid to [for Sue to win].
    c. Attention was paid to [whether Sue won].
    d. Attention was paid to [Sue’s winning].

The data in (79) clearly indicate that interrogatives in English behave like DPs in certain syntactic configurations.
Interrogatives are, however, distinguished from DPs in other contexts. There are certain syntactic positions in which clauses but not noun phrases can appear. Observe the following examples.

(80) a. It is not important [that Sue is smart].
    b. It is not important [for Sue to be smart].
    c. It is not important [whether Sue is smart].
    d. *It is not important [Sue’s being smart].

The embedded tensed declarative in (80a), the embedded infinitive in (80b), and the embedded interrogative in (80c) may all occur in the extraposed position, where DPs are not allowed as shown in (80d). Thus the data in (80) clearly show that interrogatives share certain features with CPs.

From the data in (79) and (80), we are led to conclude that interrogatives in English have dual properties, i.e., verbal and nominal properties. This is empirically evidenced by the fact that the so-called of-insertion is optional in interrogatives. Observe the examples in (81). Of-insertion is obligatorily required when N takes a DP complement (81a), whereas of-insertion cannot take place when N takes a tensed declarative CP (81b). Consider the example in (81c), which clearly illustrates that of-insertion is optional when N takes an interrogative clause.
(81) a. the belief *(of) Sue's being smart
    b. the belief (*of) that Sue is smart
    c. the question (of) whether Sue is smart

In order to account for the dual properties of English interrogatives, Abney (1987) suggests two possibilities. One is to assume that interrogatives share the structure of headless relatives, which are arguably noun phrases. The other is to assume that there is a [+wh] Agr in the head C that licenses wh-words in the specifier position and that this Agr provides the entire CP with nominal features.

3.3.3.2. Feature Underspecification

I have argued in chapter 2 that the nominal suffixes -uy and -lul are the head D, whereas the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are the head C. With respect to the categorial features, the nominal and the verbal suffixes are defined as [+N, -V] and [-N, +V], respectively. Given this, we are now led to conclude that the interrogative clauses headed by the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun in (74) project verbal projections, i.e., CPs. whereas the interrogative clauses headed by the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy in (74) project nominal projections, i.e., DPs.

I propose that interrogative clauses headed by the nominal suffix -lul or -uy are DPs whose head takes an MP complement, whereas interrogative clauses headed by the verbal suffix -ko or -nun, on the other hand, are CPs whose head takes an MP
complement. Consider the structures (82a) and (82b) I am proposing for interrogative clauses headed by the verbal suffixes and the nominal suffixes, respectively.

In (82a), the verbal suffixes *-ko* and *-nun*, which I argue to be COMPs, project CP and select an MP as complement. In (82b), on the other hand, the nominal suffixes *-lul* and *-uy*, which I argue to be of the category D, project DP and select an MP as complement. The dual properties of interrogatives are well accounted for in a principled manner by the proposed analysis.

The proposed analysis of interrogatives in Korean is supported by Abney’s (1987) D-IP analysis of English POSS-ING constructions. He suggests that POSS-ING constructions are DPs whose head takes an IP complement. Consider the structure in (83b) suggested in Abney (1987).
(83) a. John's hitting the ball

b. 

```
      DP
     /   |
    DP   D'  
   /     |   |
John  D    IP
   /     |
's    DP   I'
  /     |    |
PRO    I    VP
   /     |
-ing   hit the ball
```

In (83b), the head D projects DP and selects an IP as its complement. The dual properties, i.e., the verbal and the nominal properties, of English POSS-ING constructions are well accounted for by Abney's D-IP analysis.

Unlike Abney (1987), Jeong (1989) suggests that the lexical subject of POSS-ING construction is base-generated in the spec of IP and moves to the spec of DP to receive genitive case from the head D. Consider the structure (84) suggested in Jeong (1989).

(84) 

```
      DP
     /   |
    D'   |
     |
      D   IP
     /   |
   's    DP   I'
   /     |    |
John  I    VP
  /     |
-ing   hit the ball
```
In (84), the subject DP raises to the spec of DP to be assigned genitive by the functional head D. Jeong (1989) also argues that the so-called ACC-ING constructions project CPs.

(85) a. I remember [John hitting the ball].

b. 

The argument that ACC-ING and POSS-ING constructions project CPs and DPs, respectively, amounts to saying that English gerunds can be selected as complement to the verbal head C or the nominal head D. It seems clear that the dual properties of English gerunds come from the inflectional morpheme -ing, which is argued to be the head of IP.

Now let us move back to Korean. Given the fact that interrogatives but not other types of clause may by headed by nominal suffixes, it is quite clear that the dual properties of interrogative clauses in Korean come from the interrogative ending -nya. Based upon this observation, I claim that unlike other sentential endings, the interrogative ending -nya is not specified for N-features. Consider the feature specifications of the sentential endings in Korean.
Along with the argument that interrogative -nya is underspecified for N-features, I propose a type of selectional constraint which is based on the categorial features of heads and complements within an extended projection in the sense of Grimshaw (1991).

(87) a. [+N] heads cannot select as complement the maximal projection of a [-N] head.
   b. [-N] heads cannot select as complement the maximal projection of a [+N] head.

According to (87a), the nominal case suffixes, which are defined as [+N], cannot select an MP whose head is defined as [-N]. In other words, the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy cannot select an MP headed by the verbal suffix -ta, -ca, or -la. MPs headed by the interrogative -nya, however, can be selected by the nominal suffix -lul or -uy since the interrogative -nya is not defined as [-N]. According to (87b), on the other hand, the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun cannot select an MP whose head is defined as [+N]. The verbal suffixes -ko and -nun, however, can select an MP headed by the interrogative -nya since the latter is not defined as [+N].
3.3.3.3. Feature Neutralization: Chomsky (1981)

The notion of feature neutralization/underspecification has been employed in order to account for various syntactic phenomena. Chomsky (1981), for example, exploits a notion of feature neutralization in order to account for two types of passive: syntactic vs. lexical passive. Consider the following examples from English.

(88) a. John was killed.
    b. John was untaught.
    c. John was sad.

The passive constructions in (88a) and (88b) are referred to as syntactic and lexical passive, respectively. The passive participles killed in (88a) and untaught in (88b) are treated as adjectives in that they can appear in copular sentence just like the adjective sad can (88c). They are, however, distinguished in many aspects. First of all, in certain syntactic constructions which allow adjectives, syntactic passive but not lexical passive is excluded (89a). Syntactic passive but not lexical passive, on the other hand, can appear in some constructions which do not allow adjectives (90b). The following examples are cited from Chomsky (1981).

(89) a. John seems sad/untaught/*killed.
    b. John had Bill leave killed/*sad/*untaught.
This has led Chomsky (1981) to assume that syntactic passive participles differ from their lexical counterparts in terms of their categorial features. It is quite clear that lexical passive participles share the features [+N, +V] with adjectives. Unlike lexical passive participles, however, syntactic passive participles do not necessarily pattern with adjectives as illustrated in (89). In order to account for the dual properties of syntactic passive participles, Chomsky (1981) suggests that they are not adjectives but rather neutralized verb-adjectives with the feature structure [+V].

(90) a. sad [+N, +V]
    b. untaught [+N, +V]
    c. killed [ +V]

The feature structures in (90) has the same effect as the notion of feature underspecification I proposed in this section. In other words, the syntactic passive participle killed in (90c) is not specified for the N-features, whereas the lexical passive participle untaught in (90b) is specified as [+N].

It is pointed out in Chomsky (1981) that the notion of feature neutralization is also necessary in Italian, which shows a distinction between syntactic and lexical passives. Observe the Italian examples in (91), cited from Chomsky (1981).

(91) a. la verità che è stata comunicata a Maria
    ‘the truth that was communicated to Maria’
b. la verita che e sconosciuta a Maria

‘the truth that is unknown to Maria’

The relative construction in (91a) *comunicata* is a syntactic passive, whereas the parallel form in (91b) *sconosciuta* is lexical. In either case, the PP *a Maria* may be cliticized as illustrated in (92).

(92) a. la verita che gli e stata comunicata

b. la verita che gli e sconosciuta

The syntactic passive and the lexical passive, however, are distinguished in that the former but not the latter allow the cliticization of the PP in the reduced relatives as illustrated in (93).

(93) a. la verita comunicatagli

b. *la verita sconosciutagli

Given that adjectives do not take clitics, Chomsky suggests that the lexical passive participle *sconosciuta* but not the syntactic counterpart *comunicata* can be base-generated as an adjective.28

A notion of category neutrality is also presented by Grimshaw (1991) and Lee (1994). In order to account for light verbs in Japanese, Grimshaw (1991) suggests that Japanese verbal nouns, which can combine with the so-called light verb *suru* ‘do’, are category-neutral. She argues that Japanese verbal nouns may form part of an extended
projection with V, which amounts to saying that the extended projection has nominal properties at the lower level and verbal properties at the higher level.⁴⁹


(94) a. Kim kyosu-uy AIDS-uy yenku
       Kim professor-Gen AIDS-Gen research
       ‘Professor Kim’s research on AIDS’

       b. *Kim kyosu-ka AIDS-lul yenku
           Kim professor-Nom AIDS-ACC research

(95) a. *Kim kyosu-uy AIDS-uy yenkuha-n-ta.
       Kim professor-Gen AIDS-Gen research-Pres-Dec
       ‘Professor Kim does research on AIDS.’

       b. Kim kyosu-ka AIDS-lul yenkuha-n-ta.
           Kim professor-Nom AIDS-Acc research-Pres-Dec

(96) a. Kim kyosu-uy AIDS-uy yenku-cwung
       Kim professor-Gen AIDS-Gen research-during
       ‘during Professor Kim’s research on AIDS’

       b. Kim kyosu-ka AIDS-lul yenku-cwng
           Kim professor-Nom AIDS-Acc research-during
As illustrated in (94), neither nominative nor accusative can be licensed by the event noun *yenku* ‘research’. The event noun, on the other hand, can license genitive. The examples in (95), on the other hand, show that accusative but not genitive can be licensed by the complex verb *yenkuha* - ‘do research’. Finally the examples in (96) show that not only accusative but also genitive can be licensed when the event noun *yenku* combines with a certain aspect morpheme such as -*cung* ‘during’. In order to account for genitive/accusative alternation (and genitive/nominative alternation as well) in (96), Lee (1994) suggests that the event noun *yenku* is category-neutral so that it may form an extended projection with N or V. She treats the aspect morpheme -*cung* as the functional category INFL. Now consider the configuration as suggested in Lee (1994).

\[
(97)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{IP} \\
& \quad \text{I'} \\
& \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{I} \\
& \quad \quad \text{NP}_1 \quad \text{N'} \quad \text{-cung} [-\text{N}, +\text{V}] \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{NP}_2 \quad \text{N} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{yenku} [\alpha\text{N}, \alpha\text{V}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

According to Lee (1994), the event noun *yenku* can license the genitive of NP₁ or NP₂, since it may be of the category [+N, -V], which she argues to license genitive. The head noun may also raise to the functional head INFL and license the accusative of the complement to DP which also moves out of NP. This is possible because the head noun
may be of the category [-N, +V]. In sum, Grimshaw’s (1991) analysis of Japanese light verb constructions and Lee’s (1994) analysis of Korean event nouns provide a supporting argument for the proposed D-MP analysis of Korean interrogatives.\(^{30}\)

3.3.4. -\textit{Ko} in Verbal Adjunct CP

I have proposed in 3.3.2 that the verbal suffix -\textit{ko} is associated with accusative and thus that CPs headed by -\textit{ko} must be licensed by the lexical head V. In this section, I discuss verbal adjunct CPs in Korean and show that the complementizer -\textit{ko} in adjunct CPs differs from -\textit{ko} in complement CP. Observe the examples in (98).

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C anger show-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe got angry because Sue went home.’

   Joe-Nom together home-to go-Prop-C classroom-from come-out-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe came out of the classroom, suggesting that we should go home together.’

The embedded CPs in (98) are not in a thematic relation with the matrix verbs. They serve just as verbal adjuncts. As illustrated in (98), the verbal adjunct CPs are headed by the complementizer -\textit{ko}. Under the proposed analysis of the complementizer -\textit{ko} as being associated with accusative, it is predicted that the adjunct CPs in (98) bear accusative, which must be checked off by the matrix verbs. Under the assumption that verbal
adjuncts are not assigned accusative in Korean, I will argue that adjunct CPs headed by
the complementizer -ko is not associated with accusative.31

Compare the embedded complement CP in (99) and the adjunct CPs in (98).

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe believed that Sue went home.’

The embedded CP in (99) is subcategorized and assigned a θ-role by the matrix verb.
There is no thematic relation, however, between the embedded CPs and the matrix verbs
in (98). Nonetheless, both are headed by -ko, which implies under the proposed analysis
that the adjunct CPs in (98) are associated with accusative.

   The verbal suffix -ko in the complement CPs and -ko in the adjunct CP, however,
show different behaviors in syntactic, morphological, and semantic aspects. First of all.
the verbal suffix -ko licensed in complement CPs can co-occur with the delimiters.
whereas the verbal suffix -ko occurring in adjunct CPs cannot.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C-Del believe-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe believed only/also that Sue went home.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C-Del anger-Acc get-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe got angry only/also because Sue went home.’
Similarly, the complementizer -ako may co-occur with the topic marker -nun in complement CPs, whereas -ako in adjunct CPs may not.\textsuperscript{32}


Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C-Top believe-Past-Dec

‘Joe believed that Sue went home.’


Joe-Nom Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C-Top anger-Acc get-Past-Dec

‘Joe got angry because Sue went home.’

The data in (100) and (101) clearly show that the complementizer -ako in complement CPs should be distinguished from its counterpart in adjunct CPs.

We have seen in 3.3 that the verbal suffix -ako is interchangeable with the nominal suffix -lul in interrogatives, which is an indication that the former shares the feature [+Acc] with the latter. The complementizer -ako in adjunct CPs is also distinguished from -ako in complement CPs in that it is not interchangeable with the nominal suffix -lul.


Joe-Nom who-Nom go-Past-Int-C/Acc ask-Past-Dec

‘Joe asked who went.’


Joe-Nom who-Nom go-Past-Int-C/Acc anger-Acc show-Past-Dec

‘Joe got angry asking who went.’
The embedded interrogative clause in (102a) is used as the complement to the matrix verb and the head -ko is interchangeable with the accusative suffix -lul. The embedded clause in (102b), on the other hand, is used as an adjunct to the matrix VP and the head -ko is not interchangeable with -lul. Therefore the data in (102) clearly show that the complementizer -ko in complement CPs differs from the complementizer -ko in adjunct CPs.

The complementizer -ko in complement CPs differs from -ko in adjunct CPs in that the former but not the latter may be dropped in certain contexts. Observe the following examples.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C say-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe said that Sue went.’

    Joe-Nom who-Nom go-Past-Dec-C anger-Acc show-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe got angry because Sue went.’

The data in (103) clearly suggest that we need to distinguish the verbal suffix -ko in (103a) and -ko in (103b).

The complementizer -ko in complement CPs is further distinguished from -ko in adjunct CPs in terms of the semantic contents. The former does not carry any semantic content, whereas the latter does, which is clearly is illustrated by the examples in (104).
(104) a. Joe-ka way hwa-lul nay-ass-nya?
   Joe-Nom why anger-Acc get-Past-Int
   ‘Why did Joe get angry?’

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-C anger-Acc get-Past-Dec
   ‘(He got angry) because Sue went home.’

The adjunct CP in (104b) is perfect as an answer to the question (104a). Compare the Korean sentences with the corresponding English translations. Just as because is related to why in English, -ko is related to way in Korean. This is a clear indication that the head -ko in (104b) bears a certain semantic content.

Korean shows other verbal suffixes that occur in the same morphological position and that carry semantic contents. The verbal suffixes following the sentential ending -ta in (105), i.e., -myen and -ciman, seem to correspond to English prepositional complementizers if and (al)though, respectively.

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-if I-also go-Fut-Dec
   ‘I will go home too if Sue went home.’

   Sue-Nom home-to go-Past-Dec-although anybody not believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Nobody believed it, although (people say) Sue went home.’
I assume that the verbal suffix -ko in adjunct CPs is just one of the postpositional complementizers in Korean, which should be treated differently from the non-postpositional complementizer -ko, which is licensed in complement CPs. I argue that -ko in complement CPs but not -ko in adjunct CPs is associated with accusative, although they are identical in terms of morphological realization. Consider possible feature specifications of the morphologically identical complementizers.

(106) a. \(-ko_1\) [-N. +V. +Acc. +Sub]
    b. \(-ko_2\) [-N. +V. +Sub]

English provides a similar example where two elements of the same morphological form are distinguished from each other in terms of the feature specifications. Observe the following examples.

(107) a. Joe arranged [for Sue to go to the party].
    b. It is spring, [for birds are singing].

The complementizer for in (107a) should be of the same category as the complementizer for in (107b), i.e., COMP. They differ from each other, however, in terms of the syntactic and semantic properties. First, the latter bears its own semantic content, whereas the latter does not. Second, the former assigns accusative to the subject of the embedded clause, whereas the latter does not. Third, the former heads a non-finite clause, whereas the latter heads a finite clause. It is therefore clear that they have different feature specifications.
(108) a.  for₁  [\text{P}, \text{-tense}, \text{+Acc}]^{13}

b.  for₂  [\text{P}, \text{+tense}]

For in (108a) is referred to as infinitival complementizer, whereas for in (108b) as prepositional complementizer.

3.4. Cross-Linguistic Evidence: COMP and Case Features

In 3.3, I have proposed that the complementizers -\textit{nun} and -\textit{ko}, which serve as subordinators, are associated with case features, i.e., genitive and accusative, respectively. In this section, I will provide cross-linguistic evidence that it is not implausible to argue that the category C may be associated with case features. In 3.4.1, I discuss the morphological features of complementizers in various languages. Cross-linguistically, the primary function of complementizers is to serve as subordinators. The function of subordination, however, is not the sole function of complementizers. Otherwise we would not expect different lexical complementizers in a given language. In reality, it is quite common for a given language to employ various lexical complementizers, which implies that there are other features associated with complementizers. I discuss English, West Flemish, Bavarian, and Diegueño, regarding possible morphological features of different lexical complementizers in those languages. In 3.4.2, I discuss a possible parallelism between C(P) and D(P). I will show that there is cross-linguistic evidence that the category D shares feature(s) with the category C (Szabolcsi 1989 and Siloni 1995). Given the assumption that the head D is associated with case features in Korean, it is not
implausible to argue that the head C may also be associated with case features. In 3.4.3. cross-linguistic evidence is presented that complementizers converge with nominal case markers in various languages. (Gorbet 1973, Clark 1973, and Joseph 1975. among others).

3.4.1. Complementizers and Features

Cross-linguistically, the primary function of complementizers is to mark subordination. Therefore complementizers are primarily associated with the feature [+Sub]. The feature [+Sub], however, is not the sole feature associated with complementizers in various languages. It is quite common that a certain language employs more than one lexical complementizer, which suggests that there are other morphological features involved by which we can distinguish different complementizers. I will show in this section that the head C are associated with a variety of morphological features such as wh-, tense, and agreement and claim that the head C is associated with case features in Korean.

3.4.1.1. English

In English, lexical complementizers such as that, for, and whether are licensed by different matrix verbs. Observe the following examples.

(109) a. Joe knew [that/*whether/*for Sue is pretty].
   b. Joe asked [whether/*that/*for Sue is pretty].
   c. Joe arranged [for/*that/*whether Sue to be examined by a doctor].
The lexical complementizer *that* in (109a) is licensed by the matrix verb *knew*. The verb agrees with the complementizer in terms of *wh*-features (and tense features). The other complementizers *whether* and *for* cannot be licensed by the verb *knew* since the features of the verb contrast with those of the complementizers in one way or another. The complementizer *whether* contrasts with the verb *knew* in terms of *wh*-features, i.e., the former being [+wh] and the latter [-wh]. The complementizer *for*, on the other hand, contrasts with the verb *knew* in terms of tense features, i.e., the former being [+tense] and the latter [-tense]. The complementizer *whether* in (109b), which has the feature [+wh], is licensed by the matrix verb *asked*, which also has [+wh]. Neither *that* nor *for* is licensed by the verb *asked* since the former does not have [+wh]. Finally, the complementizer *for* in (109c) is licensed by the matrix verb *arranged* since they share the features [-tense] and [-wh]. *That* is not licensed by the verb *arranged* since it is [+tense]. *Whether* is not licensed by *arranged* either since they contrast with each other in terms of *wh*-features.

Therefore overt complementizers in English can be defined differently in terms of tense and *wh*-features. Consider possible feature specifications of different lexical complementizers in English as given in (110).\(^\text{34}\)

\[(110)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{that} & \quad [+\text{tense}, -\text{wh}] \\
\text{whether} & \quad [+\text{tense}, +\text{wh}] \\
\text{for} & \quad [-\text{tense}, -\text{wh}] 
\end{align*}
\]
Therefore the system of complementizers in English clearly shows that the category C may be associated with a wide range of features, thereby we can distinguish different lexical complementizers.

Rizzi (1990) introduces a feature \([\pm \text{pred(cative)}]\) as well as \([\pm \text{wh}]\) to distinguish the complementizer in relative clauses from the one in declarative clauses in English. Consider the feature specifications of English relative and declarative complementizers suggested in Rizzi (1990).

\[(111)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Specification</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\pm \text{wh}, -\text{pred}])</td>
<td>I wonder what ([\phi \text{ [you saw t]}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([\pm \text{wh}, +\text{pred}])</td>
<td>the thing which ([\phi \text{ [you saw t]}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([-\text{wh}, +\text{pred}])</td>
<td>the thing (\text{Op [that [you saw t]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([-\text{wh}, -\text{pred}])</td>
<td>I know ([\text{that [you saw it]}])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If Rizzi’s (1990) analysis is on the right track, it follows that the category C is associated with the feature \([\pm \text{pred}]\) as well as \([\pm \text{wh}]\) in English.15

As pointed out in Rizzi (1990), many languages employ a special complementizer for relative clauses, distinct from declarative complementizer(s). The Scandinavian languages, for example, have relative complementizer \(\text{som}\). Modern Hebrew and Standard Arabic have relative complementizers \(\text{?asher}\) and \(\text{?alladhi}\), respectively. These facts lead us to conclude that we need feature(s) by which relative complementizers are distinguished from declarative complementizers. In sum, complementizers in English are associated with a wide range of features such as tense, \(\text{wh-}\), and \([\pm \text{pred}]\).
3.4.1.2. West Flemish

West Flemish also shows that overt complementizers are associated with various morphological features other than [+Sub]. Bennis and Haegeman (1984) note that lexical complementizers in West Flemish agree in number with the subject of the embedded clause they introduce. Observe the following examples.

(112) a. da Pol zat is
    that Pol drunk is
    ‘that Pol is drunk’

b. dan Pol en Valere zat zijn
    that Pol and Valere drunk are
    ‘that Pol and Valere are drunk

The complementizer *da* in (112a) is licensed when the embedded subject is singular, whereas the complementizer *dan* in (112b) is licensed when the embedded subject is plural. This shows that complementizers in West Flemish are morphologically inflected for number agreement. Both *da* and *dan* are licensed only in tensed clauses, which further implies that they are also associated with tense features. Bennis and Haegeman (1984) present the feature specifications of the complementizers *da* and *dan* as in (113).36

(113) a. da  
    [+Sub, +tense, -Pl]

b. dan  
    [+Sub, +tense, +Pl]
West Flemish provides evidence that the head C may be associated with number features by which inflected complementizers can be distinguished. Given that the category C can be inflected for agreement features, it is quite plausible to argue that the head C is inflected for case features. We have seen in chapter 2 that the category D is cross-linguistically associated with agreement and case features. If the head C is associated with agreement features, then it is naturally expected that the head C is also associated with case features.

3.4.1.3. Bavarian

Bayer (1984) also notes that Bavarian employs different complementizers in different syntactic configurations. In Bavarian, CPs headed by lexical complementizer *daβ* is restricted to the domain of complement to V and CPs headed by *wo* are restricted to the domain of complement to N. Observe the examples in (114) and (115), cited from Bayer (1984).

(114) a. I woaβ ned [wann daβ [da Xavea t kummt]].
   I know not when that the X. comes
   ‘I do not know when Xaver will arrive.’

b. Weam moanstn [daβ da Franz t troffa hot]
   who think-you that the F. met has
   ‘Who do you think that Fanz has met?’
(115) a. dea Hund [dea wo [t gestern d’Katz bissn hot]]
   the dog which that yesterday the cat bitten has
   ‘the dog which has bitten the cat yesterday’

   b. de Frau [dea wo [da Xavea t a Bussl g’gem hot]]
   the woman to-whom that the X. a kiss given has
   ‘the woman who Xaver kissed’

The embedded CPs in (114) are licensed by the matrix verbs and in this configuration
they are headed by \textit{daβ}. The embedded CPs in (115) are relative CPs and therefore are
not in the same configuration as the embedded CPs in (114). The embedded CPs in (114)
are headed by \textit{wo}. The fact that \textit{daβ} and \textit{wo} are licensed in different configurations
suggests that they are associated with features by which they can be distinguished from
each other. At this point, it seems that the complementizer \textit{daβ} is licensed by N, whereas
\textit{wo} is licensed by V. We are led to assume in the Minimalist framework that they are
licensed by the relevant features of N and V, no matter what the features are. One
possibility is to assume that the former is associated with genitive and the latter with
accusative, just as suggested for the complementizers \textit{-nun} and \textit{-ko} in Korean. What
should be pointed out here is that the complementizers in Bavarian are associated with
features other than [+Sub] so that we can distinguish one from the other.
3.4.1.4. Diegueño

Gorbet (1973) observes that Diegueño, a Yuman language of Southern and Baja California, employs various lexical complementizers. Consider the examples in (116).

   I-SUB I-remember-Emph there we-be-there-Def-OBJ
   ‘I remember that we were there.’

b. nya:c ?a-Ly ?ar
   I-SUB I-go-Iness I-want
   ‘I want to go.’

c. wepinx uma:w-pu-k ?a:x
   it-is-warm-Fut Neg-Def-Abl I-go-Fut
   If it is not warm, I will go.’

d. tu:yu:w-m ?I:kwic(-φ) ewu:w
   he-stand-there-Comit man-Obj he-see-him
   ‘As he stood there, he saw a man.’

The embedded clauses in (116a, b, c, and d) are headed by different complementizers, i.e., -φ, -Ly, -k, and -m, respectively. This clearly indicates that there must be certain features involved by which all the lexical complementizers can be distinguished.

It becomes clear what features each complementizer is associated with when we consider nominal projections in Diegueño. Observe the examples in (117).
(117) a. ?ewa:-pu-ϕ wecow
    house-Def-OBJ he-made
    'He made the house.'

b. ?ewa:-pu-Ly
    house-Def-Iness
    'in(to) the house'

c. ?ewa:-pu-k
    house-Def-Abl
    'from the house'

d. ?ewa:-pu-m
    house-Def-Comit
    'to the house'

The nominal suffixes ϕ, -Ly, -k, and -m in (117) are associated with case features, i.e., objective, inessive, ablative, and comitative, respectively. Given this, it is quite plausible to argue that the complementizers ϕ, -Ly, -k, and -m in (116) are also associated with case features.

3.4.1.5. Summary: Korean

In the earlier sections, we have seen that complementizers (or the category C) are the locus of a wide range of morphological features. Lexical complementizers in English, for example, are the locus of tense and wh-features. West-Flemish complementizers, on the
other hand, are the locus of tense and agreement features. The category C can also be the locus of the feature [±mod(ification)] or [±pred(ication)].

Given the cross-linguistic evidence that the category C is the locus of various morphological features, there is no reason to rule out the possibility that the category C may be the locus of case features too, which is evidenced by two types of complementation in Korean. A close look at the configurations in which Korean complementizers -ko and -nun are licensed clearly reveals that they are the realizations of case features. It is quite plausible to argue that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun in Korean are complementizers morphologically inflected for case features, just as da and dan in West Flemish are complementizers morphologically inflected for number agreement features and *that* and *for* in English are complementizers morphologically inflected for tense features.

\[(118)\]

\[
\text{CP} \\
\text{C'} \\
\text{C} \quad \text{AgrSP} \\
[\text{wh-features}] \quad [\text{tense features}] \quad [\text{\textphi-features}] \quad [\text{case features}]
\]

### 3.4.2. Parallelism between D(P) and C(P)

I provide theoretical arguments for the proposed analysis of the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun. The argument that both the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun and the nominal suffixes -lul
and -uy are associated with case features implies that case features are associated with the head C when assigned to CP and with the head D when assigned to DP. Now we have a functional parallelism between C and D in that both may be associated with case features in Korean.

It has been observed that the functional head D functions on a par with the functional head C (Longobardi 1990, Szabolcsi 1987 and 1989, and Siloni 1991 and 1995). Given the widely-accepted argument that it is the head D which determines the referential capacity of the nominal expression and thus allows it to occur in the argument position (Longobardi 1990), the head C has exactly the same function, i.e., it turns its complement IP/TP into an argument. From this perspective, D can be labeled the complementizer of the noun phrase (Szabolcsi 1987 and 1989). Further it has been argued that the head D can serve as the complementizer of non-finite clauses in Hebrew (Siloni 1991 and 1995).

Siloni (1995) provides empirical evidence that the head D can serve as complementizers. Observe the following Hebrew examples, cited from Siloni (1995).

(119) a. hine ha-‘ish [she-xoshev rak ’al kese]  
    here the-man that-thinks only about money

b. hine ha-‘ish [ha-xoshev rak ’al kese]  
    here the-man the-thinking only about money
(119a) contains a regular relative clause, which is headed by the standard complementizer *she*. (119b), on the other hand, includes a relative clause headed by *ha*, which is homophonous with the definite article in Hebrew. Siloni (1995) argues that the prefix *ha-* is indeed the definite article occurring in the head D and suggests the structures in (120).  

(120) a.  
```
(120) a. CP
    /   \
   /     \  
  C'     C
  /     IP
she- xoshev rak 'al kesef
```

(120) b.  
```
(120) b. DP
    /   \
   /     \  
  D'     D
  /     AGRpP
ha- xoshev rak 'al kesef
```

If Siloni (1995) is on the right track, it is clear that it is possible for D and C to share certain feature(s). Following Rizzi (1990) who suggests two types of C, i.e., C\textsubscript{[-pred]} and C\textsubscript{[+pred]}, Siloni (1995) suggests that Hebrew has two types of C and D.

(121) a.  
```
(121) a. CP
    /   \
   /     \  
  C'     C
  /     AgrSP
  /     [+mod]
```

(121) b.  
```
(121) b. CP
    /   \
   /     \  
  C'     C
  /     AgrSP
  /     [-mod]
```

(122) a.  
```
(122) a. DP
    /   \
   /     \  
  D'     D
  /     NP
  /     [+mod]
```

(122) b.  
```
(122) b. DP
    /   \
   /     \  
  D'     D
  /     NP
  /     [-mod]
```
C\([_{-mod}]\) heads a CP which is a modifier, whereas C\([_{+mod}]\) heads a CP which cannot be a modifier (123). Similarly, D\([_{-mod}]\) heads a phrase which is a modifier, whereas D\([_{+mod}]\) heads a phrase which cannot be a modifier (124).\(^{39,40}\)

(123) a. the thing \([_{-mod}]\ Op [C_{[_{-mod}]} that] you saw t]\)  
   b. I know \([_{-mod}]\ CP [C_{[_{-mod}]} that] you saw it]\)

(124) a. ha-'ish \([_{-mod}]\ DP Op [D_{[_{-mod}]} ha-] \[A_{[_{-mod}]} t xoshev 'al kese]\])  
    the-man the- thinking about money
   b. \([_{-mod}]\ DP [D_{[_{-mod}]} ha-] 'ish]\)
    the man

(123) and (124) clearly show that there is a feature which the relative D ha- in (124a) shares with the relative C that in (123a) and she- in (119a). The shared feature is [+mod]. The head C of the embedded CP in (123b), on the other hand, shares the feature [-mod] with the head D of the DP in (124b).

In chapter 2, we have seen that the category D is the locus of agreement features in various languages such as German and French. We have also seen in 4.3.1 that the category C is the locus of agreement features in languages such as West Flemish. This implies that both D and C can be the locus of agreement features. In this section, we have seen that D as well as C may be associated with the feature [+mod] in languages such as Hebrew. All this suggests that the category C may share certain features with the category D. Given this, it is not implausible to argue that both D and C may be associated with
case features in Korean, which is empirically evidenced by the distributions of the
determiners -lul and -uy and the complementizers -ko and -nun. Compare (125a) and
(125b).

(125) a.  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
CP \\
\downarrow \\
C' \\
\downarrow \\
C \\
\downarrow \\
[modification] \\
[\phi\text{-features}] \\
[case features] \\
\end{array}
\]
AgrSP

b.  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
DP \\
\downarrow \\
D \\
\downarrow \\
[modification] \\
[\phi\text{-features}] \\
[case features] \\
\end{array}
\]
NP

\[
(125) a.  \quad(125) b. 
\]

3.4.3. Conversion of Complementizers and Case Markers

It has been observed that nominal case markers and complementizers morphologically
converge in various languages. Starosta (1972), for example, noted that the particles to in
English and le- in Hebrew can be used both as a nominal case marker and as a
complementizer. In other words, case markers and complementizers are homophonous in
these languages. Observe the examples in (126) and (127).

(126) a. I gave the book to John. (English)
      b. I wanted to leave.

(127) a. le-xeder (Hebrew)
      to-room
      ‘to the room’
b. le-daber
    to-speak
    ‘to speak’

Moravscik (1972) also observed that case markers and complementizers morphologically converge in German, Hungarian, and Swahili. As illustrated in (128) through (130), the same particles are used both as a case marker and as a complementizer in these languages.

(128) a. Er ist zu Hause.  
    ‘He is at home.’  

b. Ich habe viel zu tun  
    I have much to do.  

(129) a. Janos-ni megyek  
    Janos-to go  
    ‘I am going to John.’  

b. Alund-ni megyek  
    sleep-to go  
    ‘I am going to sleep.’  

(130) a. An-enda nyum-bani kw-angu  
    Imp-go house-to to-my  
    ‘Go to my house.’
b. Kwenda kumekwisha.
to-sing it-is-finished
‘Going is finished.’

German zu in (128), Hungarian -ni in (129), and Swahili an- in (130) are all used as a case marker and a complementizer.

Hinds (1973) noted that Japanese has a complementizer and a case marker which are homophonous. Observe the examples in (131). The particle -no is used as a nominal case marker in (131a) and as a complementizer in (131b).

(131) a. John-no sampo
John-Gen walk
‘John’s walk’

b. taroo-wa [hanako-ka akiko-o butta-no-]o mita.
Taro-Top Hanako-Nom Akiko-Acc hit-C-Acc saw
‘Taro saw Hanako hit Akiko.’

Joseph (1975), on the other hand, observed that Modern Persian has a particle be, which serves as a prepositional case marker as well as a complementizer, which is illustrated in (132).

(132) a. man ketab-ra be hasan mi-dah-am
1 book-Acc to Hasan Pres-give-1 sg.
‘I give the book to Hasan.’
b. man be hasan farman-dad-am ke ali-ra be-kos-ad
   kill-3 sg.

'I ordered Hasan to kill Ali.'

The particle *be* is used as a case marker, i.e., dative marker, in (132a) and as a complementizer in (132b).

Gorbet (1973) also noted that case markers and complementizers are homophonous in Basque and Diegueno. First, consider the Basque examples in (133) and (134).

(133) a. etxe-ra noa
        house-to I-am-going
     ‘I am going to the house.’

b. zu ikuste-ra noa
    you see-to
    ‘I am going to see you.’

(134) a. etxe-ko atea
        house-of the door
    ‘the door of the house’

b. zu ikuste-ko gogoan
    you see-of in-the-wish
    ‘wanting to see you’
The nominal case markers -ra in (133a) and -ko in (134b) morphologically converge with the complementizers -ra in (133b) and -ko in (134b), respectively.

Now observe the examples from Diegueño in (135).

(135) a. ?ewa:-pu-∅ wecow
    house-Def-OBJ he-made
    ‘He made the house.’

    b. ?enya:-c ?ica:s puy ta?ny eway-pu-∅
    I-SUB I-remember-Emph there we-be-there-Def-OBJ
    ‘I remember that we were there.’

The object DP in (135a) and the object CP in (135b) are both headed by the same particle ∅, which is used as an accusative marker in the former and as a complementizer in the latter. The convergence of case markers and complementizers are not restricted to the accusative marker -∅ in Diegueño. Observe the examples in (136) - (138).

(136) a. ?ewa:-pu-Ly
    house-Def-Iness
    ‘in(to) the house’

    b. nya:-c ?a-Ly ?a
    I-SUB I-go-Iness I-want
    ‘I want to go.’
(137) a. ?ewa:.-pu-k
    house-Def-Abl
    ‘from the house’

    b. wepinx uma:w-pu-k ?a:x
    it-is-warm-Fut Neg-Def-Abl I-go-Fut
    If it is not warm, I will go.’

(138) a. ?ewa:.-pu-m
    house-Def-Comit
    ‘to the house’

    b. tu:yu:w-m ?I:kwic(-ϕ) ewu:w
    he-stand-there-Comit man-Obj he-see-him
    ‘As he stood there, he saw a man.’

The examples in (136) -(138) show that the nominal case markers -Ly, -k, and -m are homophonous with the complementizers -Ly, -k, and -m.

We have seen that case markers and complementizers converge in various languages. It should be accounted for why it is that this particular convergence is so prevalent and recur in languages. The data given in this section provide strong empirical evidence for the proposed analysis in which I have claimed that complementizers are associated with case features. Emonds (1985) argues that English complementizers are of the category P, which provides an account of why case markers and complementizers converge in many languages.
3.5. Summary

I have argued that CPs may be assigned case and presented cross-linguistic evidence for the argument. I have proposed that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are associated with accusative and genitive, respectively, just as the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy are. This analysis accounts for the distributions of the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun in a principled manner. The complementizer -ko is licensed only in the configuration to which accusative is assigned, whereas the complementizer -nun is licensed only in the configuration to which genitive is assigned. Interrogative clauses in Korean provide empirical evidence that the complementizers -ko and -nun bear accusative and genitive. The complementizers -ko and -nun are interchangeable with the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy, respectively, which are clearly associated with accusative and genitive. The proposed analysis of -ko and -nun is also theoretically well-motivated. It has been shown that morphological feature specifications of complementizers vary cross-linguistically, which makes it reasonable to argue that complementizers are associated with case features in Korean. A parallelism between D and C also provides a supporting argument for the proposed analysis. We can find a parallelism between D and C in Korean, i.e., both are associated with case features. The fact that complementizers and nominal case markers converge in various languages provides a strong empirical evidence for the proposed analysis.
Notes to Chapter 3

1. The example (2b) sounds perfectly acceptable. It is because the head noun *mitum* ‘belief’ is homophonous with the corresponding gerund form *mit-um* ‘believing’. In other words, (2b) is grammatical if it is understood as ‘believing the story’, not as ‘belief of the story’. It becomes clear that the nominal suffix -*lul* cannot be licensed by the head N if we consider the example (i) in which the head N *mitum* is modified by an adjective, which cannot occur with the corresponding gerund form *mit-um*.

   (i) *[ku iyaki-lul] punmyenganmitum*
       that story-Acc clear belief
       ‘the clear belief of the story’

   The noun *mitum* in (ia) cannot be understood as ‘believing’ since it is modified by an adjective. Unlike (2b), (i) is clearly ruled out.

2. The term ‘case assignment’ has been replaced by ‘case checking’ in the Minimalist framework. In this chapter, however, I will continue to use the term ‘case assignment’ simply for the sake of convenience.

3. Infinitival clauses pattern with tensed clauses regarding their distributions. Gerundive clauses, however, do not exactly pattern with tensed CPs in that aspect. Unlike tensed and infinitival CPs, gerundive CPs can occur in complement to P. See Abney (1987) for a detailed discussion on gerundive CPs.

4. It seems that tensed CPs may occur in the matrix subject position, which appears to be against the CRP. Observe the examples in (i).

   (i) a. [That Pauline moved to Kansas] surprised me.
   b. [That Brian dyed his hair] proves her nothing.

   The embedded CPs in (i) are used as the subjects of the matrix verbs and therefore seems to be in case-marked position, i.e., assigned nominative by the matrix INFL. In order to account for the data in (i) under his analysis, Stowell argues that the subject CPs in (i) are not really in the subject position. Following Emonds (1976) and Koster (1978), he argues that the subject CPs in (i) are in topic position.

   (ii) [That Pauline moved to Kansas], [IP t, surprised me]

   In (ii), the embedded CP is not assigned case, thus satisfying the CRP. Stowell extends this line of argument to CP complements to V.
(iii) a. Mary knows [that Pauline moved to Kansas].
   b. Mary [knows t₁] [that Pauline moved to Kansas].

Stowell (1981) argues that the embedded CP in (iiiia) is extraposed and thus not assigned accusative by the matrix verb. The data in (i) and (iii) therefore cannot be counterexamples to the CRP.

5. Fukui (1986) uses the term ‘Kase’ instead of ‘case’ to include other morphological features such as [+wh] features.

6. Fritz Newmeyer and other native speakers (p.c.) pointed out to me that (11b) is quite grammatical. Then the CRP is faced with a more serious problem.

7. Given the argument in this section that CPs may be assigned case, we are faced with a question, i.e., how CPs but not DPs are excluded from certain syntactic positions in English, as illustrated in (6) and (7). It seems that CPs are typically excluded from the spec of IP, regardless of whether the position is case-marked or not. See Jeong (1994) who proposes Categorial Hierarchy Principle to the effect that CPs may not be immediately dominated by the projection of INFL.

8. The nominal suffix -kkeyse is also associated with the feature [+Nom].

9. It should be noted that the plural suffix -tul is not restricted to nominal projections. As can be seen from the examples in (i), the suffix -tul can be licensed not only in nominal projections but also in verbal and adverbial projections.

(i) a. saram-tul-ka ilccik-tul o-ass-ta.
      person-Pl-Nom early-Pl come-Past-Dec
      ‘People came.’

      person-Pl-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Pl say-Past-Dec
      ‘People said that Sue came.’

From the data in (i), one might argue that the feature [+Pl] is uniformly realized as the suffix -tul, in other words, that the plural suffix -tul is not specified for N- and/or V-features so that it may be licensed in both nominal and verbal projections. Korean does have inflectional suffixes which may be licensed both nominal and verbal projections. Topic maker -num is a typical example. Observe the examples in (ii).

(ii) a. saram-tul-nun mani an o-ass-ta.
      people-Pl-Top many not come-Past-Dec
      ‘Not many people came.’
   people-Pl-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Top not say-Past-Dec
   ‘People didn’t say that Sue came.’

Even if we assume that the feature [+Pl] is uniformly realized in nominal and verbal projections, the examples in (i) do not serve as evidence against my argument in this chapter. What I am assuming in this chapter is not that features must always be realized as different morphemes in different projections but that features may be realized as different morphemes in different projections. In other words, I do not rule out the possibility that features can be uniformly realized as a single morpheme in nominal and verbal projections.

Further, note that the plural suffix -tul differs from the topic marker -nun in some aspect. In (i), the first occurrences of -tul are distinguished from the second occurrences of -tul in that the latter must be licensed by the former but not vice versa. Let us call the former and the latter ‘inherent PL (plural suffix)’ and floating PL, respectively. Observe the examples in (iii) and (iv).

(iii) a. saram-tul-ka ilccik-(tul) o-ass-ta.
   person-Pl-Nom early-Pl come-Past-Dec
   ‘People came early.’

   person-Pl-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Pl say-Past-Dec
   ‘People said that Sue came.’

(iv) a. chinku-*((tul))-ka ilccik-tul o-ass-ta.
   friend-Pl-Nom early-Pl come-Past-Dec
   ‘A friend/friends came early.’

   friend-Pl-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Pl say-Past-Dec
   ‘A friend/friends said that Sue came.’

The data in (iii) and (iv) show that the plural suffix -tul can be inherently licensed in nominal projection but not in verbal and adverbal projections. If we distinguish two types of -tul, inherent PL and floating PL, then the first type of -tul can still be supporting evidence for my argument.

10. The conjunction meaning ‘and’ is realized as -wa when the preceding syllable ends in a vowel and as -kwa when the preceding syllable ends in a consonant.
11. The complementizer -ko and the conjunction -ko should be distinguished. The former invariably follows sentential endings (ia), whereas the latter may follow verb stems, honorific marker, or tense markers but not sentential endings (ib).

(i) a. ka-si-ass-ta-ko  
    go-Hon-Past-Dec-C

b. ka-(si)-(ass)-ko  
    go-Hon-Past-Conj

See Sells (1995) for a detailed discussion on Korean morphology.

12. As pointed out by S.-W. Kim (p.c.), Japanese differs from Korean in that Japanese genitive marker -no can be licensed in verbal projections as well as nominal projections. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) John-no murabito-ey-no [ookami-ka kuru-to-no] keikoku  
    John-Gen villager-to-Gen wolf-Nom come-C-Gen warning

    ‘John’s warning to the villagers that the wolf is coming’

Fukui (1986) argues that the verbal suffix -to in (i) is a postposition. If this is on the right track, it is accounted for why the genitive marker is licensed in the embedded clause in (i). It is not implausible to say that like Korean genitive marker -uy, -no is licensed in nominal and postpositional projections in Japanese.

    Fukui (1986) provides evidence for analyzing -to as a postposition. First, the suffix -to can be used as a postposition (ii). Second, the topic marker -wa, which is argued to be licensed in nominal but not verbal projections, is licensed in the projections of -to (iii).

(ii) John-wa Mary-to kaimono-ni itta.  
    John-Top Mary-with shopping-to went

    ‘John went shopping with Mary.’

(iii) a. John-wa Bill-o nagutta.  
    John-Top Bill-Acc hit

    ‘John hit Bill.’

b. Tokyo-ey-wa Bill-ga itta.  
    Tokyo-to-Tip Bill-Nom went

    ‘Bill went to Tokyo.’
c. *[John-ga Bill-o nagutta-wa mondai ta.]
   John-Nom Bill-Acc hit-Top problem is
   ‘It is a problem that John hit Bill.’

S.-W. Kim (p.c.) also pointed out that the fact that -no is licensed in verbal projections in Japanese seems to be related to the fact that the so-called nominative/genitive conversion is common in Japanese. Compare the Korean examples in (iv) with the Japanese examples in (v).

(iv) a. [Joe-ka/*uy sa-ass-ta-nun] chayk
       Joe-Nom/Gen buy-Past-Dec-C book
       ‘the book that (people say) Joe bought’

   Joe-Top Sue-Nom/Gen come-Past-Dec-C NM-Acc not-know-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe didn’t know that Sue came.’

(v) a. [kinoo John-ga/no katta] hon
      yesterday John-Nom/Gen bought book
      ‘the book that John bought yesterday’

   John-Top yesterday Mary-Nom/Gen came FN-Acc kno-Neg-Past
   ‘John didn’t know that Mary came yesterday.’

It is clear that Korean differs from Japanese in those aspects we have seen. Detailed discussions of Japanese data, however, are beyond this dissertation.


14. Functional categories intervening between C and V are ignored in (36b) since they are not relevant to the discussion in this chapter.

15. Interrogatives can be headed by postpositions such as -ey as illustrated in (i).

    who-Nom win-Past-Int-P attention-Nom pay-Pass-Past-Dec
    ‘Attention was paid to who won.’
16. Chomsky (1986a and 1992) argues that genitive is licensed by the lexical head N. A detailed discussion of genitive will be presented in chapter 4. It is not relevant to the discussion in this chapter whether genitive is licensed by N or D.

17. We have seen in chapter 2 that the functional head D is associated with agreement (number and honorification) and case features. In this chapter, I will not discuss which specific feature is responsible for checking [+Gen]. See Yoon (1996) who suggests that the feature [+N] is responsible for genitive in Korean.

18. It is not relevant to the discussion in this chapter whether adjuncts are base-generated in the spec of DP or not.

19. See Mahajan (1990), Murasugi (1992), and Woolford (1997) who present analyses in which accusative are licensed by functional head AgrO or Tr(ansitivity) not by V. It is not relevant to the discussion in this chapter, however, whether accusative is licensed by V or AgrO/Tr. The point that should be made here is that the verbal suffix -ko and the nominal suffix -lul are licensed by the same head. See chapter 4 for a detailed discussion on this issue.

20. Interrogative clauses differ from declarative ones in that they may be licensed in subject position when they are headed by the nominal suffix -ka. Observe the example in (i).

   who-Nom home-to go-Past-Int-Nom important-Dec
   ‘Who went home is important.’

Note here that the verbal suffix -ko still cannot be licensed in subject position. Interrogative clauses will be discussed in 3.3.3.

21. S.-W. Kim (p.c.) pointed out to me that the nominal suffix -lul and the verbal suffix -ko do not always show the same external distributions. It is observed by Lee (1994) that event nouns in Korean may license not only genitive but also accusative when they are followed by certain aspect morphemes such as -cung ‘during’. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) a. Kim kyosu-uy AIDS-uy yenku-cung
   Kim professor-Gen AIDS-Gen research-during
   ‘during Professor Kim’s research on AIDS’

   b. Kim kyosu-ka AIDS-lul yenku-cung
   Kim professor-Nom AIDS-Acc research-during
Now observe the examples in (ii) in which CP complements are selected by the event noun poto ‘report’

(ii) a. [hankuk-ka iki-ass-ta-nun] CBS-uy poto-cung
     Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C CBS-Gen report-during
     ‘during CBS’s report that Korea won’

   b. *[hankuk-ka iki-ass-ta-ko] CBS-ka poto-cung
       Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C CBS-Nom report-during

According to S.-W. Kim (p.c.), there is a clear contrast between (ib) and (iib), i.e., the former but not the latter is not acceptable. To some speakers including me, however, both (ib) and (iib) seem to be marginally acceptable. See Lee (1994) for an analysis of case alternations in the projections of event nouns.

22. The juxtaposition of the verbal suffix -ko and the nominal suffix -lul seems to be acceptable to some speakers. Consider the example in (i).

       Joe-Nom who-Nom win-Past-Int-C-Acc ask-Past-Dec
       ‘Joe asked who won.’

The sentence (i) is not acceptable to me and even to those who consider (ia) acceptable, it is clear that (i) is less acceptable than either (iia) or (iib).


Under the assumption that (i) is grammatical, one might argue that the verbal suffix -ko is the head C, which is not associated with case features, whereas the nominal suffix -lul is the realization of the accusative case assigned to the embedded CP. This turns out to be incorrect, however, when we consider interrogative clauses used as subject or complement to nouns or postpositions. Observe the examples in (iii).

       who-Nom win-Past-Int-C-Nom be important-Dec
       ‘Who is important.’

   b. *[Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-ko-uy] muncuy
       who-Nom win-Past-Int-C-Gen question
       ‘the question who won’
   who-Nom win-Past-Int-C-Dat attention-Nom pay-Pass-Past-Dec
   'Attention was paid to who won.'

The analysis of -ko as not being associated with case features cannot account for why the examples in (iii) are ungrammatical, given that interrogatives may be assigned case. Further, observe the example in (iv).

(iv) a. *[Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-nun-uy] cilmun
   who-Nom win-Past-Int-C-Gen question
   'the question who won'

b. [Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-nun] cilmun

c. [Nuku-ka iki-ass-nya-uy] cilmun

If we assume that the verbal suffix -ko is the head C with no case features, and the nominal suffix -tul is the realization of accusative in (ia), then it is wrongly predicted that (iiia) is grammatical too since the verbal suffix -nun is the head C and the nominal suffix -uy is the realization of genitive. This is not the case, however. Therefore the argument that the verbal suffix -ko is the head C not associated with case features cannot be maintained.

23. See Larson (1985) who suggests that interrogatives are indeed noun phrases that perform adverbial functions.

24. See Fukui (1986) who suggests that the subject of noun phrase is base-generated in the spec of NP and raises to the spec of DP to be assigned genitive by the head D.

(i)  

\[ \text{DP} \]
\[ \text{DP}_i \quad \text{D'} \]
\[ \text{D} \quad \text{N'} \]
\[ t_i \quad \text{N'} \]
\[ \text{N} \quad (\text{DP}) \]

25. In chapter 5, I will show that there exist inflectional suffixes which fall into the category M but are specified [+N].
26. Under the proposed analysis of interrogative clauses in Korean, the definition of extended projection suggested in Grimshaw (1991) should be revised. Grimshaw’s (1991) definition of extended projection is given in (i).

(i) x is the extended head of y, and y is the extended projection of x iff:
   (a) y dominates x.
   (b) y and x share all categorial features
   (c) all nodes intervening between x and y share all categorial features.
   (d) If x and y are not in the same perfect projection, the F value of y is higher than the F value of x.

where n intervenes x and n; n dominates x, and n does not dominate y.

(ii) x is the perfect head of y, and y is the perfect projection of x iff:
   (a) y dominates x.
   (b) y and x share all categorial features
   (c) all nodes intervening between x and y share all categorial features.
   (d) the F value of y is the same as the F value of x.

According to the definitions in (i) and (ii), interrogative clauses headed by the nominal suffix -lul or -uy cannot form an extended projection since the nominal suffix -lul or -uy does not share categorial features with the verbal suffixes such as tense and mood, i.e., the former being [+N, -V] and the latter [-N, +V].

The definition of extended projection in (i) should be revised in order to account for dual properties of interrogatives in Korean (and English gerundive constructions as well).

(iii) Revised Definition of Extended Projection
   x is the extended head of y, and y is the extended projection of x iff:
   (a) y dominates x,
   (b) the N-feature of y is not distinct from the N-feature of the head immediately dominated by y.
   (c) If x and y are not in the same perfect projection, the F value of y is higher than the F value of x.

where [+N] is not distinct from [αN].

27. Chomsky (1981) cites another example of feature neutralization. Consider the following example.

(i) the destruction [α of the city]
Typically N selects DP not PP as complement, especially in terms of \( \theta \)-role assignment. Given this, the projection \( \alpha \) should be \([+N, -V]\). It is also true, however, that the projection \( \alpha \) is headed by the preposition \textit{of}, which is a clear indication that the projection should be \([-N, -V]\). Therefore we are in a contradictory position regarding the categorial status of the projection \( \alpha \). Chomsky (1981) presents a compromising analysis of the projection \( \alpha \) by suggesting that it may not be specified for N-features, i.e., it is defined as \([-V]\).

28. See Burzio (1981) who discusses other distinctions between syntactic and lexical passives in French and Italian.

29. Noting that in English Deg(ree) and its projection may form an extended projection with the complement AdjP (Adjective phrase) or AdvP (Adverb phrase), Grimshaw (1991) also argues that the head Deg is also of a category which is neutral between adverb and adjective.

30. See also the references for Japanese event nouns. cited in Lee (1994)

31. See Wechsler and Lee (1996) who argue that the domain of case assignment must be extended to include a situation delimiter. If we assume that verbal adjuncts may be assigned accusative, then there arises no problem with the proposed analysis of -ko.

32. The complementizer \( -\text{nun} \) should be distinguished from the topic marker \( -\text{nun} \). The former is restricted to verbal projections, whereas the latter is not. See 4.3 for a discussion on the topic marker \( -\text{nun} \).

33. Here \([+\text{Acc}]\) means that the head has the ability to assign \([+\text{Acc}]\).

34. Emonds (1985) defines English lexical complementizers as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(i) that} & : [P, -\text{wh}] \\
\text{if/whether} & : [P, +\text{wh}] \\
\text{for} & : [P, \text{Goal}]
\end{align*}
\]


36. See also Rizzi (1990), Grimshaw (1990), and Haegeman (1991).

37. Lexical complementizers in West Flemish are also morphologically inflected for person. Observe the following examples, cited from Haegeman (1991).
(i) a. dan-k noa Gent goan
   that-I to Ghent go
   ‘that I go to Ghent

   b. da-me noa Gent goan
   that-we to Ghent go
   ‘that we go to Ghent’

(ii) a. da-se noa Gent goat
   that-she to Ghent goes
   ‘that she goes to Ghent’

   b. dan-ze noa Gent goan
       that-they to Ghent go
       ‘that they go to Ghent’

38. AGRpP stands for participial agreement phrase, whose head accommodates the
    participial agreement.

39. There is a third occurrence of *ha-* in Hebrew. It occurs with modifying
    adjectives as an agreement reflex with the noun they modify. Observe the
    following examples.

   (i)    ha-‘ish ha-yafe
          the-man the-beautiful

   Siloni (1995) defines the second *ha-* in (i) as D_{[-mod]}.

40. The category D in English also seems to be associated with [+pred]. Observe the
    following examples.

   (i) a. This is [DP a teacher].

   b. I met [DP a teacher].

41. I thank Fritz Newmeyer for referring me to the data in this section.

42. The proposed analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun as being associated
    with accusative and genitive seems to be applicable to English, although there
    is no morphological evidence as there is in Korean. In general, case features are
    not overtly realized in English, regardless of whether they are associated with
    nominal projections or verbal projections. Observe the following examples.

   (i) a. Joe believes [the rumor].

   b. Joe believes [that the man kissed Sue].
(ii) a. Joe’s belief [of the rumor]
   b. Joe’s belief [that the man kissed Sue]

(iii) a. [The rumor] frightened Joe.
   b. [That the man kissed Sue] frightened Joe.

Under the proposed analysis of Korean complementizers, it is predicted that the embedded CP in (ia) is associated with accusative, just as the object DP is. The embedded CPs in (iib) and (iiiib), on the other hand, is predicted to be associated with genitive and nominative, respectively. Those case features, however, are never overtly realized in English so there is no empirical evidence for or against the proposed analysis. Therefore it is not implausible to argue that the head of the embedded CP in (ia) is associated with genitive, the head of the embedded CP in (iib) with accusative, and the head of the embedded CP in (iiiib) with nominative.

(iv) a. $V'$
   |
   $V$
   |
   CP
   |
   $C'$
   |
   $C$
   |
   IP
   |
   that
   |
   [+Acc]

b. $N'$
   |
   $N$
   |
   CP
   |
   $C'$
   |
   $C$
   |
   IP
   |
   that
   |
   [+Gen]
c. 

```
      IP
     /    
    CP    I'
   /      
  C'     I
   |       
  C      IP [+Nom]
 |       |
that [+Nom]
```
CHAPTER 4

COMP and Inherent Case

4.1. Introduction

I have proposed in chapter 3 that the complementizers -ko and -nun are associated with accusative and genitive, respectively. The analysis of both the nominal suffix -lul and the verbal suffix -ko as being associated with accusative implicitly assumes that -ko is the realization of structural accusative, considering the widely accepted argument that -lul is the morphological realization of structural accusative. The analysis of -ko as the realization of structural accusative, however, faces an empirical problem. One of the major properties of structural accusative is that it is absorbed in the passive (Jaeggli 1986, Roberts 1987, Baker et al. 1988, and Hagegeman 1991).

As predicted, the nominal suffix -lul, which is the realization of structural accusative, is not licensed in the passive as illustrated in (1b). The analysis of the verbal suffix -ko as the realization of structural accusative predicts that -ko may not be licensed in the passive, either. This prediction is not correct, however. CPs headed by -ko may be licensed by passivized verbs as illustrated in (2b).

   everyone-Nom that rumor-Acc acknowledge-Past-Dec
   ‘Everyone acknowledged the rumor.’
   everyone by that rumor-Nom/Acc acknowledge-Pass-Past-Dec
   'The rumor was acknowledged by everyone.'

   everyone-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C acknowledge-Past-Dec
   'Everyone acknowledged that Sue went.'

   everyone by Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C acknowledge-Pass-Past-Dec
   'That Sue went was acknowledged by everyone.'

The proposed analysis of -ko as being associated with structural accusative, therefore, should be reconsidered.

In this chapter, I will revise the analysis of the complementizer -ko as the realization of structural accusative and propose that -ko is not associated with structural accusative but with inherent accusative. Following Belletti (1988), who suggests that indefinite object DPs may be licensed by passivized verbs in terms of inherent partitive, I argue that the verbal suffix -ko is the morphological realization of inherent accusative and that CPs headed by -ko can be licensed by passivized verbs via licensing of inherent accusative. The verbal suffix -ko is now distinguished from the nominal suffix -lul. The former is associated with inherent accusative and the latter with structural accusative. Unlike structural accusative, inherent accusative is not absorbed in the passive and therefore can be licensed by passivized verbs.
The revised analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative is empirically supported by various syntactic phenomena related to nominal inflections in Korean. First of all, the nominal suffixes -ka, -lul, and -uy, which are the morphological realizations of structural nominative, accusative, and genitive, respectively, may be dropped in certain contexts. Postpositions such as -ey and -eykey, on the other hand, which I have argued in chapter 2 to be the realizations of inherent locative, and dative, respectively, may not be dropped. The verbal suffixes -ko and -nun pattern with postpositions regarding the case drop phenomenon, i.e., they may not be dropped. This suggests that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are associated with inherent case.

The revised analysis is also supported by the interactions with the topic marker -nun as well as the so-called delimiters. Neither the topic marker nor the delimiters may co-occur with the nominal suffix -lul, whereas both may co-occur with the postpositions -ey and -eykey. On the other hand, the nominal suffix -lul may be replaced by the topic marker or the delimiters, whereas the postpositions -ey and -eykey may not. In this respect, the verbal suffix -ko patterns not with the nominal suffix but with the postpositions. That is, -ko can co-occur with but not be replaced by the topic marker or the delimiters, which strongly suggests that -ko is associated with inherent (accusative) case.

Morphological structures regarding the nominal suffixes and the delimiters more clearly indicate that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent case. Both the nominal suffixes -lul and -uy and the postpositions may occur with certain delimiters. The nominal suffixes, however, are distinguished from the postpositions in that the former are
preceded by the delimiters, whereas the latter are followed by the delimiters. In this respect, the verbal suffix -ko patterns with the postpositions, i.e., it is followed by the delimiters. This is a clear indication that -ko is associated with inherent case.

In this chapter, I will address how inherent and structural case should be licensed. Chomsky (1980, 1981, and 1986a) and Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) distinguish two types of case: structural and inherent case. The former is considered a property of a formal structure, i.e., dependent upon syntactic relation between a head and an XP. A head may license structural case on a DP. Finite T and transitive V, for example, are widely assumed to license nominative- and accusative-marked DPs, respectively, when the former governs the latter. There need not be any thematic relation between the head and the DP, which is clearly evidenced by the fact that the subject of an embedded infinitival clause can be assigned accusative by the matrix verb via the so-called Exceptional Case Marking. Inherent case, on the other hand, is considered a property of a thematic relation between a lexical head and its complement XP. A lexical head may license inherent case of the complement when the former θ-marks the latter.

Given that there are two types of case, inherent vs. structural, there arises a fundamental question, that is, how we should define the licensing of inherent and structural case. Given that case is a relation between a licensor and a licensee, there are two theoretical possibilities regarding the question of how we can define structural and inherent case: one based upon the properties of case licensors and the other based upon the properties of case licensees. The definition of case licensing based upon case licensors
has long been widely adopted in the literature. Since Chomsky (1981), structural and inherent case have been defined in terms of the categorial features, specifically, the N-features of case licensors. Under this analysis, structural case is argued to be licensed by the heads of [-N] feature: V, P, and INFL (T or Agr), whereas inherent case by the heads of [+N] feature: N and A (Chomsky 1981, 1986a, and 1995).

The definition of case licensing in terms of case licensees has also been adopted in the literature. Belletti (1988), for example, suggests that definite object DPs are licensed by the lexical head V via licensing of structural accusative. whereas indefinite object DPs are licensed by the head V via licensing of inherent partitive. Under this analysis, it is not the case licensors but the case licensees that determine whether object DPs are licensed in terms of inherent case licensing or structural case licensing. Similarly, Enç (1989) suggests that specific DPs are licensed in terms of structural case licensing, whereas non-specific DPs are licensed via inherent case licensing. Under the definition of case licensing in terms of case licensees, the lexical head V has the ability to license not only inherent case but also structural case. In this chapter, I will present a new definition of case licensing, which combines the definition based upon case licensors and that based upon case licensees. I claim that inherent case is uniformly licensed by lexical heads in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas structural case is invariably licensed by functional heads in terms of the spec-head agreement. Following the notion of inherent case in Belletti (1988) and Enç (1989), I claim that CPs may be licensed via inherent case checking in Korean.
Various arguments have been provided against the definition of structural and inherent case licensing in terms of the N-features of case licensers. Given the fact that inherent case is a property of a thematic relation between a head and its complement, it seems intuitively correct to assume that lexical categories including V are inherent case licensers if they are θ-role assigners. (Belletti 1988, Baker 1988b, Grimshaw 1991, J.-S. Lee 1992, Bittner and Hale 1996, and Woolford 1997). Under the definition of inherent and structural case licensing in terms of N-features, the lexical category V is in a contradictory position since it is a [-N] category as well as a θ-role assigner, which implies that it licenses structural case as well as inherent case. I will argue that V is an inherent case licenser.

It has long been controversial whether genitive is structural or inherent (Chomsky 1981, 1986a, and 1995, Fukui 1986, and Abney 1987). Chomsky (1981), for example, defines genitive as structural. In his later works (Chomsky 1986a and 1995), however, he argues that genitive is inherent and licensed by N. Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987), on the other hand, argue that genitive is structural and licensed by the functional category D in terms of the spec-head agreement. In this chapter, I will argue that there exist two types of genitive, i.e., inherent and structural genitive and that the former is licensed by the lexical head N in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas the latter by functional head D in terms of the spec-head agreement.
In the configuration (3), the licensing of inherent and structural genitive is defined in terms of the case licensors. In this respect, it falls under the same system as Chomsky’s (1986a and 1995) definition of case licensing. The proposed system, however, differs from Chomsky’s (1986a and 1995) in that it is not the categorial features of the case licensors that distinguish inherent case licensing from structural case licensing.

Along the same line of arguments for genitive, I will argue that there are two types of accusative: inherent and structural accusative. Specifically, I will argue that inherent accusative is licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas structural accusative is licensed by the functional head AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement, as shown in (4). This is compatible with the following proposals: Murasugi (1992), who suggests that structural accusative is licensed not by the lexical category V but by the functional category Tr (=Transitivity); Mahajan (1991) and Woolford (1996), who suggest that structural accusative may be licensed by the functional category AgrO in Hindi and Nez Perce, respectively; and Belletti (1988) and Enç (1989), who suggest that the lexical head V may license inherent case.
As for nominative and dative, I simply assume that the former is structural and licensed by the functional head AgrS (or T) in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas the latter is inherent and licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the head-complement relation. Now we have a new system of case licensing: structural case is licensed by a functional head in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas inherent case is licensed by a lexical head in terms of the head-complement relation.

(5) a. Inherent Case Licensing

\[
\begin{array}{c}
X \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
X \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
YP \\
\end{array} \\
(X = \text{lexical heads, i.e., N, A, or V})
\]

b. Structural Case Licensing

\[
\begin{array}{c}
XP \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
YP \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
X' \\
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
X \\
\end{array} \\
(X = \text{functional heads, i.e., AgrS, AgrO, or D})
\]
Based upon the system of case licensing in (5), I will propose that CPs headed by
the verbal suffix -ko are associated with inherent accusative and therefore that they are
licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the head-complement relation. DPs headed by -lul, on the other hand, are associated with structural accusative and licensed by the
functional head AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement.

\[(6) \text{ a.} \quad \begin{array}{ll}
\text{DP} & \text{AgrOP} \\
\text{...-lul} & \text{AgrO} \\
\text{VP} & \text{[+Acc}_{SC}] \\
\end{array} \quad \text{b.} \quad \begin{array}{ll}
\text{CP} & \text{V} \\
\text{...-ko} & \text{[+Acc}_{IC}] \\
\end{array}\]

Given this, the fact that the nominal suffix -lul but not -ko is absorbed in the passive can
be accounted for in a principled manner simply by assuming that passivized verbs do not
projection AgrOP.

I will also argue that the nominal suffix -uy, which is associated with structural
genitive, is licensed by the functional head D, whereas the verbal suffix -nun, which is
associated with inherent genitive, is licensed the lexical head N.

\[(7) \text{ a.} \quad \begin{array}{ll}
\text{DP} & \text{DP} \\
\text{...-uy} & \text{D'} \\
\text{NP} & \text{D} \\
\text{[+Gen}_{SC}] \\
\end{array} \quad \text{b.} \quad \begin{array}{ll}
\text{CP} & \text{N'} \\
\text{...-nun} & \text{[+Gen}_{IC}] \\
\end{array}\]
The argument that DPs headed by -lul and -uy are licensed by AgrO and D. whereas CPs headed by -ko and -nun by V and N implies that the definition of case licensing relies upon both licensors and licensees. With respect to case licensors, lexical categories license inherent case, whereas functional categories license structural case. With respect to case licensees, nominal projections, i.e., DPs can be licensed via the checking of structural case, whereas verbal projections, i.e., CPs, can be licensed via the checking of inherent case.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In 4.2, I discuss two types of case licensing: licensing of structural case and that of inherent case. I argue that structural case is invariably licensed by functional heads in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas inherent case is licensed by lexical heads in terms of the head-complement relation. In 4.3, I propose that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent accusative and licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the head-complement relation. Theoretical and empirical evidence will be presented. In 4.4, I will present cross-linguistic evidence that the lexical category V is an inherent case licensor. In 4.5, I claim that the verbal suffix -nun is associated with inherent genitive and licensed by the lexical head N in terms of the head-complement relation.

4.2. Case Licensing: Inherent vs. Structural

Case is a relation between a head and an XP. Since Chomsky (1981), it has been assumed that there exist two types of case: structural and inherent. Given that case is a relation between a licensor and a licensee, there are two theoretical possibilities regarding how to
define inherent and structural case: one based upon the properties of case licensors (8a) and the other based upon the properties of case licensees (8b).

(8) a. Case licensing is defined in terms of case licensors.
   b. Case licensing is defined in terms of case licensees.

Not only (8a) but also (8b) has been suggested in the literature. It has been assumed in Chomsky (1981, 1986a, and 1995) that structural case is licensed by [+N] categories, whereas inherent case by [-N] categories. Under this analysis, it is (the N-features of) case liceners which determine whether case licensing is structural or inherent. Unlike Chomsky (1981, 1986, and 1995), Belletti (1988) presents an analysis which relies on the definition (8b). She suggests that definite object DPs are licensed via the checking of structural accusative, whereas indefinite object DPs via the checking of inherent partitive. Both definite and indefinite DPs are licensed by the head V. Under Belletti’s analysis, it is not case liceners but case licensees which determine whether case licensing is structural or inherent.

In this section, I will propose that case licensing should be defined in terms of both case liceners and licensees by claiming that structural case is uniformly licensed by functional categories, whereas inherent case by lexical categories and that in Korean DPs can be licensed via the checking of structural case, whereas CPs can be licensed via the checking of inherent case.
4.2.1. Chomsky (1986a)

Case licensing has long been defined in terms of the categorial features, specifically, the N-features of case licensers (Chomsky 1981, 1986a, and 1995 and Stowell 1981). Categories with the feature [-N], i.e., V, P, and INFL, have been identified as licensers of structural case, whereas categories with the feature [+N], i.e., N and A have been defined as licensers of inherent cases.

(9) a. Structural case is assigned by [-N] categories.
   b. Inherent case is assigned by [+N] categories.

In Chomsky (1986a), genitive is distinguished from nominative and accusative in that it is considered as inherent case. Nominative and accusative are argued to be licensed by the functional head INFL and the lexical head V, respectively. Genitive, on the other hand, is argued to be licensed by the lexical category N.² Nominative is further distinguished from accusative in that the former is licensed in terms of the spec-head agreement and the latter in terms of the head-complement relation. Consider how nominative, accusative, and genitive are licensed in Chomsky (1986a).

(10) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{IP} \\
\text{DP} \\
\text{I'} \\
\text{I} \\
\text{[+Nom]} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V'} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{DP} \\
\text{[+Acc]} \\
\end{array}
\]

c. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N'} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{DP} \\
\text{[+Gen]} \\
\end{array}
\]
As illustrated in (10), there exists an asymmetry in Chomsky (1986a) between the licensing of nominative and that of accusative. The former is assumed to be licensed by INFL in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas the latter in terms of the head-complement relation, which is typically an instance of a thematic relation. Accusative and genitive, on the other hand, are licensed in the same configuration, i.e., the head-complement relation, although Chomsky argues that one is structural and the other inherent.

Under Chomsky's (1986a) analysis in which inherent case is distinguished from structural case in terms of the N-features of the case licensors, the lexical head V poses a problem. According to the definition of structural case licensors in (9a), V may license structural case since it has the [-N] feature. According to the definition (9b), on the other hand, V is not an inherent case licensor. It is clear, however, V is a θ-role assigner. Given the basic assumption that inherent case is a property of a thematic relation, therefore, we are led to conclude that V is an inherent case licenser. Now the lexical head V is in a contradictory position regarding case licensing. It seems intuitively correct to assume that V licenses inherent case (Chomsky 1981, 1986a, Baker 1988b, Belletti 1988, Y-J Kim 1990, J-S Lee 1992, Bittner and Hale 1996, and Woolford 1997).

There exist various types of asymmetry under the system of case licensing suggested in Chomsky (1986a). Nominative is argued to be assigned by finite INFL in terms of spec-head agreement, whereas accusative is assumed to be assigned by V in terms of the head-complement relation. Genitive is distinguished from nominative in that
the former is inherent and assigned by N in terms of the head-complement relation. Genitive is not distinguished from accusative, however, since both are licensed by the lexical heads in terms of the head-complement relation.

4.2.2. Chomsky (1992)

Chomsky (1992) presents a unified analysis of nominative and accusative. He proposes that nominative and accusative are both checked in terms of spec-head agreement. Consider the configurations in which nominative and accusative are licensed.\(^3\)

\[
\begin{align*}
(11) \ a. & \quad \text{AgrSP} \\
& \quad \text{DP} \quad \text{AgrS'} \\
& \quad [+\text{Nom}] \quad \text{TP} \\
& \quad [T, \text{AgrS}] \quad T' \\
& \quad [+\text{Nom}] \quad T \\

\ b. \quad \text{AgrOP} \\
& \quad \text{DP} \quad \text{AgrO'} \\
& \quad [+\text{Acc}] \quad \text{VP} \\
& \quad [V, \text{AgrO}] \quad V' \\
& \quad [+\text{Acc}] \quad V
\end{align*}
\]

In (11a), the subject DP, which is base-generated in the spec of VP, raises to the spec of AgrSP. The functional head T, in the meantime, raises to the head AgrS. The DP now enters into a checking relation with the functional head T and the feature [+Nom] of the DP is checked by the adjoined T in terms of the spec-head agreement. In (11b), the object DP, which is base-generated in the complement to V, raises to the spec of AgrOP and the lexical head V is adjoined to the head AgrO. The DP now enters into a checking relation with the head V and the feature [+Acc] on the DP is checked off by the adjoined V in
terms of the spec-head agreement. There still remains a type of asymmetry, however, between the licensing of nominative and that of accusative. That is, nominative is licensed by the functional head T, whereas accusative is licensed by the lexical head V.

In Chomsky (1992), genitive is distinguished from accusative and nominative in that it is defined as inherent, whereas the latter as structural. Genitive is licensed in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas nominative and accusative in terms of the spec-head agreement. Genitive and accusative are not distinguished, however, in that both are licensed by lexical heads, i.e., N and V, respectively.  

\[
(12) \quad N' \\
\text{N} \quad \text{DP} \\
\text{[+Gen]} \quad \text{[+Gen]}
\]

The assumption in Chomsky (1986a) that structural case is licensed by [-N] categories, whereas inherent case is licensed by [+N] categories, is still maintained in Chomsky (1992).

4.2.3. Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987)

Fukui (1986) suggests that not only nominative but also genitive is structural. He proposes that nominative and genitive are licensed in the same configuration, i.e., in terms of the spec-head agreement. Unlike in Chomsky (1986a and 1995), accusative is distinguished from nominative and genitive in Fukui (1986) in that it is licensed in terms
of the head-complement relation. Consider the configurations in which nominative, genitive, and accusative are licensed in Fukui (1986).

(13) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{IP} \\
\text{DP} \quad \text{I'} \\
\quad \text{I} \\
\quad \quad \text{[+Nom]} \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{t} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{VP} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{V'} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{V} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{DP} \quad \text{D'} \\
\quad \text{D} \\
\quad \quad \text{[+Gen]} \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{t} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{NP} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{N'} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{N} \\
\end{array}
\]

c. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V'} \\
\text{V} \quad \text{DP} \\
\quad \text{[+Acc]} \\
\end{array}
\]

Fukui (1986) argues that the subject DP in (13b), which is generated in the spec of NP, raises to the spec of DP to be licensed by the functional head D, just as the subject DP in (13a) raises from the spec of VP to the spec of IP to be licensed by the functional head INFL. Nominative and genitive are both licensed by the functional heads INFL and D, respectively, in terms of the spec-head agreement. Unlike Chomsky (1995), however,
Fukui argues that accusative is licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the θ-related head-complement relation (13c). Therefore there remains an asymmetry between the licensing of nominative and that of accusative in Fukui (1986).

Abney (1987) presents a similar analysis of genitive in English. He suggests that genitive may be licensed in the same manner as nominative. In other words, genitive is licensed by the functional head D in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas nominative is licensed by the functional head INFL in terms of the spec-head agreement. Abney's (1987) analysis of genitive differs from Fukui's (1986) in that he assumes that the subject DP is base-generated in the spec of DP, whereas Fukui assumes that the subject DP is raised from the spec of NP to the spec of DP. Following Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987), I argue that genitive is structural and licensed by the head D in terms of the spec-head agreement. At this point, it is quite clear that nominative, accusative, and genitive, which are all structural, are licensed in the same configuration, i.e., in terms of spec-head agreement. As mentioned earlier, however, there exists an asymmetry between nominative and genitive on the one hand and accusative on the other, i.e., the latter is licensed by the lexical head V and the former by the functional heads, INFL and D, respectively. Therefore, accusative is still distinguished from nominative and genitive in terms of the N-features of the case licensors.
4.2.4. Mahajan (1990), Murasugi (1992) and Woolford (1997)

Murasugi (1992) provides a possible way to get rid of the asymmetry between nominative and accusative discussed in the earlier sections. She proposes that nominative and accusative are both licensed by functional heads in terms of spec-head agreement. That is, nominative is licensed by the functional head T, whereas accusative is licensed by the functional head Tr (=Transitivity). Consider the configurations in which nominative and accusative are licensed in Murasugi (1992).

![Diagram]

Murasugi (1992) argues that the subject DP raises to the spec of TP to be licensed by the head T in terms of the spec-head agreement (14a), whereas the object DP raises to the spec of TrP to be licensed by the functional head Tr in terms of the spec-head agreement (14b). In Murasugi (1992), therefore, no asymmetry is found between the licensing of nominative and accusative. Both are licensed by the functional heads and in terms of spec-head agreement. If we assume Fukui (1986) and Murasugi (1992), we can have a new definition of case checking.
(15) a. Structural case is licensed by a functional head in terms of spec-head agreement.
   b. Inherent case is licensed by a lexical head in terms of the head-complement relation.

Unlike Murasugi (1992) who argues that accusative is licensed by the functional category Tr, Mahajan (1990) and Woolford (1997) suggest that accusative may be licensed by the functional head AgrO. Mahajan (1991), for example, argues that there are two structurally case-marked object positions in Hindi (one inside and one outside the VP). Consider the examples in (16), cited from Mahajan (1990).

(16) a. raam rotii khataa thaa
    Ram (m.) bread (f.) eat (imp.m) be (pst.m.)
    ‘Ram (habitually) ate bread.’

b. raam ne rotii khaayii
    Ram (m.) Erg bread (f.) eat (perf.f)
    ‘Ram ate bread.’

In (16a), the subject DP not the object DP agrees with the verb in terms of agreement features, whereas the object DP agrees with the verb in (16b). Based upon the difference in agreement between (16a) and (16b), Mahajan (1990) suggests that the object DP in (16a) does not raise to the spec of AgrOP to be assigned accusative and that it remains in the complement position and is assigned accusative by the verb. The object DP in (16b), which agrees with the verb, on the other hand, raises to the spec of AgrOP and is assigned
accusative by the functional head AgrO. Consider the configurations in which the object DPs in (16) are licensed.

(17) a. AgrOP
     \   AgrO'
      \  VP  \ AgrO
         \  \  \  
          \  V'  
            roTii \  V
               \  khaataa
                  [+Acc]

(17) b. AgrOP
     \   AgrO'
      \  VP  \ AgrO
         \  \  \  
          \  V'  
            roTii \  V
               \  khaayii
                  [+Acc]

Mahajan (1990) argues that khaataa in (17a) but not khaayii in (17a) is a structural case licenser. The object DP in (17a) is therefore assigned accusative by the verb in terms of the head-complement relation and the object DP in (17b) raises to the spec of AgrOP and is assigned accusative by AgrO.₆

Woolford (1997) presents a similar analysis for Nez Perce. Nez Perce uses two distinct Cases for subject (nominative and ergative) and two for direct object (objective and accusative). Under her analysis, nominative and ergative both trigger agreement. They are distinguished from each other in that the latter but not the former is morphologically realized. In the meantime, objective is distinguished from accusative in that the former triggers agreement, whereas the latter does not. Consider the transitive examples in (18) and the ditransitive examples in (19), cited from Woolford (1997).
(18) a. haama-∅ hi-’wi-ye wewukiye-∅
    man-Nom 3-shoot-ASP elk-Acc
    ‘The man shot an elk.’

    b. haama-nm pee-’wi-ye wewukiye-ne
    man-Erg 3/3-shoot-ASP elk-Obj
    ‘The man shot an elk.’

(19) a. ?aayat-∅ hi-?ni-ye tiim’es-∅ haama-∅
    woman-Nom 3-give-Past book-Acc man/husband-Acc
    ‘The woman gave her husband a book.’

    b. ?aayato-m pee-?ni-ye tiim’es-∅ haama-na
    woman-Erg 3/3-give-Past book-Acc man-Obj
    ‘The woman gave the man a book.

The subject DP in (18a) is assigned nominative and the subject DP in (18b) ergative. The object DP, on the other hand, is assigned accusative in (18a) and objective in (18b). The goal object in (19a) is assigned accusative, whereas the goal object in (19b) objective. Further note that both accusative and objective are both licensed in (19b). The data in (18) and (19) indicate that objective is distinct from accusative.

Based upon the fact that nominative and ergative subjects both trigger subject agreement, she argues that both should raise to the spec of AgrS for agreement checking, which further implies that the case features of the subject DPs are checked by AgrS in terms of spec-head agreement. The fact that objective object DPs but not accusative
object DPs trigger agreement has led her to argue that the former should raise to the spec of AgrO for agreement checking, whereas the latter remains within the VP. This implies that the case features of objective object DPs are checked by AgrO in terms of spec-head agreement, whereas the case features of accusative object DPs by V in terms of the head-complement relation. Consider the structure (20) suggested in Woolford (1997).

(20)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{AgrSP} \\
\text{[Nom]/[Erg]} \\
\text{AgrS'} \\
\text{AgrS} \\
\text{[Obj]} \\
\text{AgrO'} \\
\text{AgrO} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{V'} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{[Acc]}
\end{array}
\]

She further argues that ergative is inherent, whereas nominative structural. The inventory of Cases in UG suggested in Woolford (1997) is given in (21).\footnote{7}

(21) a. Structural Case

- nominative checked by AgrS
- objective checked by AgrO
- accusative checked by V/P
b. Inherent Case (all checked by V)

- ergative: associated with agent
- dative: associated with goal/experiencer
- accusative: associated with theme

Murasugi (1992), Mahajan (1990), and Woolford (1997) provide a theoretical ground for the new definition of case licensing, i.e., structural case is licensed by functional heads and inherent case by lexical heads. Of the two possible analyses of structural accusative, I will assume with Mahajan (1990) and Woolford (1997) that accusative/objective is licensed by the functional head AgrO.

4.2.5. Korean

It is widely argued in the literature on Korean syntax that nominative is checked by AgrS (Y.-J. Yim 1984, H.-S. Han 1987, H.-S. Choe 1988, J-R. Yoon 1990, and T.-S. Kim 1996). The functional category Agr is a collection of agreement features, i.e., number, gender and person. We have seen in chapter 2 that agreement features include honorification in Korean. Observe the following examples.

(22) a. apeci-kkeyse ka-si-ass-ta.
   father-Nom(+Hon) go-AgrS(+Hon)-Past-Dec
   ‘My father went.’
b. chinku-ka ka-ϕ-ass-ta.
   friend-Nom(-Hon) go-AgrS(-Hon)-Past-Dec
   ‘My friend went.’

As illustrated in (22), the subject DPs agree with the verbs in terms of honorific agreement. That is, the subject DP in (22a) is associated with the feature [+Hon], which is reflected on the nominal suffix -kkeyse. The verb is also associated with the feature [+Hon], which is overtly realized as the verbal suffix -si. In (22b), on the other hand, neither the subject DP nor the verb is associated with the feature [+Hon]. It is now clear that the functional head AgrS is responsible for checking the agreement features of the subject DPs. The case feature, i.e., [+Nom] of the subject DP is also argued to be checked by the head AgrS in Korean. Now consider the configuration in which the agreement and case features of the subject DP are checked by the functional head AgrS.

(23)

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{AgrSP} \\
\phantom{\text{AgrSP}} \downarrow \\
\text{[+Agr]} \\
\phantom{\text{[+Agr]}} \downarrow \\
\text{AgrS'} \\
\phantom{\text{AgrS'}} \downarrow \\
\text{[+Nom]} \\
\phantom{\text{[+Nom]}} \\
\text{AgrS} \\
\end{array}\]

In Korean, not only subject DPs but also object DPs agree with the verbs in terms of agreement features. Just as subject DPs agree with verbs in terms of honorific
agreement, object DPs agree with verbs in terms of honorific agreement. Observe the examples in (24) and (25).

(24) a. apeci-lul poy-ass-ta.
    father-Acc meet-Past-Dec
    ‘pro met his father.’

b. chincku-lul manna-ass-ta.
    friend-Acc meet-Past-Dec
    ‘pro met his friend.’

(25) a. halmeni-lul pyengwon-ey mosi-ko ka-ass-ta
    grandmother-Acc hospital-to take-and go-Past-Dec
    ‘pro took his grandmother to the hospital.’

b. namtongsayng-lul pyengwon-ey teyri-ko ka-ass-ta.
    younger brother-Acc hospital-to take-and go-Past-Dec
    ‘pro took his younger brother to the hospital.’

The verb *poy-* in (24a) is the honorific verb corresponding the regular verb *manna-* in (24b). The former is intrinsically marked for [+Hon], whereas the latter is not. In the meantime, the object DP in (24a) is associated with the feature [+Hon], whereas the object DP in (24b) with [-Hon]. The verb *poy-* in (24a) therefore agrees with the object DP in terms of honorific agreement. The verb *manna-* in (24b) also agrees with the object DP. The same is true of the honorific verb *mosi-* and the regular verb *teyri-* in (25). Given the agreement between the verbs and the object DPs, it becomes clear that it is the
functional head AgrO which is responsible for checking the agreement features of object DPs. It is therefore not implausible to assume that the head AgrO is responsible for checking the case features of object DPs, just as the head AgrS is responsible for checking the case features of subject DPs. Now consider the configuration in which the agreement and case features of object DPs are checked.

(26)

```
     AgrOP
      /|\
    [+Agr]  AgrO'
      /
    [+Acc]  AgrO
          /
        [+Agr]  [+Acc]
```

Mahajan (1990) and Woolford (1997) provide supporting evidence for the configuration in (26). Given that in contrast with in Nez Perce there is no morphological evidence for assuming two different structural Cases (objective and accusative) for object DPs in Korean, the inventory of Cases in Korean will be as follows.

(27) a. Structural Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Checked by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>AgrS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>AgrO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Inherent Case (all checked by V)\(^9\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>CHECKED BY V (ASSOCIATED WITH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>(GOAL/EXPERIENCER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locative</td>
<td>(LOCATION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>(THEME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What I am proposing in this section is that there exist two types of accusative and genitive: structural and inherent. The former is licensed by functional heads and the latter by lexical heads. Unlike accusative and genitive, nominative is invariably structural, whereas dative and locative are invariably inherent.

4.3. -Ko and Inherent Accusative

I have proposed in chapter 3 that both the nominal suffix -\(lul\) and the verbal suffix -\(ko\) are associated with structural accusative. In chapter 2, on the other hand, I have argued that the nominal case suffixes including -\(lul\) are the realizations of structural case, whereas postpositions such as -\(eykey\) and -\(ey\) are the realizations of inherent case. In this chapter, I revise the analysis of -\(lul\) and -\(ko\) as the realization of structural accusative and propose that -\(ko\) is the morphological realization of inherent accusative, whereas -\(lul\) is that of structural accusative.

This revised analysis of -\(lul\) and -\(ko\) is empirically supported by the fact that the latter but not the former can be licensed by passivized verbs. In this aspect, the verbal suffix -\(ko\) patterns with postpositions, which are the realizations of inherent case. The revised analysis of -\(ko\) as the realization of inherent accusative is also supported by the
interactions of -ko and -lul with topic marker and delimiters. Postpositions behave in the same manner as the verbal suffix -ko but not with the nominal suffix -lul. The so-called case drop phenomenon also provides supporting evidence for the analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative. The verbal suffix -ko patterns with postpositions regarding the case drop phenomenon. Finally, the morphological structures of -ko and -lul in connection with the delimiters provide strong evidence that the former is inherent and the latter structural.

4.3.1. Passivization

Passivization is considered as one of the criteria by which one can distinguish structural case from inherent case. It is widely argued that passivized verbs lose the ability to assign structural (accusative) case but retain the ability to assign inherent case. Let us consider the German examples in (28) and (29), cited from Haegeman (1991) and Webelhuth (1995).

(28) a. Sie sieht ihn  
    she sees him-Acc

    b. Er wird gesehen  
    he-Nom is seen

    c. *ihn wird gesehen  
    him-Acc is seen
(29) a. Sie hilft ihm.
   she helps him-Dat

   b. Ihm wird geholfen
   him-Dat is helped

   c. *Er wird geholfen
   he-Nom is helped

The data in (28) clearly indicate that German accusative, which is assumed to be structural, cannot be licensed by the passivized verb *gesehen* (28c). This is correctly predicted by the widely accepted assumption that passivization absorbs structural case (Jaeggli 1986, Roberts 1987, Baker et al. 1988, Haegeman 1991, and Weibelhuth 1995). Given this, the object DP raises to the subject position to be assigned nominative by the finite INFL (28b). The data in (29), on the other hand, show that German dative, which is argued to be inherent, is licensed by the passivized verb *gehalten*. This is predicted by the assumption that inherent case is not absorbed by passivization.

Korean patterns exactly with German in terms of passivization and case absorption. Consider the following examples.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Dat ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
    *Joe gave Sue a ring.*
b. panci-ka Sue-eykey cu-eci-ass-ta.
   ring-Nom Sue-Dat give-Pass-Past-Dec
   'A ring was given to Sue.'

   Sue-Nom ring-Acc give-Pass-Past-Dec
   'Sue was given a ring.'

In (30a), the indirect object DP *Sue-eykey is assigned dative and the direct object DP 
panci-lul is assigned accusative. (30b) clearly indicates that the dative-marked indirect 
object is licensed by the passivized verb cu-eci. (30c), on the other hand, shows that the 
accusative-marked direct object cannot be licensed by the passivized verb. From the data 
in (30), we can conclude that dative, which is realized as -eykey, is inherent, whereas 
accusative, which is realized as -lul, is structural. I assume that DPs headed by -lul are 
licensed by AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas DPs headed by -eykey are 
licensed by V in terms of the head-complement relation.

Given that passivized verbs lose the ability to license structural accusative in 
Korean, consider the examples in (31) and (32).

   CBS-Nom that rumor-Acc report-Past-Dec
   'CBS reported the rumor.'
   CBS-by that rumor-Acc report-Pass-Past-Dec
   ‘The rumor was reported by CBS.’

    everybody-Nom that rumor-Acc believe-Pass-Dec
    ‘Everybody believed the rumor.’

    everybody-by that rumor-Acc believe-Pass-Past-Dec
    ‘The rumor was believed by everybody.’

The passive morphemes -toy and -eci in (31b) and (32b) absorb structural accusative and
thus the accusative-marked DP somun-lul in (31b) and (32b) cannot be licensed by the
passivized verbs poto-toy and mit-eci. The object DP may raise to the subject position to
be assigned nominative by AgrS as illustrated in (33).

(33) a. ku somun-ka CBS-eyuyhayse poto-toy-ess-ta.
    that rumor-Nom CBS-by report-Pass-Past-Dec
    ‘The rumor was reported by CBS.’

    that rumor-Nom everybody-by believe-Pass-Past-Dec
    ‘The rumor was believed by everybody.’

From the data in (31) - (33), it is clear that DPs headed by the nominal suffix -lul are
associated with structural accusative, which is absorbed in the passive.
Now let us consider passive constructions with sentential complements. Observe the examples in (34) and (35).

   CBS-Nom Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C report-Past-Dec
   ‘CBS reported that Korea won.’

   Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C report-Pass-Past-Dec
   ‘It was reported that Korea won.’

   everybody-Nom Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C believe-Pass-Dec
   ‘Everybody believed that Korea won.’

   Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C believe—Pass-Pass-Dec
   ‘It was believed that Korea won.’

The embedded CPs headed by the verbal suffix -ko in (34b) and (35b) are the objects of the passivized verbs poto-toy- and mit-eci-, respectively. Unlike the DPs headed by -lul in (31b) and (32b), the embedded CPs headed by -ko in (34b) and (35b) are licensed by the passivized verbs. Under the analysis of -ko and -nun I proposed in chapter 3, the object CPs in (34b) and (35b) are associated with structural accusative. It is therefore wrongly predicted that like the object DPs headed by -lul in (31b) and (32b), the object CPs in (34b) and (35b) headed by -ko cannot be licensed by the passivized verbs. The prediction
is not correct, however, as clearly illustrated in (34b) and (35b). The analysis of -ko and -lul as being associated with structural accusative should be reconsidered.

Given the fact that the object DPs (33a) and (33b) raise to the subject position and are assigned nominative, one might argue that the embedded CPs in (34b) and (35b) are also in the subject position and therefore the verbal suffix is not associated with accusative, whether structural or inherent. This is not the case, however. We have seen in chapter 3 that CPs differ from DPs in Korean in that the latter but not the former can occur in subject position. Compare (36) and (37).

   that fact-Nom everybody-Acc surprise make-Past
   ‘The fact surprised everyone.’

   that fact-Nom important-Dec
   ‘The fact is important.’

(37) a. *[Hankuk-ka iki-ess-ta-ko-(ka)] motu-lul nolake ha-ess-ta.
   Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C-Nom everybody-Acc surprise make-Past-Dec
   ‘That Korea won surprised everybody.’

   b. *[Hankuk-ka iki-ess-ta-ko-(ka)] cungyoha-ta.
   Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C-Nom important-Dec
   ‘That Korea won is important.’
Judging from the data in (37), it is clear that the embedded CPs in (34b) and (35b) are not in the subject position.

Revising the analysis of -ko and-lul presented in chapter 3. I propose in this chapter that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent accusative, whereas the nominal suffix is associated with structural accusative. Under the revised analysis, CPs headed by -ko are predicted to be licensed by passivized verbs since inherent accusative is not absorbed by passivization. I claim that the embedded CPs in (34b) and (35b) are licensed via the checking of inherent accusative by the matrix verbs since latter θ-marks the former. In order to account for the fact that the nominal suffix -lul cannot be licensed by the passivized verbs, I maintain the argument that -lul is the morphological realization of structural accusative, which is checked by the functional category AgrO. Consider the configurations in which -lul and -ko are licensed.

(38) a.  

```
  AgrOP  
   /\   /\  
  DP,  AgrO'  
     /\   /\  
  somun-lul VP AgrO  
      /\   /\  
     [+Accsc] [+Accsc]  

V'  

  t  

    V  

      mit-  
```

b.  

```
  AgrOP  
   /\   /\  
  VP  AgrO'  
     /\   /\  
  CP  AgrO  
      /\   /\  
  iki-ass-ta-ko V  
      /\   /\  
     [+Accic] [+Accic]  

V'  

  mit-  
```
The object DP in (38a) headed by the nominal suffix -lul bears structural accusative, which must be checked off by the functional head AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. It raises to the spec of AgrOP and enters into a checking relation with the head AgrO. The (case and agreement) features of the DP are checked by AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. The object CP in (38b), on the other hand, bears inherent accusative, which must licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the head-complement relation. It is not necessary for the object CP to raise to the spec of AgrO. Under the assumption that passivized verbs do not project AgrOP, object DPs headed by -lul cannot be licensed in the passive since the feature [+AccSC] of the object DPs cannot be checked. CPs headed by -ko, on the other hand, are licensed in passive since the feature [+AccIC] can be checked by the passivized verbs in terms of the head-complement relation.¹⁰

The revised analysis of -ko implies that CPs headed by -ko are licensed in the same manner as DPs headed by postpositions such as -eykey and -ey, which are the morphological realizations of dative and locative. DPs headed by -eykey and -uy are licensed by passivized verbs since they are associated with dative and locative which are inherent. Observe the examples in (39).

    ring-Nom Sue-Dat give-Pass-Past-Dec
    ‘A ring was given to Sue.’
b. pansi-ka sangca-ey sumki-eci-ass-ta.
ring-Nom box-Loc hide-Pass-Past-Dec
'The ring was hidden in the box.'

The dative-marked DP in (39a) and the locative-marked DP in (39b) are licensed by the passivized verbs cu-eci and sumki-eci. I argue that both DPs headed by -eykey or -ey and CPs headed by -ko are associated with inherent case and thus that they are licensed by V in terms of the head-complement relation.

In sum, the revised analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent accusative is empirically supported by the fact that like DPs headed by postpositions which are associated with (inherent) dative and locative, respectively, CPs headed by -ko are licensed by passivized verbs.

4.3.2. Case Drop

The revised analysis of the verbal suffix -ko as being associated with inherent accusative is also empirically supported by the so-called case drop phenomenon in Korean. I have argued in chapter 2 that postpositions in Korean are the morphological realizations of inherent case, whereas the nominal case suffix -lul is the morphological realization of structural accusative. Observe the following examples.

Joe-Nom traffic accident-Acc police-Dat report-Past-Dec
'The traffic accident was reported to the police.'
   Joe-Nom candy-Acc box-Loc hide-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe hid the candy in the box.’

The direct object DPs in (40a and b), which are headed by the nominal suffix -lul, are licensed via the checking of structural accusative by the functional head AgrO. The dative DP in (40a) and the locative DP in (40b), on the other hand, are licensed by the verbs via the checking of dative and locative, respectively.

(41)

Given that postpositions are the realizations of inherent case in Korean, let us discuss how the nominal case suffixes and the postpositions behave in terms of the case drop phenomenon. There have been provided ECP-based analyses of the case drop phenomenon in the literature. Lamontagne and Travis (1987), for example, observe that the possibility of non-overt realization of accusative is subject to an adjacency condition
in languages like Japanese. Observe the following examples from Japanese. cited from Bittner and Hale (1996).

(42) a. John-ka dare-(o) nagutta no?
   John-Nom who-Acc hit Q
   ‘Who did John hit?’

   b. Dare-* (o) John-ga nagutta no?

The object DP in (42a) is properly governed by the verb since it is θ-marked and satisfies the adjacency condition. Therefore the accusative suffix -o can be dropped. The object DP in (42b), on the other hand, is not properly governed by the verb since the adjacency condition is not satisfied. Therefore the accusative suffix -o cannot be dropped.

ECP-based analyses of the case drop phenomena, however, seem not to hold in Korean in which the adjacency condition seems not to exist. Observe the examples in (43).

(43) a. Nuku-ka candy-(lul) mek-ass-nya?
   who-Nom candy-Acc eat-Past-Int
   ‘Who ate the candy?’

   b. Candy-(lul) nuku-ka mek-ass-nya?
As clearly illustrated in the above examples, the accusative suffix -lul can be dropped regardless of whether the adjacency condition is met or not. Consider the data in (44) and (45) which further suggest that the adjacency condition is not relevant to the case drop phenomena in Korean.

(44) a. Joe-ka Sue-eykey punci-(lul) cu-ass-nya?
    Joe-Nom Sue-to ring-Acc give-Past-Int
    ‘Did Joe give Sue a ring?’

    b. Joe-ka punci-(lul) Sue-eykey cu-ass-nya?

(45) a. Sue-ka sangca-ey candy-(lul) sumki-ass-nya?
    Sue-Nom candy-Acc box-in hide-Past-Int
    ‘Did Sue hid the candy in the box?’

    b. Sue-ka candy-(lul) cangca-ey sumki-ass-nya?

From the data in (43) - (45), it is clear that the structural accusative suffix -lul can be dropped regardless of whether the adjacency condition is met or not.

Unlike the structural accusative suffix -lul, postpositions such as -eykey and -ey, which I argue to be the morphological realizations of (inherent) dative and locative, cannot be dropped regardless of the adjacency condition is met. Compare (45) and (46).
(46) a. Sue-ka sangca-*{(ey) candy-lul sumki-ass-nya?
Sue-Nom box-in candy-Acc hide-Past-Int
'Did Sue hide the candy in the box?'

b. Sue-ka candy-lul cangca-*(ey) sumki-ass-nya?

In order to account for the case drop phenomenon in Korean, we need to make a distinction between structural and inherent case. Regardless of whether the adjacency condition is met or not, structural case suffixes may be dropped, whereas inherent case suffixes may not.12 13

Now let us consider the verbal suffix -ko. With respect to the case drop phenomenon, the verbal suffix -ko patterns with the postpositions -eykey and -ey but differs from the structural accusative suffix -lul. As clearly illustrated in (47) and (48), -ko cannot be dropped regardless of whether the adjacency condition is met or not.

Joe-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
'Joe believed (that) Sue came.'


Joe-Nom Sue-to one o’clock-at come-Imp-C say-Past-Dec
Joe told Sue to come at one o’clock.'

The embedded CPs in (47b) and (48b) are not properly governed by the matrix verbs and the verbal suffix -ko may not be dropped. In (47a) and (48a), on the other hand, the embedded CPs are properly governed by the matrix verbs since the adjacency condition is met. Nevertheless, the verbal suffix -ko may not be dropped. The data in (47) and (48) clearly show that the verbal suffix -ko patterns with inherent case suffixes such as -eykey and -ey but differs from the structural accusative -lul regarding the case-drop phenomenon. This strongly supports the analysis of -ko as being associated with inherent (accusative) case.

The nominal case suffixes are further distinguished from postpositions regarding the so-called VP ellipsis phenomenon in Korean. Observe the examples in (49) and (50).

(49) a. Nuku-lul manna-ass-eyo?
   who-Acc meet-Past-SC
   ‘Who did you meet?’

b. Sumi-(?lul)-yo.
   ‘Sumi.’

(50) a. Nuku-eykey panci-lul cu-ass-eyo?
   who-Dat ring-Acc give-Past-SC
   ‘Who did you give a ring?’
b. Sumi-ʔ(eykey)-yo.
   ‘To Sumi.’

As illustrated in the above examples, VP may be dropped in certain contexts as when someone answers a question. When VP is deleted, however, the sentence concluding ending -(e)yo is retained and attached to the remaining element as shown in (49b) and (50b). With respect to the VP-ellipsis phenomenon, the postposition -eykey in (50b) is distinguished from the accusative suffix -lul in (49b). That is, the latter tends to be dropped along with the VP, whereas the former tends to be retained.15 The complementizer -ko patterns with -eykey and is distinguished from -lul. Observe the examples in (51).

(51) a. Joe-ka muelako malha-ass-eyo?
   Joe-Nom what say-Past-Dec-SC
   ‘What did Joe say?’

   ‘That Sue went.’

The complementizer -ko in (51b) cannot be dropped when the matrix VP is deleted, which shows that it patterns with the postposition -eykey but not with the accusative suffix -lul. This suggests that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent (accusative) case. To summarize, the case drop phenomenon in Korean provides empirical evidence for the proposed analysis of the complementizer -ko as realizing inherent accusative case.
4.3.3. Interactions with Delimiters

Structural and inherent case suffixes show different properties regarding their interactions with the topic marker -(n)un in Korean. Structural case suffixes cannot co-occur with the topic marker as illustrated in (52). Instead, they can be replaced by the topic marker as illustrated in (53).16

   Joe-Nom-Top linguistics-Acc study-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe studied linguistics.’

   Joe-Nom linguistics-Acc-Top study-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe studied linguistics.’

   Joe-Nom/Top linguistics-Acc study-Past-Dec

   Joe-Nom linguistics-Acc/Top study-Past-Dec

Unlike the nominal suffixes -ka and -lul, which are associated with (structural) nominative and accusative, the postpositions -ey and -eykey, which are the realizations of (inherent) locative and dative, can co-occur with but cannot be replaced by the topic marker as illustrated in (54).
   Joe-Nom candy-Acc box-in-Top hide-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe hid the candy in the box.’

   Joe-Nom Sue-to-Top ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe gave Sue a ring.’

In short, structural case suffixes are distinguished from inherent case suffixes in terms of
their interactions with the topic marker. The former are interchangeable but not co-occur
with the topic marker, whereas the latter are not interchangeable but co-occur with the
topic marker.\textsuperscript{17}

Korean has a group of nominal suffixes, which are referred to as ‘delimiters’. The
interactions of the case suffixes with the delimiters also suggest that we need a distinction
between inherent and structural case. In general, the structural case suffixes -\textit{ka} and -\textit{lul}
can be replaced by the delimiters as in (55). The examples in (56), on the other hand,
show that the structural case suffixes cannot co-occur with the delimiters.\textsuperscript{18}

   Joe-also/only linguistics-Acc study-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe also/only studied linguistics.’

   Joe-Nom linguistics-also/only study-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe studied linguistics too/only.’
    Joe-Nom-also/even linguistics study-Past-Dec

    Joe-Nom linguistics-Acc-also/even study-Past-Dec

Unlike the structural case suffixes, on the other hand, the inherent case suffixes -ey and -eykey cannot be replaced by but co-occur with the delimiters as illustrated in (57).

    Joe-Nom candy-lul box-in-also/even/only hide-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe hid the candy also/even/only in the box.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-to-also/even/only ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe gave a ring also/even/only to Sue.’

The data in (55) - (57) clearly show that structural case is distinguished from inherent case with respect to their interactions with the delimiters in Korean.

Now let us discuss the interactions of the verbal suffix -ko with the topic marker and the delimiters. With respect to the interactions with the topic marker and the delimiters, the verbal suffix -ko patterns exactly with the inherent case suffixes -ey and -eykey. Observe the examples in (58).
   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Top/only/even say-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe said only/even that Sue came.’

   Joe-Nom Sue-Dat one o’clock-at come-Prop-C-Top/only/even tell-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe told Sue to come at one o’clock.’

The verbal suffix -ko can co-occur with the topic marker or the delimiters, just as the inherent case suffixes can. The verbal suffix -ko, on the other hand, cannot be simply replaced by the topic marker or the delimiters.

We have seen that the nominal suffix -lul but not the postpositions such as locative suffix -eyse is suppressed by the topic marker or the delimiters. Korean has another type of nominal suffix, the negative polarity suffix -pakkey, which suppresses the accusative -lul but not the locative -eyse. Observe the examples in (59).19

   Joe-Nom apple-Acc eat-C not-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe did not eat apples.’

   Joe-Nom apple-NPI eat-C not-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe ate only apples.’


The data in (59) show that the accusative suffix \textit{-lul} and the negative polarity suffix \textit{-pakkey} are mutually exclusive, i.e., the former is suppressed by the latter. The locative suffix \textit{-eyse}, which is associated with inherent case, is distinguished from the accusative suffix \textit{-lul} in that it is not suppressed by but co-occurs with the negative polarity suffix \textit{-pakkey}.

Joe-Nom Sue-Acc Seoul-Loc meet-C not-Past-Dec 
‘Joe did not meet Sue in Seoul.’

Joe-Nom Sue-Acc Seoul-NPI meet-C not-Past-Dec 
‘Joe met Sue only in Seoul.’


The examples in (60b) and (60c) clearly indicate that the locative suffix \textit{-eyse} is not absorbed by but co-occurs with the negative polarity suffix \textit{-pakkey}.

With respect to the interaction with the negative polarity suffix \textit{-pakkey}, the verbal suffix \textit{-ko} patterns with the locative suffix \textit{-eyse} and is distinguished from the accusative
suffix -lul, i.e., -ko is not suppressed by but co-occurs with -pakkey. Observe the examples in (61).

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C say-C not-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe did not say that Sue went.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-NPI say-C not-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe said only that Sue went.’


(61b) shows that the negative polarity suffix -pakkey cannot suppress the complementizer -ko and (61c) shows that -ko can co-occur with -pakkey. The data in (59) - (61) therefore provide empirical evidence that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent (accusative) case. We have seen that the complementizer -ko patterns with postpositions such as -eykey and -eyse but is distinguished from the nominal suffix -lul in terms of the interactions with the topic marker, the delimiters, and the negative polarity suffix. This is a clear indication that -ko is associated with inherent case.

In sum, we have seen systematic differences between the nominal suffix -lul and the verbal suffix -ko, which has led us to argue that -ko is not associated with structural accusative. We have also seen systematic similarities between the verbal suffix -ko and
the inherent case suffixes, which led us to conclude that -ko is associated with inherent accusative. Consider a summary of properties of -lul, -eykey, and -ko as given in (62).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-lul</th>
<th>-eykey</th>
<th>-ko</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free Case Drop</td>
<td>No Case Drop</td>
<td>No Case Drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replaced by Del</td>
<td>Not replaced by Del</td>
<td>Not replaced by Del</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not co-occur with Del</td>
<td>Co-occurs with Del</td>
<td>Co-occurs with Del</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not licensed in passive</td>
<td>Licensed in passive</td>
<td>Licensed in passive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The systematic differences between the nominal suffix -lul and the verbal suffix -ko along with the systematic similarities between the postposition -eykey and the complementizer -ko lead us to the conclusion that -ko is associated with inherent (accusative) case.

### 4.3.4. Morphological Structure

In this section, I will show that the morphological structures of case-marked DPs and CPs further suggest that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with inherent accusative, whereas the nominal suffix -lul is associated with structural accusative. We have seen in 4.3.3 that the structural accusative suffix such as -ka and -lul cannot co-occur with the delimiters, whereas the inherent case suffixes such as -ey and -eykey can.

Delimiters in Korean, however, should be classified into two suptypes in terms of whether they can co-occur with the structural case suffixes. Some can co-occur with -ka and -lul and others cannot. Consider the examples in (63) and (64).
(63) a. pansi-man-ka
    ring-Del (only)-Nom

b. pansi-man-lul
    ring-Del (only)-Acc

(64) a. *pansi-to-ka
    ring-Del (also)-Nom

b. *pansi-to-lul
    ring-Del (also)-Acc

As clearly illustrated in (63) and (64), the delimiter -man is distinguished from the delimiter -to in that the former but not the latter can co-occur with -ka and -lul, which are associated with (structural) nominative and accusative. The fact that the delimiter -man can co-occur with -lul seems to suggest that the structural accusative suffix -lul is not distinguished from the inherent dative suffix -eykey since both can occur with -man.

Despite the fact that both -lul and -eykey allow the delimiter -man, however, -lul and -eykey are clearly distinguished from each other in terms of morphological structure. Compare the examples in (63) with those in (65).

(65) a. chinku-eykey-man
    friend-Dat-Del (only)
    ‘only to the friend’
b. cangca-ey-man
   box-Loc-Del (only)
   ‘only in the box’

A close look at the internal morphological structures of the nominal projections in (63) and (65) clearly indicates that the structural case suffixes are preceded by the delimiter -man, whereas the inherent case suffixes are followed by the delimiter. In other words, they occupy different morphological positions. 20

(66) a. panci -man -lul
     N Del SC

b. Sue -eykey -man
     N IC Del

Given the morphological structures in (66), we are led to assume the structure in (67) for nominal projections in Korean.

(67) N-IC-Del-SC

According to (67), inherent case suffixes such as -eykey and -ey are licensed inside delimiters, whereas structural case suffixes such as -ka and -lul outside the delimiters.
Now let us move to the verbal case suffix \(-ko\). With respect to morphological structure, \(-ko\) patterns exactly with inherent case suffixes, i.e., both are followed by the delimiters. Observe the examples in (68).

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C-Del say-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe said that Sue went.’


The fact that the verbal suffix \(-ko\) is followed by the delimiter \(-man\) strongly suggests that it is associated with inherent case. The verbal suffix \(-ko\) and inherent case suffixes occupy the same morphological position in connection with the delimiter \(-man\). Now consider the morphological structure of verbal projections headed by \(-ko\).

(69) ka-ass-ta -ko -man
    V    IC    Del

The internal morphological structure of the verbal projection in (69) provides strong evidence that the verbal suffix \(-ko\) is indeed associated with inherent accusative.\(^{31}\)

The interactions of \(-lul\) and \(-ko\) with the delimiters in interrogatives more vividly show that the former is associated with structural accusative and the latter with inherent accusative. We have seen in chapter 3 that interrogative clauses in Korean may be headed
by the nominal suffix -lul or the verbal suffix -ko, which is a strong indication that both are associated with accusative.

    Joe-Nom who-Nom go-Past-Int-Acc/C ask-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe asked who went.’

The delimiter -man can co-occur with the verbal suffix -ko as well as the nominal suffix -lul. The suffixes -lul and -ko, however, are clearly distinguished from each other in terms of the morphological positions in which they occur. Observe the examples in (71).

    Joe-Nom who-Nom go-Past-Int-Del-Acc ask-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe asked who went.’


As clearly illustrated in (71), the nominal suffix -lul is preceded by the delimiter -man, whereas the verbal suffix -ko is followed by -man, which strongly suggests that the former is associated with structural accusative and the latter with inherent accusative.

I have argued that the postposition -ekey is the realization of inherent (dative) case and the nominal suffix -lul that of structural (accusative) case. Observe the examples in (72), which show that the postposition -ekey is interchangeable with the nominal case suffix -lul in some case.32
(72) a. uysa-ka aki-eykey/lul cusa-lul noh-ass-ta.
    doctor-Nom baby-Dat/Acc shot-Acc put-Past-Dec
    ‘The doctor gave the baby a shot.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-Dat/Acc book-Acc give-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe gave Sue a book.’

Both -eykey and -lul can co-occur with the delimiter -man. As expected, however, the
postposition is followed by -man, whereas the nominal suffix -lul is preceded by -man.

    doctor-Nom baby-Dat-Del shot-Acc put-Past-Dec
    ‘The doctor gave a shot only to the baby.’


    Joe-Nom Sue-Dat-Del book-Acc give-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe gave a book only to Sue.’


The morphological structure given in (67) is clearly confirmed by the data in (71), (73)
and (74) and therefore we are led to conclude that the verbal suffix -ko is associated with
inherent (accusative) case and the nominal suffix -lul with structural (accusative) case.
4.4. V as Inherent Case Licenser

In 4.2, I have argued that structural case is uniformly licensed by functional categories and inherent case by lexical categories. Under this analysis, the lexical head V is argued to be an inherent case licenser, not a structural case licenser, contra Chomsky (1986a and 1995). In this section, I will show that the lexical head V is indeed an inherent case licenser. Cross-linguistic evidence will be presented that the lexical head V licenses inherent case.

4.4.1. Uniformity Condition: Chomsky (1986a)

Pesetsky (1982) and Chomsky (1986a) propose that inherent case assignment is always linked directly to θ-role assignment. Chomsky (1986a) attributes this to the Uniformity Condition, stated in (75).

(75) The Uniformity Condition on Case-Marking (Chomsky, 1986a: 194)
If α is an inherent Case-marker, then α Case-marks NP if and only if α θ-marks the chain headed by NP.

The Uniformity Condition (75) imposes two requirements on inherent case assignment. One is that α be an inherent case licenser and the other that there be a thematic relation. In Chomsky (1986a), it is not the case that every θ-role assigner is an inherent case licenser, which weakens the fundamental assumption that inherent case is a property of thematic relation.
With regard to the first requirement, it has long been assumed that [+N] categories, i.e., N and A, are inherent case licensors (Chomsky 1986a, Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, Chomsky 1995, and Webelhuth 1995). Unlike N and A, the lexical category V cannot be an inherent case licenser under Chomsky’s analysis which defines inherent case licensors as [-N] categories. It is well-known that the lexical category V is distinguished from other lexical categories such as N and A in that it does not induce of-insertion in English when it takes a DP complement.

(76) a. John criticized (*of) the theory.
    b. John’s criticism *(of) the theory

(77) a. John envies (*of) Bill.
    b. John is envious *(of) Bill.

The lexical heads criticized in (76a) and envies in (77a) license the object DPs via accusative case checking. The lexical heads criticism in (76b) and envious in (77b), however, can not license the object DPs in the same manner as the corresponding verbs, i.e., via accusative case checking. In order to account for this distinction between V and N/A regarding the licensing of complement DPs, Chomsky (1986a) proposes that N and A license the complements via inherent case checking and that the insertion of a semantically null preposition of is the realization of the inherent case licensed by N or A.24
Given that inherent case is a property of a thematic relation between a lexical head and its complement, however, it does not seem not intuitively correct to distinguish the category V from the categories N and A. Consider the examples in (76) and (77) again. The head V *criticized* in (76a) and the head N *criticism* in (76b) are exactly in the same thematic relation with their complements. Similarly, the head *envies* in (77a) and the head *envious* in (77b) enter into the same thematic relation with their complements. Now let us suppose that V is also an inherent case licenser since it is a θ-role assigner. The first requirement of the Uniformity Condition (75) is not required any more and therefore the Uniformity Condition (75) can be simplified as follows.

(78) Revised Uniformity Condition on Case Licensing

\[ \alpha \text{ licenses DP via inherent case checking if and only if } \alpha \text{ θ-marks the chain headed by DP.} \]

In what follows, I will provide theoretical and empirical evidence that the revised uniformity condition (78) is correct, i.e., the lexical category V is an inherent case licenser.

4.4.2. English

English double object constructions pose a problem for the analysis which distinguishes the licensing of inherent case from that of structural case in terms of the N-features of the licensors. Observe the following examples.
    b. John told Mary a story.

The verbs *gave* and *told* in (79) subcategorize two DP objects which must be licensed via case checking. An apparent problem is that the lexical category V typically licenses only on DP via structural case checking (Chomsky 1981 and 1986a and Baker 1988b). If this is so, one of the DP objects in (79a) and (79b) cannot be licensed by the verbs. In order to solve this problem, Chomsky (1981) suggests that *gave* and *told* can license an inherent case as well as a structural case. Given the adjacency requirement for structural case licensing, Chomsky assumes that the goal object DPs in (79) are licensed via structural case checking, whereas the theme object DPs via inherent case checking.

This inherent case approach to English double object constructions is empirically supported by passivization as illustrated in (80) and (81).

(80) a. Mary was given a book.
    b. *A book was given Mary.

(81) a. Mary was told a story.
    b. *A story was told Mary.

Structural case but not inherent case is argued to be absorbed in the passive sentences (Chomsky 1986a, Haegeman 1991, and Webelhuth 1995). The goal object DPs in (80a) and (81a) raise to the spec of IP and are licensed via nominative case checking by the functional head INFL. The theme object DPs, on the other hand, can not be licensed by
the passivized verbs via accusative case checking since they lose the ability to license a DP via accusative case checking. They can be licensed, however, via inherent case checking by the passivized verbs. Double object constructions in English therefore provide evidence that the lexical head V is an inherent case licenser.

Chomsky’s analysis of English double objection constructions directly conflicts with his definition of case licensing based upon the N-features of case licensers. His definition of inherent case licensers as [+N] categories should be discarded if we assume his analysis of double object constructions in English. English double object constructions can be well accounted for by the system of case licensing I have proposed in 4.2. I will discuss later how the proposed system can account for various constructions which are involved in inherent case licensing.

We have seen in 4.2.3.1 that the dummy preposition of is the realization of inherent case licensed by N or A. Of-insertion typically takes place when an A or an N takes a DP complement. Now observe the following examples, which show that of-insertion takes place even when a verb takes a DP complement.

(82) a. John complained *(of) [her rudeness].
    b. I don’t approve *(of) [rising employment].

If the dummy preposition of is indeed the realization of inherent case, then it follows that the verbs complained and approve in (82) are inherent case licensers. It is quite clear that the complement DPs her rudeness and rising employment in (82) are assigned a θ-role by
the verb *complained* and *approve*, respectively. Then the examples in (82) suggest that the lexical head V can license the complement via inherent case checking.

Chomsky (1986a) and Rothstein (1992) also provide examples which show that the lexical head V may license inherent case. Consider the following examples.

(83) a. I persuaded [John] [*(of) the importance of going to college].
    b. He informed [the officer] [*(of) the importance of a prompt arrival].

The verbs *persuaded* and *informed* in (83) select two internal arguments which must be licensed via case checking. The first arguments *John* in (83a) and *the officer* in (83b) are licensed in terms of accusative case checking by the verbs since they satisfy the adjacency requirement. The second arguments in (83a) and (83b), however, cannot be licensed in the same manner since the verbs are argued to license only one DP via accusative case checking and the first object DPs are already licensed via accusative checking by the verbs. Chomsky (1986a) proposes that the second arguments in (83) are licensed in terms of inherent case checking by the verbs. The fact that *of*-insertion takes place in (83) indeed indicates that the second object DPs are licensed by the verbs via inherent case checking in (83).

Observe the examples in (84), which are the passive counterparts of (83a). They clearly show that the first argument in (83a) is licensed via accusative case checking, whereas the second argument is licensed via inherent case checking.
(84) a. John was persuaded [of the importance of going to college].
   b. *The importance of going to college was persuaded John.

The passive examples in (84) show that the first object John can be licensed via structural case checking by the finite INFL but not via inherent case checking by the passivized verb. The second object the importance of going to college, on the other hand, is licensed via inherent case checking by the passivized verb. Given that verbs in English can license inherent case in terms of 0-role relation, it seems intuitively correct to assume that V in principle can license an XP in terms of inherent case checking if it 0-marks the XP. Those examples we have seen in this section suggest that the Uniformity Condition should not be defined in terms of the N-features of case licensors.

Now let us consider how the examples we have seen in this section are accounted for under the system of case licensing I have proposed in 4.2, which defines case licensing in terms of the lexical and functional status of case licensors. English double object constructions are well accounted for simply by assuming that the functional head AgrO licenses the first object via the checking of structural accusative, whereas the lexical head V licenses the second object via the checking of inherent case. Consider the configurations in which two object DPs in double object constructions are licensed.26
The goal object *Mary* raises to the spec of AgrOP and is licensed via accusative case checking by the functional head AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. The theme object *a book*, on the other hand, is licensed in situ via inherent case checking by the verb in terms of the head-complement relation. The data in (83) can be accounted for in the same manner. The first objects are licensed via accusative case checking by the functional head Tr, whereas the second objects are licensed via inherent case checking by the verbs.27

Intransitive verbs such as *complain* and *approve* can also be accounted for by the proposed analysis simply by assuming that they do not project AgrOP. Consider the configuration (86).
(86) \[\begin{array}{c}
  \text{VP} \\
  \quad \text{V'} \\
  \quad \text{V} \quad \text{DP} \\
  \quad \text{complained} \quad \text{her rudeness}
\end{array}\]

The complement DP in (86) is licensed in situ by the verb via inherent case checking in terms of the head-complement relation since the former is θ-marked by the latter. The inherent case of the complement DP is realized as the so-called of-insertion.²⁸

4.4.3. Chichewa: Baker (1988b)

Extending to Chichewa the inherent case approach to English double object constructions in Chomsky (1981), Baker (1988b) proposes that all verbs may assign an inherent case as well as a structural case in Chichewa. Observe the following examples, cited from Baker (1988b).

(87) a. Mavuto a- na- umb -ir -a mfumu mtsuko.
    Mavuto SP PAST mold APPL ASP chief waterpot
    ‘Mavuto molded the waterpot for the chief.’

b. Mavuto a- na- umb -ir -a mpeni mtsuko.
    Mavuto SP PAST mold APPL ASP knife waterpot
    ‘Mavuto molded the waterpot with a knife.’
The verbs in (87a) and (87b) have two object DPs which must be licensed in terms of case checking. By assuming that verbs in Chichewa can assign structural case only to one DP, Baker (1988b) suggests that the second object *mtsuko* in (87a) is assigned an inherent case by the verb. The first object *mfumu*, on the other hand, is assigned a structural case by the verb since it satisfies the adjacency requirement.

Under the proposed analysis, (87a) can be accounted for in the same manner as English double object constructions. The first object *mfumu* in (87a) raises to the spec of AgrOP and is licensed via accusative case checking by the head AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas the second object *mtsuko* is licensed via inherent case checking by the verb *umb* in terms of the head-complement relation.

(88)

```
                     AgrOP
                        /\            /
                      mfumu, AgrO'
                          /\      /
                        AgrO VP
                          [Acc]  /\  
                            V'   /
                                 /\  
                                  V  DP1  DP2
                                      /\  
                                     a-na-umb-ir ti mtsuko
                                      [Acc]
```

If Baker (1988b) is on the right track, Chichewa provides supporting evidence that verbs license their complement DPs in terms of inherent case checking. 29

Belletti (1988) provides an argument that verbs can license DPs via inherent case checking in various languages. First, observe the following example, cited from Haegeman (1991).

(89) There were attacked \([dp\) no fewer than three robbers].

The passivized verb *attacked* in (89) loses its ability to assign accusative and the object DP remains caseless. Therefore the example (89) is wrongly predicted to be ungrammatical. In order to account for the problem, Belletti (1988) proposes that passive verbs absorb the ability to assign structural case, but that they retain the ability to assign inherent case, under the assumption that all verbs have a potential ability to assign inherent case. Noting that definite DPs cannot be assigned inherent case by the same passivized verb as illustrated in (90), she suggests that the inherent case assigned by the passive verb in (89) is inherent ‘partitive’.

(90) *There were attacked \([dp\ the three robbers].

According to Belletti, passive verbs are not the only verbs which can assign inherent partitive case. She argues that unaccusative verbs, which do not assign accusative to their complements, also assign inherent partitive case. Observe the following examples, cited from Belletti (1988).
(91) a. A man is in the garden.  
    b. There arose a storm.

    (English)  

(92) a. Trois filles sont arrivées.  
    three girls are arrived

    b. Il est arrivé trois filles  
    there is arrived three girls

    (French)  

(93) a. Pöydällä on kirjoja.  
    on the table is (some) books (PART)  
    ‘There are some books on the table.’

    b. Helsingistä tulee kirjeitä.  
    from Helsinki comes (some) letters (PART)  
    ‘There comes some letters from Helsinki.’

    (Finnish)  

Belletti (1988) argues that the objects of the typical unaccusative verbs in (91) - (93) are assigned inherent partitive case, rather than structural accusative case. Partitive case is morphologically realized in Finnish, whereas it is not overtly realized in English and French.

Belletti (1988) further argues that inherent partitive case may be assigned even to the direct objects of transitive verbs. This is clearly illustrated in the following examples from Finnish, cited from Belletti (1988).
(94) a. Hän pani kiriat pöydälle
   he put the books (Acc) on the table

   b. Hän pani kirjoja pöydälle
   he put (some) books (part) on the table.

The definite DP object *kiriat* in (94a) is assigned a structural case, i.e., accusative, by the verb *pani*, whereas the indefinite DP object *kirjoja* in (94b) an inherent case, i.e., partitive, by the same verb *pani*. This implies that the verb *pani* has a potential ability to assign both structural accusative and inherent partitive.

Enç (1989) also provides an argument that verbs in Turkish may assign inherent partitive case. A correlation is found in Turkish between specificity and a particular case marker *-yu*. Observe the following examples, cited from Lee (1992).

(95) a. Ali bir piyano-*yu* kiralamak istiyor
   Ali one piano-Acc to-rent wants
   ‘a certain piano such that Ali wants to rent it’

   b. Ali bir piyano kiralamak istiyor.
   ‘Ali wants to rent a (nonspecific) piano.’

The object DP *piyano-*yu* in (95a) is obligatorily interpreted as specific, whereas the object DP *piyano* in (95b) is obligatorily nonspecific. Enç (1989) suggests that the indefinite object DP in (95b) is assigned inherent partitive case, which is overtly realized as *-yu*.
The definite object DP in (95a), on the other hand, is assigned accusative, which is structural.

Belletti's (1988) and Enç's (1989) analyses can be adopted in the proposed analysis. I argue that the definite object DP in (94a) and the specific object DP in (95b) are licensed via structural case, i.e., accusative case checking by the functional head AgrO, whereas the indefinite object DP in (94b) and the non-specific object DP in (95a) are licensed via inherent case, i.e., partitive case checking by the lexical head V. Consider the configurations in which structural accusative and inherent partitive are licensed.

\[(96) \text{ a.} \quad \text{AgrOP} \quad \text{b.} \quad V' \]
\[
\quad \text{DP} \quad \text{AgrO'} \quad \quad \text{V} \quad \text{DP} \quad [\text{Def}] \]

The definite DP object in (96a) is licensed via accusative case checking by AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas the indefinite object DP in (96b) is licensed via partitive case checking by V in terms of the head-complement relation.

What should be pointed out in Belletti (1988) and Enç (1989) is that the properties of DPs which are to be licensed determine whether they are licensed via inherent case checking by V or structural case checking by AgrO. That is, DPs are licensed via inherent case checking by the lexical head V when the DPs are [-definite] as in Finnish and English or [-specific] as in Turkish. DPs, on the other hand, are licensed via structural case checking by the functional head AgrO when they are [+definite] or [+specific]. In
the meantime, the case licensers V and AgrO have the potential ability to license DPs via inherent and structural case checking, respectively.

4.5. -Nun and Inherent Genitive

Along the same line of argument as for the verbal suffix -ko and the nominal suffix -lul in 4.3, I propose in this section that the verbal suffix -nun is associated with inherent genitive, whereas the nominal suffix -uy is associated with structural genitive. I argue that structural genitive is licensed by the functional category D (Fukui 1986 and Abney 1987), whereas inherent genitive is licensed by N (Chomsky 1986a and 1995). Consider the configurations in which -nun and -uy are licensed.

(97) a. [somun-uy] mitum
   rumor-Gen belief
   'the belief of the rumor'

b. [Sue-ka ka-ass-ta-nun] mitum
   Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C belief
   'the belief that Sue went'
The complement DP in (98a) bears structural genitive, which is realized as -uy. The DP raises to the spec of DP and enters into a checking relation with the head D. The feature [+Gen_{sc}] of the DP is checked by the head D in terms of the spec-head agreement. The complement CP in (98b) is associated with inherent genitive, which is realized as -nun. The feature [+Gen_{ic}] of the CP is checked by the head N in terms of the head-complement relation.

4.5.1. Morphological Evidence

In this section, I will provide morphological evidence for the proposed analysis of -uy and -nun. The nominal suffix -uy is distinguished from the verbal suffix -nun regarding the case drop phenomenon. The former may be dropped under the adjacency condition, whereas the latter cannot be dropped at all. They are further distinguished from each other in terms of the interactions with the delimiters. The nominal suffix -uy can co-occur with the delimiters, whereas the verbal suffix -nun cannot.
4.5.1.1. Case Drop

The verbal suffix -nun is distinguished from the nominal suffix -uy, which is the realization of structural genitive. The non-overt realization of structural genitive is subject to the adjacency condition as illustrated in (99).

(99) a. solcikhan ku pemhayng-(uy) inceng
    frank that crime-Gen acknowledgment
    ‘frank acknowledgment of the crime’

    b. ku pemhayng-*(uy) solcikhan inceng

(100) a. yelkwangcekin Beattles-(uy) kongyen
    frantic Beattles-Gen concert
    ‘frantic concert by Beattles’

    b. Beattles-*(uy) yelkwangcekin kongyen

The nominal genitive suffix -uy in (99a) and (100a) can be dropped since the adjacency requirement is met, whereas the genitive suffix in (99b) and (100b) cannot since the adjacency condition is not met.

Now let us consider the verbal suffix -nun. Unlike the nominal genitive -uy, the verbal suffix -nun cannot be dropped regardless of whether the adjacency condition is met or not. Compare the examples in (101) with those in (99) and (100).
(101) a. [hankuk-ka iki-ass-ta-*(nun)] Joe-uy mitum
   Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-C Joe-Gen belief
   ‘Joe’s belief that Korea won’

   b. Joe-uy [hankuk-ka iki-ass-ta-*(nun)] mitum

With respect to the case drop phenomenon, therefore, the verbal suffix -nun patterns with the inherent case suffixes such ad -ey and -eykey. Observe the examples in (46), repeated here.

(102) a. Sue-ka sangca-*(ey) candy-lul sumki-ass-nya?
   Sue-Nom box-in candy-Acc hide-Past-Int
   ‘Did Sue hide the candy in the box?’

   b. Sue-ka candy-lul cangca-*(ey) sumki-ass-nya?

The inherent locative suffix -ey cannot be dropped regardless of whether the adjacency condition is satisfied or not. The fact that -nun cannot be dropped strongly suggests that it is associated with inherent genitive.

4.5.1.2. Interaction with Delimiters

The interactions of the verbal suffix -nun with the delimiters also provide supporting evidence that it is associated with inherent genitive. The nominal genitive -uy, which is associated with structural genitive, can co-occur with the delimiters. 30
(103) a. pemhayng-man-uy inceng
    crime-Del-Gen acknowledgment
    ‘the acknowledgment of only the crime’

b. Joe-man-uy inceng
    Joe-Del-Gen acknowledgment
    ‘only Joe’s acknowledgment’

Unlike the nominal genitive marker -uy, the verbal suffix -nun cannot co-occur with the delimiters. Observe the following example.

(104) [hankuk-ka iki-ass-ta-(*man)-nun] mitum
    Korea-Nom win-Past-Dec-Del-C belief
    ‘*the belief only that Korea won’

The embedded clause in (104) shows that the verbal suffix -nun cannot co-occur with a delimiter, which suggests that -nun differs from the nominal suffix -uy. I argue that -uy is associated with structural genitive, whereas -nun with inherent genitive.31

Now let us compare properties of the structural genitive suffix -uy, and the inherent genitive suffix -nun, summarized in (105).
(105) -uy                    -nun

- Case Drop Under Adjacency  - No Case Drop
- Co-occurs with Del        - Does not co-occur with Del
- Not replaced by Del       - Not replaced by Del

The systematic differences between the nominal suffix -uy and the verbal suffix nun suggest that nun is associated with inherent genitive.\textsuperscript{32} \textsuperscript{33}

4.5.1.3. -Uy and Postposition

We have seen in 4.3.3 that postpositions can co-occur with the delimiters and in 4.5.1.2 that the nominal suffix -uy can also can co-occur with the delimiters. Given this, one might argue that the nominal suffix -uy is associated with inherent case since it seems to share some properties with the inherent case suffixes such as -eykey. Observe the examples in (106).

    Joe-Nom Sue-to-Del ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe gave a ring only to Sue.’

b. [pemhayng-man-uy] inceng
    crime-Del-Gen acknowledgment
    ‘the acknowledgment of only the crime’

(106a) and (106b) show that both the inherent case suffix -eykey and the structural case suffix -uy can co-occur with the delimiter -man.
The inherent case suffix -eykey, however, is distinguished from the genitive suffix -uy in that the former is followed by the delimiter, whereas the latter is preceded by the delimiter. Therefore the fact that the delimiters can co-occur both with -eykey and -uy does not necessarily mean that both are inherent case suffixes. In fact, the data in (106) strongly suggests the opposite, i.e., one is inherent and the other is structural. Consider the morphological structures of the DPs in (106).

(107) a. Sue- eykey- man
    N       Dat (IC)    Del

    b. pemhayng- man- uy
       N       Del      Gen (SC)

We have seen in 4.3.3 that the nominal suffixes -ka and -lul, which are associated with nominative and accusative, respectively, follow the delimiters and therefore the nominal suffix -uy falls under the same category as -ka and -lul. As we have seen in 4.3.3, we can posit the morphological structure (108) for the nominal projections in (107).

(108) N-IC-Del-SC

The genitive case suffix -uy is licensed outside the delimiters, whereas postpositions such as -eykey are licensed inside the delimiters. Therefore, it is not plausible to argue that both -uy and -eykey are associated with inherent case, although they can co-occur with the delimiters.
4.5.2. Genitive: Inherent or Structural?

It has long been quite controversial in the literature whether genitive is structural or inherent (See Chomsky 1981 and 1986a, Fukui 1986, Abney 1987, and Webelhuth 1995). In this section, I will argue that there exist two types of genitive, inherent and structural, and that inherent genitive is licensed by the lexical head N and structural genitive by the functional head D (Fukui 1986 and Abney 1987).

4.5.2.1. Genitive as Inherent

Noun phrases and clauses show systematic similarities and differences in many aspects (Chomsky 1986a and Abney 1987). Observe the following examples.

(109) a. The enemy destroyed the city.
     b. the enemy's destruction of the city

(110) a. John is honest.
     b. John's being honest.

The subjects in (109a) and (110a) are licensed via nominative case checking, whereas the subjects in (110b) and (110b) are licensed via genitive case checking.

Chomsky (1986a and 1995) suggests that genitive is inherent. It is licensed by the lexical head N in terms of inherent case checking. He points to a number of differences between nominative and genitive (See also Webelhuth 1995). First of all, the
expletive *there* can be licensed via nominative case checking, whereas it is not licensed via genitive case checking.

(111) a. There has been too much rain last year.
   b. *there’s having been too much rain last year

If we assume that genitive is structural, then the genitive marked expletive in (111b) is expected to be licensed in the same manner as the nominative marked expletive in (111a). The data in (111) therefore suggest that genitive is not structural.

Raising constructions in English provide another piece of evidence that genitive is not structural. Consider the following examples.

(112) a. Mary seems [t to be intelligent].
   b. *Mary’s seeming [t to be intelligent]

The embedded subject *Mary* in (112a) is not licensed in situ since the embedded non-finite T cannot license the subject via nominative case checking. Therefore the subject raises to the matrix subject position in which it is licensed via nominative case checking by the matrix finite T. This is possible since nominative is structural but not inherent. If we assume that genitive is structural, then it is expected that the embedded subject in (112b) is licensed via genitive case checking in the subject position of the DP. It is not the case, however, which suggests that genitive is not structural.
The most notable property of structural case is best illustrated by the so-called Exceptional Case Marking constructions.

(113) a. John believes [Mary to be intelligent].
    b. *John’s belief (of) [Mary to be intelligent]

The embedded subject in (113a) is argued to be licensed via accusative case checking by the matrix V in terms of the spec-head agreement. In (113b), on the other hand, the embedded subject is not licensed via genitive case checking by the lexical head belief. This difference suggests that genitive is not structural. For these reasons, Chomsky (1986a) argues that genitive is inherent and that it is licensed by the lexical head N.

4.5.2.2. Genitive as Structural

There arise problems with Chomsky’s (1986a) inherent case approach to genitive. First, under his analysis, not only a lexical head X⁰ but an intermediate projection X’ and a maximal projection XP may license genitive. Observe the examples in (114).

(114) a. the destruction of the city
    b. the enemy’s destruction of the city
    c. the enemy’s destroying the city

Under the inherent case approach to genitive suggested in Chomsky (1986a), the object DP the city in (114a) is licensed by the lexical head N destruction via inherent (genitive)
case checking since the former is $\theta$-marked by the latter. Chomsky argues that the dummy preposition of is the morphological realization of the inherent genitive case. The subject DP the enemy's in (114b) is argued to be $\theta$-marked not by the head N but by the intermediate projection N', which implies that the genitive subject is licensed not by the head N but by the N'. The POSS morpheme 's is the overt realization of the genitive case licensed by the N'. In short, both the subject and the object are licensed via genitive case checking, but by different elements, which realize the genitive case in different manners.

Not only the subject of a noun phrase but the subject of gerund can be licensed via genitive case checking as illustrated in (114b) and (114c). Chomsky (1986a) argues that the genitive subject in (114c) is licensed by the predicate VP, not by N nor by N'. Under Chomsky's (1986a) analysis of genitive, therefore, genitive can be licensed by N, N' or VP. In order to account for the different realizations of genitive in English, Chomsky suggests two syntactic rules, i.e., of-insertion and POSS-insertion.

(115) a. Of-Insertion
\[ [\_ , \alpha \_ \_ \_ NP] \quad (\alpha = N \text{ or } A) \]

b. POSS-Insertion
\[ [np NP _ \_ \alpha ] \quad (\alpha = N' \text{ or } VP) \]

Given the definition of case licensing in terms of the N-features of the licensors, it is not plausible to assume that N, N', and VP form a natural class of inherent case licensors. It is problematic to assume that genitive marked DPs can be licensed by N, N'.
or VP, even though it seems true that they are \( \theta \)-marked by N, N', or VP. Observe the examples in (116).

(116) a. the city's destruction t
    b. the city's being destroyed t

Under the inherent case approach to genitive, the genitive marked DP in (116a) is \( \theta \)-marked and therefore licensed by the lexical head N via the checking of inherent genitive case, which is realized through POSS-insertion. Then we cannot have a unified account of the genitive DPs in (114b) and (116a). We are forced to conclude that the genitive DP in (114b) is licensed by N', whereas the genitive DP in (116a) by N, although they have the same morphological realization. It would be desirable that a unified analysis of genitive can be presented. (116b) poses a more serious problem. The genitive marked DP in (116b) is \( \theta \)-marked by the lexical head V, which implies not only that the lexical head V can also license genitive but that we must assume different accounts of the genitive DPs in (114c) and (116b). The genitive DP in (114c) is \( \theta \)-marked and licensed by VP, whereas the genitive DP in (116b) by V.

The genitive case realized as 's is not always a reflection of a thematic relation between the genitive DP and its licenser. It is well-known that not only \( \theta \)-marked arguments but also adjuncts may be licensed via genitive case checking in English.
(117) a. the Romans’ destruction of the city
    b. yesterday’s destruction of the city by the Romans

The genitive-marked adjunct in (117 b) is not θ-marked by the lexical head N destruction, as the genitive marked subject DP in (115a). This suggests that genitive is not an instance of inherent case.

We have seen in 4.5.2.1 that the English expletive there may not be licensed via genitive case checking. English, however, has another expletive it, which can be licensed via genitive case checking as illustrated in (118).

(118) its being obvious [that John was late]

In (118), the embedded CP is θ-marked by the lexical head obvious and it is widely assumed that it forms a CHAIN with the expletive subject (Chomsky 1986a). Under Chomsky’s (1986a) analysis, the expletive subject is licensed by the predicate VP via genitive case checking. In other words, the CHAIN is θ-marked by the lexical head obvious but case-marked by the VP, which implies that genitive in question is not an instance of inherent case.

The difference between there and it can be accounted for if we assume a morphological condition on genitive case such that genitive is not licensed on certain morphological elements, including there. This type of morphological condition can be
independently motivated by the fact that DPs but not CPs can be licensed via genitive case checking. Observe the following examples.

(119) a. *[that John was being late's] being obvious t
    b. *[that John was being late's] being believed t

It should be accounted for why the complement CPs in (119) cannot be licensed via the checking genitive case, which Chomsky argues to be inherent. It is implicitly assumed in Chomsky (1986a) that CPs can be licensed via inherent case checking. In order to account for the fact that CPs are not licensed via genitive case checking, we need a certain morphological condition on genitive case.

Efforts have been made to view genitive as structural. (Chomsky 1981, Fukui 1986, and Abney 1987). As we have seen in 4.2.3, Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987) suggest that nominative and genitive are licensed in the same configuration, i.e., in terms of the spec-head agreement, by the functional heads INFL and D, respectively. Consider the following structures of IP and DP suggested in Fukui (1986).

(120) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{IP} \\
\text{DP}_1 \\
\text{I'} \\
\text{I} \\
\text{[+Nom]} \\
\text{t_i} \\
\text{V'} \\
\text{DP} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{DP}_i \\
\text{D'} \\
\text{D} \\
\text{[+Gen]} \\
\text{t_i} \\
\text{N'} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{DP} \\
\end{array}
\]
Under the DP-analysis in Fukui (1986), the subject DP in (120b) may raise to the spec of DP to be licensed by the functional head D, just as the subject DP in (120a) raises to the spec of IP to be licensed by INFL. Following Fukui (1986), I argue that genitive case is licensed by the functional head D not by the lexical head N.

4.5.3. Summary: Inherent vs. Structural Genitive

The arguments given so far have led us to the conclusion that there exists two types of case which can be licensed within a noun phrase: a case licensed by the functional head D in terms of the spec-head agreement and a case licensed by the lexical head N in terms of the head-complement relation. The former is realized through the POSS-insertion and the latter through of-insertion. The former is a property of a syntactic configuration, i.e., it is structural, whereas the latter is a property of a thematic relation, i.e., it is inherent. I will refer to the former as [+Gen_{sc}] or structural genitive and the latter as [+Gen_{inc}] or inherent genitive. Consider (114a) and (114b) again, repeated here.

(121) a. the destruction of the city
    b. the enemy's destruction of the city

The complement DP the city in (121a) is licensed by the head N destruction via the checking of inherent genitive, which is realized as the dummy preposition of. The subject DP the enemy's in (121b), on the other hand, is licensed by the functional head D via the checking of structural genitive, which is realized as -'s.
Under the analysis I am proposing, a parallelism can be found between a noun phrase and a clause in terms of case licensing. Observe the examples in (122) and their structures in (123).

(122) a. Joe complained of her rudeness.
    b. Joe’s complaint of her rudeness

(123) a. \[ \text{AgrSP} \]  
      \[ \text{Joe, AgrS'} \]  
      \[ \text{AgrS} \quad \text{VP} \]  
      \[ t_i \quad V' \]  
      \[ V \quad \text{DP} \]  
      \[ \text{complained} \quad \text{her rudeness} \]

b. \[ \text{DP} \]  
   \[ \text{Joe's, D'} \]  
   \[ \text{D} \quad \text{NP} \]  
   \[ t_i \quad N' \]  
   \[ N \quad \text{DP} \]  
   \[ \text{complaint} \quad \text{her rudeness} \]

In (123b), the subject DP Joe’s raises to the spec of DP and is licensed by the functional head D via the checking of structural genitive in terms of spec-head agreement. The
complement DP *her rudeness*, on the other hand, is licensed in situ by the lexical head N via the checking of inherent genitive. Similarly, the subject DP in (123a) raises to the spec of AgrSP to be licensed by the functional head AgrS (or T) via nominative case checking in terms of the spec-head agreement. The complement DP, on the other hand, is licensed in situ by the lexical head V via inherent case checking. I will refer to the inherent case licensed by V as [+Acc<sub>ic</sub>] or inherent accusative. The inherent case licensed by N, on the other hand, will be referred to as [+Gen<sub>ic</sub>] or inherent genitive. Chomsky (1986a) argues that the lexical category A can also license inherent genitive.

(124) Joe is sick of her rudeness.

The complement DP *her rudeness* is 0-marked and therefore licensed by the lexical head A *sick* via the checking of inherent case, which is overtly realized through of-insertion.  

4.5.4. Korean

Now let us consider Korean regarding whether genitive is inherent or structural. First, observe the following examples.

(125) a. enehak-uy yenku
    linguistics-Gen study
    ‘study of linguistics’
b. sakun-uy poto
event-Gen report
’report of the event’

Genitive is overtly realized as the nominal suffix -uy in Korean. As illustrated in (125),
the complement DPs to the head N are licensed via genitive case checking in Korean. The
genitive-marked DPs enehak-uy and sakun-uy in (125) are θ-marked by the head nouns
yenku and poto, respectively. Therefore one might argue that genitive is licensed by the
lexical head N in Korean, i.e., genitive is inherent. As an alternative, one might assume
that the complement DPs in (125) raise to the spec of DP to be licensed by the functional
head D, i.e., genitive is structural. Now we have two possible configurations in which
genitive is licensed in Korean.

(126) a. DP b. DP
  DP_i  D’  DP
    D’  NP  D
       sakun-uy  [+Gen_sc]  NP  [+Gen_sc]
       NP  D
       N’  N
          t_i  N
              poto

Korean differs from English regarding the morphological realization of genitive.

In English, the subject DP is licensed via the POSS-insertion, whereas the object DP is
licensed via of-insertion, which has led me to argue that they are licensed by different heads, D and N, respectively. In Korean, genitive is invariably realized as the nominal suffix -uy, regardless of whether it is assigned to the subject or the object. Compare (125) and (127).

(127) a. cencayng-uy palsayng
    war-Gen occurrence
    ‘the war’s taking place’

b. Kim kyonunim-uy yenku
    Kim professor-Gen study
    ‘Professor Kim’s study’

Not only the object DPs in (125) but also the subject DPs in (127) are assigned genitive, which is realized as -uy. In other words, there is no distinction in Korean between the subject and the object in terms of the morphological realization of genitive.

Once again we are faced with the same question whether the genitive-marked DPs in (127) are licensed by D or N. We have two possible configurations in which the genitive-marked subject DPs in (127) are licensed.
In (128a), the functional head D licenses the genitive subject DP in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas in (128b), the intermediate projection N' θ-marks and therefore licenses the subject DP.

If we assume that genitive is inherent, we must say that it may be licensed in different configurations as in (126b) and (128a). If we assume that genitive is structural, on the other hand, we can maintain the argument that genitive is uniformly licensed by the functional head D in terms of spec-head agreement as in (126a) and (128a). Given the fact that the genitive case on the object and the subject is invariably realized as -uy. I argue that genitive is uniformly licensed by the functional head D in terms of spec-head agreement. This amounts to saying that the genitive case which is realized as -uy is structural in Korean. The argument that the nominal suffix -uy is associated with structural genitive is supported by the fact that a wide variety of adjuncts can be licensed via the checking of genitive as illustrated in (129).
(129) a. 1950 yen-uy cencayng
    year-Gen war
    ‘1950’s war or the war in 1950’

b. Seoul-eyse-uy kongyen
    Seoul-in-Gen performance
    ‘the performance in Seoul’

c. han tal dongan-uy yenku
    one month for-Gen study
    ‘a month of study’

d. yul si-kkaci-uy sumyun
    ten o’clock-until-Gen sleep
    ‘(the) sleep until ten o’clock’

e. haykmuki-lo-uy wihyep
    nuclear weapon-with-Gen threat
    ‘(the) threat using nuclear weapons’

The genitive-marked DPs in (129) are not θ-marked arguments but adjuncts, which strongly suggests that genitive is structural in Korean.

Multiple genitive constructions in Korean also provide evidence that genitive is structural. As illustrated in (130), more than one DP can be licensed via genitive case checking.
(130) a. 1950 yen-uy cencayng-uy palsayng
    year-Gen war-Gen occurrence
    ‘the war’s taking place in 1950’

    b. Kim kynosunim-uy mikuk-eyse-uy enehak-uy yenku
       Kim professor-Gen America-in-Gen linguistics-Gen study
       ‘Professor Kim’s study of linguistics in America’

    c. mikuk kasu-uy Seoul-eyse-uy sey sikan tongan-uy kongyen
       American singer-Gen Seoul-in-Gen three hour for-Gen performance
       ‘American singer’s performance for three hours in Seoul’

It is well-known that Korean allows multiple licensing of nominative and accusative, which are structural as illustrated in (131) and (132).

    yesterday-Nom weather-Nom good-Past-Dec
    ‘The weather was fine yesterday.’

    b. Sue-ka chinku-ka manh-ta.
       Sue-Nom friend-Nom many-Dec
       ‘Sumi has many friends.’

    Sue-Nom home-Acc three hour for-Acc paint-Past-Dec
    ‘Sue painted her house for three hours.’
   Sue-Nom Joe-Acc two times-Acc meet-Past-Dec
   ‘Sue met Joe twice.’

Therefore the fact that multiple DPs can be licensed via genitive case checking as in (130) strongly suggests that genitive is structural.

ECM is known as the best criterion by which we can distinguish inherent case from structural case. It is widely argued that structural case but not inherent case can be licensed through ECM (Chomsky 1981 and 1986a and Stowell 1981). Like in English, accusative can be licensed through ECM in Korean as illustrated in (133).

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom/Acc pretty-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed Sue to be pretty.’

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom/Acc school-to go-C cause-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe made Sue go to school.’

The nominative-marked subject DPs of the embedded clauses in (132) are licensed by the embedded AgrS in terms of the spec-head agreement. The accusative-marked subject DPs, on the other hand, are licensed by the matrix AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. This is a clear indication that accusative is structural.36
I have proposed that CPs headed by *nun* are associated with inherent genitive, whereas DPs headed by *uy* with structural genitive. The former is licensed by the lexical head N in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas the latter by the functional head D in terms of the spec-head agreement.

4.6. Overlapping of Case Licensing

4.6.1. Licensing of Checkees

In 4.2, I argued that structural and inherent case are licensed by functional and lexical categories, respectively. Structural accusative and genitive, for example, are licensed by the functional categories AgrO and D, respectively. Inherent accusative and genitive, on the other hand, are licensed by the lexical categories V and N, respectively. Under this system of case licensing, XPs may occur in configurations where both inherent and structural case could be assigned. Consider the configurations in (134).

(134) a. 
```
  AgrOP
     \-----
       AgrO'
         \----
           VP
             \-
               V'
                 \-
                   XP
                     \-
                       V
```

(134) b. 
```
  DP
     \----
       D'
         \----
           NP
             \-
               N'
                 \-
                   XP
                     \-
                       N
```

XPs occurring in the complement to V as in (134a), for example, can be licensed via inherent (accusative) case checking by V or structural (accusative) case checking by
AgrO. Similarly, XPs occurring in the complement to N as in (134b) can be licensed via inherent (genitive) case checking by N or structural (genitive) case checking by D.

Given that there exist two possible options of case licensing, it is in order to discuss which option should and/or could be activated in a given derivation. First, let us consider languages like English in which case features are not morphologically realized. Observe the examples in (135).

(135) a. Joe gave Sue a ring.
    b. Joe lost a ring.

I argued in 4.4.2 that the second object DP a ring in (135a) is licensed via inherent case checking by the verb. It cannot be licensed via structural case checking by AgrO. Structural accusative is no longer available since the first object DP Sue is already licensed via structural case checking by AgrO. Ditransitive verbs are well accommodated under the proposed system of case licensing. Now consider the sentence (135b) which contains a typical transitive verb. Theoretically, the object DP a ring can be licensed by V via inherent accusative checking or by AgrO via structural accusative checking. There is no morphological evidence, however, for one or the other. Therefore it is not clear whether the object DP is licensed by the verb or the functional head AgrO. Most analyses of inherent case face this question (Chomsky 1986a, Belletti 1988, and Enç 1989).

Belletti (1988) provides a possible solution to the question of how the object of a transitive verb is licensed. In order to account for Quirky Case in Icelandic, she suggests
that inherent case can combine with structural case.\textsuperscript{37} Observe the examples from Icelandic in (136).

(136) a. Mér kólnar.
me-Dat is getting cold

b. Snjóða leysir á fjallinu
snow-Acc melts on the mountain

According to Belletti (1988), the subject DPs in (136a) and (136b) are assigned inherent case by the verbs, dative and accusative, respectively. The subject DPs in (136) are also in the configuration where (structural) nominative can be assigned by the finite INFL. Belletti (1988) suggests that the inherent dative on the subject of (136a) and the inherent accusative on the subject of (136b) combine with the structural nominative assigned by INFL. Under Belletti’s (1988) assumption that inherent case can combine with structural case, the object DP in (135b) manifests the possibility of combining inherent accusative and structural accusative.\textsuperscript{38}

Under the proposed analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun and the nominal case suffixes -lul and -uy presented in this chapter, the question of how the complement XP of a transitive verb can be licensed is no longer problematic since inherent case and structural case are overtly realized as different suffixes (in the lexicon). I argued that DPs headed by -lul or -uy are associated with structural case and CPs headed by -ko or -nun
with inherent case, which implies that the former must be licensed by functional categories and the latter by lexical categories. Consider the configurations in (137).

(137) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{AgrOP} \\
\text{XP} \\
\ldots-lul \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{AgrO'} \\
\text{V'} \\
\text{t_i} \\
\text{V}
\end{array}
\]

b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{AgrOP} \\
\text{AgrO'} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{AgrO} \\
\text{V'} \\
\text{XP} \\
\text{V} \\
\ldots-ko
\end{array}
\]

Under the proposed system of case licensing in which inherent and structural case are licensed by lexical and functional heads, respectively, it is already determined how the complement XPs in (137a) and (137b) can be licensed. The complement XP in (137a) must be licensed by the functional head AgrO since it is invariably associated with structural accusative, which is realized as the nominal suffix -lul. The DP may raise to the spec of AgrOP and enter into a checking relation with the functional head AgrO. The feature [+Acc_sc] of the DP is checked by AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. The complement XP in (137b), on the other hand, must be licensed by the lexical head V since it is associated with inherent accusative, which is realized as the verbal suffix -ko. Therefore the object DP is licensed by the verb in terms of the head-complement relation.

The same is true of complement XPs in nominal projections. Consider the configurations in (138).
The complement XP in (138a) must be licensed by the functional head D in terms of spec-head agreement since it is associated with structural genitive, which is realized as -uy. The complement XP in (138b), on the other hand, must be licensed by the lexical head N in terms of the head-complement relation since it is associated with inherent genitive, which is realized as -nun.39

Under the proposed system of case licensing, not only case licencers (=heads) but also case licensees (=complements) are involved in determining whether the complement XPs are licensed via inherent case checking or via structural case checking. As we have seen in 4.4, Belletti (1988) and Enç (1989) provide supporting evidence for the proposed analysis. Consider the examples in (139).

(139) a. e arrived [the man].
   b. e arrived [a man].
Belletti (1988) argues that unaccusative verbs such as *arrived* in (139) may assign inherent partitive case to the complement. The indefinite DP *a man* in (139a) but not the definite DP *the man* in (139b) can be licensed via the checking of inherent partitive, which implies that it is the complement XPs that determine whether they can be licensed via inherent case checking. For certain properties of *a man* and *the man*, the former but not the latter can be licensed via inherent case checking. Consider how the complement DPs in (139) are licensed.  

(140) a. \[ \begin{array}{c} \text{V} \\
\text{arrived} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} \text{DP} \\
\text{the man} \\
\text{[+Def]} \end{array} \]  

b. \[ \begin{array}{c} \text{V} \\
\text{arrived} \\
\text{[+Def]} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} \text{DP} \\
\text{a man} \\
\text{[-Def]} \end{array} \]  

The complement DP *the man* in (140a), which is associated with the feature [+Def], may not be licensed via inherent case checking by the verb. It must be licensed via structural case checking and therefore it raises to the spec of AgrSP and is licensed by AgrS via the checking of (structural) nominative. The complement DP *a man* in (140b), which is associated with [-Def], on the other hand, can be licensed via inherent case checking by the verb.
To summarize, case licensing is determined not only by licensors but also by licensees. Consider the following configuration.

(141) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{FP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{F'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{LP} \quad \text{F} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{L'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{XP} \quad \text{L}
\end{array}
\] (F = functional heads, L = lexical heads)

With respect to case licensors, the head F may license structural case in terms of the spec-head agreement and the head L may license inherent case in terms of the head-complement relation. With respect to case licensees, on the other hand, the complement XP is licensed by L when it is associated with inherent case and by F when associated with structural case.

4.6.2. Licensing of Checkers: Optionality of Feature-Checking

Under the proposed system of case licensing in which case licensees may be involved in determining the type of case licensing, i.e., structural or inherent case licensing, one thing still remains to be discussed. One of the fundamental assumptions in the checking theory is that features of functional heads as well as of lexical heads must be checked off. Let us take the feature [+Nom] in English as an example. Subject DP of a finite clause is associated with [+Nom]. The functional head T, on the other hand, carries [+Nom]. Not
only the feature of the DP but also the feature of the head T must be checked off in order
for the derivation to converge. Consider the examples in (142).

(142) a. *e arrived a man.
    b. There arrived a man.
    c. A man arrived t.

Belletti (1988) argues that *a man in (142b) can be licensed via inherent case checking by
the verb. Given this, it is clear that a man in (142a) can be licensed in the same manner.
The reason why (142a) is ungrammatical is because the feature [+Nom] of the finite T
remains unchecked. In (142c), the feature [+Nom] of the T is checked against a man and
the derivation converges.

Given this situation, there arises a question regarding the licensing of CPs via
inherent case checking under the proposed analysis. I have claimed that CPs headed by -ko
are licensed by the lexical head V. Now the question is how the feature [+Acc] of the
functional head AgrO can be checked off. There seem to be two possible answers to the
question. One is to assume that the projection of AgrOP is optional when a CP
complement is selected and the other to say that features of functional heads may be
optionally checked.

Let us consider the first alternative. Given the assumption that AgrOP is optional,
there are two possible structures for (143a), i.e., one with AgrOP (143b) and one without
AgrOP (143c).
   the fact.Acc believe-Past-Dec
   'pro believed the fact.'

b.  
   TP
      T'
         AgrOP  T
            AgrO'
                VP  AgrO
                   V'
                      DP  V
                          |  V
                             kusasil-lul  mit-ass-ta

(c.  
   TP
      T'
         VP  T
            V'
               DP  V
                  |  V
                     kusasil-lul  mit-ass-ta

In (143b), the complement DP which is associated with [+Acc_{sc}] raises to the spec of AgrOP and the features [+Acc_{sc}] of the AgrO and the complement DP are checked off against each other and the derivation converges. In (143c), on the other hand, the feature [+Acc_{sc}] of the complement DP cannot be checked off and therefore the derivation crashes. Therefore we are led to assume (143b) over (143c) when a DP complement is selected.

Now let us consider (144a) and its possible structures (144b) and (144c).

   Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   'pro believed that Sue came.'
In (144b), the complement CP headed by -ko is associated with [+Acc<sub>IE</sub>]. The case feature of the CP is checked by the matrix verb in terms of the head-complement relation. The functional head AgrO in (144b), on the other hand, carries [+Acc<sub>SC</sub>], which remains unchecked. Therefore the derivation crashes. In (144c), the complement CP is licensed by the matrix verb. Now the derivation converges since there is no projection of AgrO with [+Acc<sub>SC</sub>] to be checked. Therefore we are led to assume (144c) over (144b) when a CP complement is selected.

Now let us consider the second alternative. One may assume that case features of the functional heads, i.e., AgrO and D, are optionally checked in Korean. Consider (143b) and (144b), repeated here.
In (145a), the head AgrO serves to license the object DP and therefore the feature [+Acc_{sc}] is checked off. In (145b), on the other hand, the head AgrO does not license the object CP, which is licensed by the matrix verb. The feature [+Acc_{sc}] of the head Agr which remains unchecked does not cause the derivation to crash if we assume that it may be optionally checked.

A notion of the optionality of feature-checking is indeed required in order to account for various case alternations in Korean. First observe the examples in (146), which show that the embedded subject may be assigned nominative or accusative in the so-called ECM constructions.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Nom pretty-Dec-C believe-Pres-Dec
    ‘Joe believed that Sue is pretty.’
   Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-Dec-C believe-Pres-Dec

The nominative subject of the embedded CP in (146a) is licensed by the embedded AgrS, whereas the accusative subject of the embedded CP in (146b) is licensed by the matrix AgrO. Now let us suppose that the matrix AgrO in (146a) and the embedded AgrS in (146b) bear case features, i.e., [+Accsc] and [+Nom], respectively and that these features must be checked off for the derivations to converge. Under these assumptions, both (146a) and (146b) are wrongly predicted to be ungrammatical since neither the feature [+AccSC] of the matrix AgrS in (146a) nor the feature [+Nom] of the embedded AgrS in (146b) will be checked off. Therefore we need a notion of optional feature-checking to account for the case alternation in (146). Causative constructions also show nominative/accusative alternation as illustrated in (147).

   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom come-C make-Past-Dec
   'Joe made Sue come.'

      Acc

The case alternations in (146) and (147) force us to assume some notion of the optionality in Korean.
Case alternations are not restricted to the embedded subject. Observe the examples in (148), which show nominative/accusative alternation for the embedded object in *sip-* constructions.


    I-Top pizza-Acc eat-C want-Dec

    'I want to eat pizza.'


Nom

The object of the embedded CP in (148a) is licensed by the embedded AgrO via structural accusative checking. The object of the embedded CP in (148b) is not licensed by the embedded AgrO since it is marked nominative not accusative. Then the feature [+Acc_\text{sc}] of the embedded AgrO will remain unchecked and therefore (148b) is wrongly predicted to be ungrammatical.

Let us consider more case alternations in Korean. Observe the examples in (149) which show that the subject of gerundive constructions shows nominative/genitive alternation.


    Joe-Nom father-Nom genius-Cop-Hon-Past-NM-Acc believe-Pres-Dec

    'Joe believes that his father was a genius.'
   Joe-Nom father-Gen genius-Cop-Hon-Past-NM-Acc believe-Pres-Dec

The nominative subject of the embedded clause in (149a) is licensed by the embedded AgrS. The genitive subject of the embedded clause in (149b), on the other hand, is licensed by the functional head D under the proposed analysis. If we assume that the embedded AgrS bears [+Nom] both in (149a) and (149b) and that the feature [+Nom] must be checked off, then (149b) is wrongly predicted to be ungrammatical since the feature [+Nom] of the embedded AgrS will remain unchecked. The data in (149) therefore lead us to the conclusion that the feature of the embedded AgrS may be optionally checked off.

To summarize, the proposed analysis of the complementizers -ko and -nun as being associated with inherent case features is not incompatible with the checking theory in the Minimalist Program, given that a notion of optional projection or feature-checking is independently required in Korean.

4.7. Summary

I have argued that inherent case is uniformly licensed by lexical heads in terms of the θ-related head-complement relation, whereas structural case is licensed by functional heads in terms of the spec-head agreement. Specifically, I argued that structural accusative is licensed by the functional head AgrO and inherent accusative by the lexical head V. I also argued that structural genitive is licensed by the functional head D in terms of the spec-
head complement and inherent genitive by the lexical head N. Based upon these arguments, I proposed that the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun are the morphological realizations of inherent accusative and inherent genitive, respectively. I showed that this analysis is supported by the licensing of -ko in the passive sentences, the case drop phenomenon, the interactions of the case suffixes with the delimiters, and the internal morphology of the case suffixes and the delimiters.
Notes to Chapter 4

1. The term ‘case assigner’ in the Pre-Minimalist framework has been replaced by the term ‘case checker’ in the Minimalist Program. In this chapter, I will use a neutral term ‘case licenser’, which I think can accommodate both case assigner and case checker.

2. In Chomsky’s (1981 and 1986a) inherent case approach to genitive, not only N but also A is a genitive case licenser. As pointed out by Abney (1987), however, it is yet to be accounted for why N can assign genitive in either direction, whereas A can assign genitive only in one direction as illustrated in (i) and (ii).

   (i) a. the enemy’s destruction
        b. the destruction of the city
        c. the city’s destruction

   (ii) a. *John’s proud
          b. proud of his son
          c. *his son’s proud

3. See Hwang (1997), who argues that the checking of nominative should be parametrized cross-linguistically.

4. It is not clear how possessive-marked DPs will be analyzed under the checking theory in the Minimalist Program.

5. A notable difference between genitive and nominative case assignment in Fukui (1986) and Abney (1987) is that in the former either the subject DP or the object DP can move to the spec of DP and be licensed by the head D, whereas in the latter the subject DP but not the object DP can move to the spec of IP and be licensed by the head INFL. I will not discuss why this is so.

6. See Guilfoyle, Huno, and Travis (1992) who suggest that two subject positions (spec of IP and spec of VP) may be licensed in some Austronesian languages.


8. One might argue that AgrS is distinguished from AgrO in Korean in the sense that the feature [+Hon] of AgrS is overtly realized as the verbal inflectional suffix -si, whereas the feature [+Hon] of AgrO is not morphologically realized but inherently marked on the verb. It is true that the feature [+Hon] of AgrO is not morphologically reflected but inherently marked on the verb. It is not necessarily true, however, that the feature [+Hon] of AgrS is always morphologically realized but not inherently marked on the verb. Observe the following examples.
(i) a. apeci-kkeyse pizza-lul capsusi-n-ta  
   father-Nom pizza-Acc eat (Hon.)-Pres-Dec  
   'His father is eating pizza.'

   b. chinku-ka pizza-lul mek-nun-ta.  
   friend-Nom pizza-Acc eat-Pres-Dec  
   'His friend is eating pizza.'

(ii) a. apeci-kkeyse cumusi-n-ta.  
   father-Nom sleep-Pres-Dec  
   'His father is sleeping.'

   b. chinku-ka ca-n-ta.  
   friend-Nom sleep-Pres-Dec  
   'His friend is sleeping.'

Note here that the verbal stems capsusi- and cumusi- happen to contain -si, which is homophonous with the honorific verbal suffix -si. There is evidence that capsusi- and cumusi- are not forms inflected for [+Hon] but verbal stems.

(iii) a. ka-(si)-ass-ta.  
   go-Hon-Past-Dec

   b. cumu-*(si)-ass-ta.  
   sleep-Hon-Past-Dec

The status of -si in (iii a) as an inflectional suffix is clear given that it can be separated from the stem. (iii b) clearly indicates that -si in (iii b) cannot be separated from the stem.

   One might further argue that cumu- in (iii b) is inherently marked as [+Hon] and requires the honorific verbal suffix obligatorily. It seems to be a plausible assumption. Such an assumption, however, turns out to be supporting evidence that both subject and object agree with the verb in exactly the same manner, which is illustrated in (iv).

(iv) a. apeci-lul mosi-ko o-ass-ta.  
   father-Acc bring-C come-Past-Dec  
   'pro brought his father.'

   b. chinku-lul teri-ko o-ass-ta.  
   friend-Acc-bring-C come-Past-Dec  
   'pro brought his friend.'

   Mosi- in (iv) is a verbal stem, just as capsusi- in (i a) and cumusi- in (ii a). If one argues that capsusi- and cumusi- are inflected forms, he/she must admit that mosi- in (iv) is also
an inflected form. In sum, it is quite plausible to argue that verbs agree with objects as well as subjects in Korean in the same manner.

Further there is evidence that the features of AgrS and AgrO need not be reflected in the same manner in Korean. We have seen that the feature [+Hon] is morphologically reflected on subject DPs but not on object DPs as illustrated in (v).

(v) a. apeci-kkeyse
   father-Nom (Hon.)

   b. chinku-ka
   friend-Nom

(vi) a. apeci-lul
   father-Acc

   b. chinku-lul
   friend-Acc


10. It has been noted that CPs and DPs have different external distributions in English (Stowell 1981 and Chomsky 1986a, among others). Observe the following examples.

(i) a. *He complained her rudeness
    b. He complained of her rudeness
    c. He complained that she was rude.

(ii) a. *He persuaded her the importance of going to college.
    b. He persuaded her of the importance of going to college.
    c. He persuaded her that it is important to go to college.

As illustrated in (i) and (ii), CPs are licensed in those configurations which trigger of-insertion, which seems to imply that they are licensed via inherent case checking by V. Note that the object DP in (ib) and the theme object DP in (iib) are argued to be licensed by the verbs in terms of inherent case checking. Now observe the examples in (iii).

(iii) a. *It is believed (of) the rumor.
    b. It is believed that she is rude.

It is possible to assume that the complement CP in (iiiib) is licensed by the passivized verb via inherent case checking.

11. See also Saito (1984) and Bittner and Hale (1996).
12. There exist a wide variety of variations regarding the case drop phenomenon in Korean, which I will not discuss. See Kim (1990) and Hong (1993) for more detailed discussions on this issue.

13. There seem to exist postpositions in Korean which can be dropped. This may weaken the argument presented in this section. It is not necessarily the case, however. First observe the following examples.

(i) a. Joe-ka hakkyo-(ey) ka-ass-ta.
      Joe-Nom school-to go-Past-Dec
      ‘Joe went to school.’

      Joe-Nom ring-Acc Sue-to give-Past-Dec
      ‘Joe gave Sue a ring.’

The examples in (i) show that the inherent case markers -ey and -eykey can be dropped. It is not clear, however, whether it is indeed the inherent case markers that are dropped if we consider the fact that the inherent case markers -ey and -eykey in (i) are interchangeable with the nominal accusative marker -lul as illustrated in (ii).

       Joe-Nom school-Acc go-Past-Dec
       ‘Joe went to school.’

      Joe-Nom ring-Acc Sue-Acc give-Past-Dec
      ‘Joe gave Sue a ring.’

Given the fact that -ey and -eykey may be interchangeable with -lul, it is not implausible to assume that it is the structural accusative marker -lul, not the inherent case markers that are dropped.

14. With regard to grammaticality judgments, there seems to exist a distinction between the (a) sentences and the (b) sentences in (47) and (48). The (a) sentences seem to be acceptable to some speakers, whereas the (b) sentences are not. The (a) sentences are marginally acceptable to me. What should be pointed out here is that there are not contexts in which CPs without -ko are preferred to or considered as good as CPs with -ko, whereas there do exist contexts in which DPs without -lul are preferred to or considered as good as DPs with -lul. See Yoon (1990) and Lim (1995), who argue that the verbal suffix -ko may be dropped in (47a) and (48a).
15. The accusative case suffix -lul seems to be retained in other contexts, for example, in echo questions. Observe the examples in (i).

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc meet-Past-Part-SE
    ‘Joe met Sumi.’

    b. Sue-?(lul)-yo?
    ‘Sue?’

I have no answer to why the accusative suffix -lul tends to be dropped in some contexts but retained in others. Aside from the above question, however, the fact that -lul but not eykey tends to be dropped in certain contexts provides supporting evidence for the proposed analysis.

16. The topic marker -nun should be distinguished from the complementizer -nun. The former can attach to both nominal and verbal projections, whereas the latter is restricted to verbal projections.

17. As pointed out by S.-W. Kim (p.c.), there seem to exist some postpositions which can be suppressed by the topic marker -nun. Observe the examples in (i).

    Joe-Nom Sue-Dat/Top ring-Acc give-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe gave Sue a ring.’

    Joe-Nom school-Loc/Top go-Past-Dcc
    ‘Joe went to school.’

The dative suffix -eykey in (ia) and the locative suffix -ey in (ib) may be suppressed by the topic marker and therefore the examples in (i) seem to be counterexamples to my argument. Note, however, that the postpositions -eykey and -ey in (i) may also be replaced by the accusative suffix -lul.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc ring-Acc give-Past-Dec

    Joe-Nom school-Acc go-Past-Dec

It is not clear at the moment whether it is the postpositions -eykey and -ey or the accusative suffix -lul which is suppressed by the topic marker.
Now observe the examples in (iii), which suggest that it is not the postpositions but the accusative suffix which is suppressed by the topic marker.

   Joe-Nom police-Dat/Acc/Top accident-Acc report-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe reported the accident to the police.’

   Joe-Nom school-Loc/Acc/Top arrive-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe arrived at school.’

Neither the dative suffix -eykey in (iii)a nor the locative suffix -ey in (iii)b can be replaced by the accusative suffix -lul. Now note that neither -eykey nor -ey in (iii) can be suppressed by the topic marker -nun. Now it becomes clear that the accusative suffix -lul but not the postpositions can be suppressed by the topic marker.

S.-W. Kim (p.c.) also pointed out that the locative suffix -ey may be suppressed even when it may not be replaced by the accusative suffix -lul. Consider the examples in (iv).

   Joe-Nom box under-Loc/Acc/Top ring-Acc hide-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe hid a ring under the box.’

   Joe-Nom box beside-Loc/Acc watch-Acc hide-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe hid a watch beside the box.’

The locative suffix -ey in (iv) cannot be replaced with the accusative suffix -lul but may be suppressed by the topic marker. It seems to me that -ey can be suppressed by -nun in (iv) because the stem nouns mit- ‘under’ and yep- ‘beside’ are locative nouns themselves, which correspond to prepositions/postpositions in other languages.

18. See Lukoff (1993) who observes that the nominal case suffixes, the topic marker, and the delimiters are all mutually exclusive.

19. Korean employs two types of negation. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) a. Sue-ka ani ka-ass-ta.
   Sue-Nom not go-Past-Dec
   ‘Sue didn’t go.’

   Sue-Nom go-C not-Past-Dec
The types of negation in (ia) and (ib) are called short-form negation and long-form negation, respectively. Note in (ia) that long-form negation requires an additional verbal suffix, i.e., -ci. See Sells (1995) who defines the negative suffix -ci as COMPi, compared to the verbal suffix -ko which he defines COMP. See Jung (1992) for a discussion on two types of negation in Korean. See also Jung (1992) for a discussion on two types of negation in Korean.

20. Given the morphological structures of the structural case suffixes and the inherent case suffixes in Korean, one might argue that in the lexicon the relevant features of the delimitor are added to N after inherent case features and before structural case features.

21. Emonds (1985) argues that complementizers are of the category P. Under his analysis of complementizers, it is quite natural to assume that complementizers share features with postpositions. Given the argument that postpositions are the realizations of inherent case, we are led to argue that complementizers are also associated with inherent case.

22. It is not the case that -eykey is always interchangeable with -lul. Normally, they are not interchangeable with each other, as illustrated in (i).

   Joe-Nom Sue-Dat/Acc ask-Past-Dec  
   'Joe asked Sue.'

   Joe-Nom Sue-Dat/Acc letter-Acc send-Past-Dec  
   'Joe sent a letter to Sue.'

23. See Grimshaw (1991) and Bittner and Hale (1996) who argue that all the lexical heads, i.e., V, P, N, or A can assign inherent case. I will not discuss whether P is an inherent or a structural case licenser. See also Chomsky (1981 and 1986a) and Kayne (1984) on this issue.

24. Haegeman (1991) suggests that English has a default procedure of inserting the dummy preposition of when NP complements are not assigned Case by their lexical heads. The preposition of then assigns accusative case to the complements of the lexical heads.


   (i) John [vp [v: gave Mary] a book].
Chomsky suggested that *Mary is assigned structural case by the verb gave and a book is assigned structural case by V*. This analysis, however, cannot explain why the object a book cannot raise to the subject position in the passive sentence (80b).

26. The inherent case licensed by the verbs such as give in English will be referred to as inherent accusative or \([+Accc]_C\) since it is associated with theme. Structural accusative will be represented as \([+Accsc]_C\).

27. I do not have an answer to the question why inherent case is overtly realized through the of-insertion in (84a) but not in (80a) and (81a).

28. Of-insertion is generally assumed to be the realization of inherent genitive assigned by N or A. Given that V also allows of-insertion, there arises a question regarding what type of case the inherent case licensed by V and realized via of-insertion is. One might define it as inherent genitive or inherent accusative. I will not discuss this matter.

29. See Baker (1988b) for the detailed discussion on differences between benefactive and instrumental DPs regarding case assignment. He argues that either the first object or the second object can be assigned structural case in (87b), whereas the first object is assigned structural case in (87a). The point that should be made here is that the verbs have the potential ability to license their complements via inherent case checking.

30. Some delimiters may co-occur with -uy but others such as -to and -nun may not. Observe the following example.

(i) *pemhayng-to/nun-uy inceng
crime-Del/Top-Gen acknowledgment
‘the acknowledgment of only/at least the crime’

31. The verbal suffix -nun is not distinguished from postpositions in that neither can be replaced by a delimiter. They are distinguished from each other, however, since the latter but not the former can co-occur with a delimiter. One might argue that the above-mentioned distinction is attributed to the fact that -nun is licensed by N and postpositions by V. This seems to be a plausible argument, given that unlike -nun, the verbal suffix -ko which I argue to bear inherent accusative is not distinguished from postpositions. As we have seen in 4.3, both can co-occur with a delimiter.

32. Relative CPs headed by -nun seem to raise a problem in the proposed analysis. If we assume that relative CPs are adjuncts and therefore are not assigned a \(\theta\)-role by the head N, it remains unaccounted for under the proposed analysis how relative CPs headed by -nun can be licensed by N in terms of the \(\theta\)-related head-complement relation. See Stowell (1988) and Kayne (1994) who seem to provide a possible solution. Kayne (1994) argues
that relative CPs are complements. Stowell (1988), on the other hand, suggests that verbs may assign an inherent case to a DP which they do not \( \theta \)-mark in Irish. This substantially weakens Chomsky’s (1986a) Uniformity Condition.

33. It is quite controversial in the literature whether CPs in nominal projections are true arguments or just adjuncts. There exist two types of CPs which are normally licensed in nominal projections as illustrated in (i).

(i) a. the belief [that Sue is smart]
   b. the woman [that is smart]

The embedded CP in (ia) is widely assumed to be an argument of the head noun, just as the embedded CP in (ii) is an argument of the head verb.

(ii) Joe believed [that Sue is pretty].

The embedded CP in (ib), on the other hand, is widely assumed to be an adjunct to the head noun.

Kayne (1994) argues that the embedded CPs in (ia) and (ib) are both arguments. S.-W. Kim (p.c.), on the other hand, suggested to me that the embedded CPs in (ia) and (ib) might be adjuncts. The embedded CP in (ia) is distinguished from the embedded CP in (ii) in that the lexical complementizer that may be dropped in the latter but not in the former. If we assume that the embedded CP in (ia) is an adjunct, then it is well accounted for by the so-called Empty Category Principle why that cannot be dropped in (ia). Under the assumption that DP complements in nominal projections are arguments whereas CPs in nominal projections are adjuncts in Korean, it is also accounted for why the nominal suffix -\( uy \) but not the verbal suffix -\( nun \) cannot be dropped.

34. Chomsky (1981), on the other hand, defines genitive as structural.

35. As pointed out by Abney (1987), the subject of noun phrases but not the subject of adjetival phrases can be licensed via the POSS-insertion. This remains unexplained under Chomsky’s (1986a) definition of inherent case licensers as [+N] categories. If we assume that there are two types of genitive, i.e., inherent and structural, on the other hand, it is accounted for why the subject of adjetival phrases cannot be licensed via the POSS-insertion. Structural genitive is licensed by the functional head D and therefore adjetival phrases do not allow genitive-marked subjects.

36. As an alternative, one might distinguish the genitive case assigned to the complement DP from the genitive case assigned to the subject and/or adjunct by arguing that the former is licensed by the lexical head N in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas the latter is licensed by the functional head D, although they are both realized as
the nominal suffix -uy. A similar analysis of genitive is suggested in Y.-J. Kim (1990), who distinguishes possessor DPs and adjunct DPs from θ-marked DPs. Consider the examples in (i).

(i) a. Joe-uy puin
   Joe-Gen wife
   ‘Joe’s wife’

   b. Joe-eykey-uy kyengko
   Joe-to-Gen warning
   ‘a warning to Joe’

   c. Kim-paksa-uy AIDS-uy yenku
   Kim-Dr.-Gen AIDS-Gen study
   ‘Dr. Kim’s study of AIDS’

She suggests that the nominal suffix -uy is inserted at S-structure for the possessor DP in (ia) and the adjunct DP in (ib), whereas it is present at D-structure for the θ-marked DPs in (ic). Despite the distinction between θ-marked and non θ-marked DPs regarding the licensing of genitive case, she assumes that the genitive case on non θ-marked DPs are still inherent.

37. Quirky Case is defined by the appearance of oblique DPs in subject position where nominative is normally assigned.

38. Belletti (1988) suggests another possibility regarding the overlapping of case licensing. She suggests that inherent case assignment is an optional process. Quirky Case, however, cannot be accounted for by this assumption.

39. English genitive seems to be accounted for in the same manner under the Minimalist framework. Consider the examples in (i).

(i) a. the city’s destruction t
   b. the destruction of the city
The complement DP in (iia) must be licensed by the functional head D since it is associated with structural accusative, which is realized as -'s. The complement DP in (iib), on the other hand, must be licensed by the lexical head N since it is associated with inherent accusative, which is realized via of-insertion.

40. Irrelevant functional projections are omitted.
CHAPTER 5

ECM Constructions

5.1. Introduction

In Korean, the so-called Exceptional Case Marking (henceforth, ECM) is allowed in embedded tensed clauses (-ko constructions) but not in non-finite clauses, i.e., gerunds (-um constructions) and infinitives (-ki constructions) as illustrated in (1).

   Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-Dec-C believe-Pres-Dec
   'Joe believes that Sue is pretty.'

   Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-NM-Acc believe-Pre-Dec
   'Joe believes Sue's being pretty.'

   Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-NM-Acc expect-Pre-Dec
   'Joe expects Sue to be pretty.'

There arise two fundamental questions regarding ECM in Korean: (i) how the embedded subject (of a finite clause) is ECMed and (ii) why ECM is allowed in finite clauses but not in non-finite clauses. With respect to question (i), it has long been argued that the embedded subject raises to the spec of CP to be assigned accusative by the matrix V (Ahn
and Yoon 1989, Yoon 1990, and Lee 1992, among others). With respect to question (ii), Yoon (1993) suggests that the head COMP assigns accusative to the embedded subject in (1a) since it has a case-assigning feature, i.e., [-N], whereas the head COMP cannot in (1b) or (1c) since the head does not have the feature [-N].

In this chapter I will show that the analysis of the complementizer -ko as being associated with inherent accusative provides a principled account of the question (ii), i.e., why ECM in Korean takes place in finite clauses but not in non-finite clauses. With respect to the question (i), I assume with Chomsky (1992) that the embedded subject raises to the spec of the matrix AgrO to be licensed by the matrix AgrO. In chapter 4, I proposed that the complementizer -ko is associated with inherent accusative, which must be licensed by the lexical head V in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas the nominal suffix -lul is associated with structural accusative, which must be licensed by the functional head AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. Under this analysis, the embedded tensed CP in (1a), which is headed by the complementizer -ko, must be licensed by the matrix verb in terms of the head-complement relation, whereas the gerundive complement in (1b) and the infinitival complement in (1c), both of which are headed by the nominal suffix -lul, must be licensed by the matrix AgrO in terms of the spec-head agreement. Given this, the accusative subject of the embedded finite clause in (1a) can be licensed by the matrix AgrO, whereas those of the embedded non-finite clauses in (1b) and (1c) cannot since the matrix AgrO is already checked off against the entire complement clauses.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In 5.2, I discuss characteristics of finite and non-finite clauses in Korean and English. I show that in Korean finite and non-finite clauses are distinguished in terms of external distributions, which is empirically evidenced by the fact that the former are headed by the verbal suffix -ko and the latter by the nominal suffix -lul. In English, on the other hand, finite and non-finite clauses are not distinguished in terms of external distributions. In 5.3, I discuss the structures of non-finite clauses, i.e., infinitive and gerund in Korean and English. Then I argue that infinitives and gerunds project DPs in Korean and CPs in English. Morphological evidence will be presented that non-finite clauses are DPs in Korean. In 5.4, I present an analysis of ECM in Korean.

5.2. Finite vs. Non-finite Clauses

In this section, I discuss the structures of non-finite clauses in Korean and English. I show that in Korean finite clauses are not distinguished from non-finite clauses in terms of the feature specifications of INFL but in terms of their external distributions. I also show that in English finite and non-finite clauses are distinguished in terms of the feature specifications of INFL but not in terms of their external distributions.

5.2.1. Features of INFL: Agreement and Tense

The categories Agr and T are specified for agreement and tense features. The heads Agr and T of a tensed clause in English, for example, are specified [+Agr] and [+tense], respectively, whereas those of non-finite clauses, i.e., infinitives and gerunds, are
specified [-Agr] and [-tense]. Therefore finite clauses contrast with non-finite clauses in English in terms of the feature specifications of the head INFL. This accounts for why the subject of a tensed clause is invariably assigned nominative, whereas the subject of a non-finite clause is invariably assigned accusative. The former is assigned nominative by the finite T, whereas the latter is assigned accusative by the matrix verb via ECM. Observe the examples in (2).

(2) a. Sue believes [(that) he/*him is smart].
   b. Sue believes [him/*he to be smart].
   c. Sue remembers [him/*he being smart].

The nominative-marked subject of the embedded tensed clause in (2a) is licensed by the embedded T since the head T bears [+tense], which is assumed to be responsible for nominative (Chomsky 1992). The embedded subject DPs in (2b) and (2c), on the other hand, cannot be assigned nominative by the embedded T since the T lacks [+tense]. Therefore the subject DPs must be assigned accusative by the matrix verbs via Exceptional Case Marking. The distinction between finite and non-finite clauses in English therefore reduces to the distinction between them in terms of agreement and tense features.

Korean differs from English in that both finite and non-finite clauses may have the same agreement and tense features. Honorific agreement and past tense are overtly realized as the verbal suffixes, -si and -ass, respectively. Those verbal suffixes are licensed both in finite and non-finite clauses as illustrated in (3).
(3) a. o-si-ass-ta.
   come-Hon-Past-Dec

   b. o-si-ass-um
   come-Hon-Past-NM

   c. o-si-ass-ki
   come-Hon-Past-NM

Under the widely accepted argument that the feature [+Agr] is responsible for nominative in Korean (Yin 1984, Han 1987, Choe 1988, Yoon 1990, and Kim 1996), it is predicted that both tensed and non-finite clauses allow nominative subject. This prediction turns out to be correct as illustrated in (4).

   Joe-Nom father-Nom go-Hon-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe believed that his father went.’

   Joe-Nom father-Nom go-Hon-Past-NM-Acc admit-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe admitted his father’s having gone.’

   Joe-Nom father-Nom go-Hon-Past-NM-Acc want-Past-Dec
   ‘Joe wanted his father to have gone.’
The embedded clause in (4a) is a regular tensed clause headed by the verbal suffix -ko. Embedded clauses headed by the so-called nominalizers -um and -ki as in (4b) and (4c) are referred to as gerunds and infinitives, respectively. The subject DP of the gerund in (4b) and that of the infinitive in (4c) are indeed assigned nominative, just as the subject DP of the tensed clause in (4a) is. In short, non-finite clauses in English do not bear [+Agr] and [+T] and therefore do not allow nominative subject, whereas non-finite clauses in Korean may bear [+Agr] and [+T] and thus allow nominative subject.

5.2.2. External Distribution

It has long been noted that clauses and DPs show different distributions in English (Horn 1975, Stowell 1981, Emonds 1984, Safir 1985, and Abney 1987). In English, non-finite clauses pattern with finite clauses in terms of their external distributions. There are certain syntactic positions in which DPs but not clauses may be licensed.  

(5) a. *Did [that John is rude] bother you?  
   b. *Would [for John to be rude] bother you?  
   c. *Did [John being rude] bother you?  
   d. Did [John’s rudeness] bother you?

(6) a. *It is [that John is rude] that bothered me.  
   b. *It is [for John to be rude] that would bother me.  
   c. *It is [John being rude] that bothered me.  
   d. It is [John’s rudeness] that bothered me.
(7) a. *Mary considers [that John is rude] to be stupid.
   b. *Mary considers [for John to be rude] to be stupid.
   c. *Mary considers [John being rude] to be stupid.
   d. Mary considers [John’s rudeness] to be stupid.

Neither finite nor non-finite clauses may be licensed in inverted subject position (5), in topic position of cleft sentence (6), or in embedded subject position (7). Regular DPs (and POSS-ING constructions) are licensed in those positions as illustrated in the (d) examples.⁶

There are also syntactic configurations in which clauses but not noun phrases may be licensed. Both finite and non-finite clauses may be licensed in extraposed position, whereas noun phrases may not. Observe the examples in (8).

(8) a. It bothered me [that John is rude].
   b. It would bother me [for John to be rude].
   c. It is no use [PRO being rude].
   d. *It bothered me [John’s rudeness]

In short, non-finite clauses show the same external distributions as tensed clauses in English, although they are distinguished in terms of whether the subject can be assigned nominative or not. This suggests that finite and non-finite clauses are of the same projections, i.e., CPs.⁷
(9) a. finite clause

```
CP
   C
   AgrP
      Agr
         [+Agr] T [+tense]
      VP
```

b. non-finite clause

```
CP
   C
   AgrP
      Agr
         [-Agr] T [-tense]
      VP
```

Now let us consider non-finite clauses in Korean. We have seen in 5.2.1 that finite and non-finite clauses are not distinguished in Korean in terms of agreement and tense features. Finite and non-finite clauses, however, are distinguished from each other in terms of their external distributions, i.e., finite clauses are headed by verbal suffixes, whereas non-finite clauses are headed by nominal suffixes. In this respect, non-finite clauses pattern with regular DPs. Consider the examples in (10) - (12).

    crime-Acc admit-Past-Dec
    ‘pro admitted the crime.’

    coffee-Acc want-Past-Dec
    ‘pro wanted coffee.’
    father-Nom go-Hon-Past-NM-D/C admit-Past-Dec
    ‘pro admitted his father’s having gone.’

    father-Nom go-Hon-Past-NM-D/C want-Past-Dec
    ‘pro wanted his father to go.’

    Sue-Nom go-Past-Dec-C/D acknowledge-Past-Dec
    ‘pro acknowledged that Sue went.’

    together go-Prop-C/D suggest-Past-Dec
    ‘pro suggested that they go together.’

The object DPs in (10) are headed by the nominal suffix -lul. The embedded tensed clauses in (12), on the other hand, are headed by the verbal suffix -ko. Now observe the examples in (11). The embedded non-finite clauses are headed by the nominal suffix -lul, not by the verbal suffix -ko. This is an indication that the embedded non-finite clauses in (11) have the same external distribution as the object DPs in (10).

I have argued in chapter 2 that nominal suffixes including the so-called case suffixes are of the category D and verbal suffixes including the so-called subordinators are of the category C. Given this, the finite clauses headed by the verbal suffix -ko in (12) are predicted to be CPs, whereas the non-finite clauses headed by the nominal suffix -lul
in (11) are DPs. Based upon the fact that non-finite clauses are headed by the nominal suffixes, I argue that they project DPs in Korean. Non-finite clauses can also be headed by other nominal suffixes such as -ka and -uy, which are the realizations of nominative and genitive. They can also be headed by postpositional suffixes such as -ey. Observe the examples in (13).

(13) a. [apeci-ka ka-ASS-UM-uy] inceng
father-Nom go-Past-NM-Gen acknowledgment
‘the acknowledgment of his father’s having gone’

b. [Sue-ka ka-ass-um-ka] motu-eykey ali-eci-ASS-ta
Sue-Nom go-Past-NM-Nom everybody-Dat inform-Pass-Past-Dec
‘Sue’s having gone was known to everybody.’

c. [Sue-ka ka-ass-um-ey] motu-ka nola-ass-ta
Sue-Nom go-Past-NM-at everybody-Nom be-surprised-Past-Dec
‘Everybody was surprised at Sue’s having gone.’

The fact that non-finite clauses in Korean are headed by a wide variety of nominal suffixes such as case suffixes and postpositions is a strong indication that the entire clauses project DPs.

5.3. DP Analysis of -Um and -Ki Constructions

Adopting Abney’s (1987) D-IP analysis of English POSS-ING constructions, I propose that non-finite clauses in Korean project DPs whose head D takes an MP complement. I
will show that non-finite clauses in Korean share nominal properties with English POSS-ING constructions and present morphological evidence for the proposed D-MP analysis of non-finite clauses in Korean.


It has long been noted that English POSS-ING constructions have both nominal and verbal properties (Horn 1975, Schachter 1975, Abney 1987, Suzuki 1988, and Jeong 1989, among others). With regard to internal structure, POSS-ING constructions are similar to tensed and infinitival clauses. Observe the following examples.

(14) a. I acknowledge [my having perhaps been mistaken].
   b. I was surprised at [the game's having been canceled because of the storm].
   c. [John's refusing the offer]

As illustrated in (14a) and (14b), POSS-ING constructions allow not only certain auxiliary verbs but also sentential adverbs, which suggests that they are at least IPs. (14c), on the other hand, shows that the object DP is assigned accusative by the verb, which suggests that they contain at least a VP.

POSS-ING constructions, however, behave like DPs in terms of their external distributions. Observe the examples in (15).
(15) a. Did [John’s being rude] bother you?
   b. It is [John’s being rude] that bothered me.
   c. Mary considers [John’s being rude] to be stupid.
   d. *It bothered me [John’s being rude].

Like regular DPs, POSS-ING constructions may occur in inverted subject (15a), topic position (15b), and embedded subject position (15c), whereas they may not occur in extraposed position (15d).

The data in (14) and (15) led Abney (1987) to propose that POSS-ING constructions project DP whose head D takes an IP complement. The dual properties of POSS-ING constructions can be well accounted for by his D-IP analysis. Compare (16a) and (16b). 

(16) a. tensed clause/infinitive

```
CP
   `C`
  /   \
C    IP
```

b. POSS-ING

```
DP
   `D`
  /   \
D    IP
```

5.3.2. POSS-ING and -Um and -Ki Constructions

Korean gerunds and infinitives share many characteristics with English POSS-ING constructions. First of all, the so-called nominalizers -um and -ki pattern with English gerundive suffix -ing in that both may serve as lexical nominalizers, which convert verbs into nouns. Observe the following examples.
(17) a. sulph-um ‘sadness’,
    to be sad-NM
    kipp-um ‘happiness’,
    to be happy-NM
    el-um ‘ice’,
    to freeze-NM

    ul-um ‘a cry’,
    to cry-NM
    cuk-um ‘death’,
    to die-NM
    nol-um ‘gambling’
    to play-NM

    b. talli-ki ‘race’,
    to run-NM
    po-ki ‘example’,
    to watch-NM
    nophittwi-ki ‘high jump’.
    to jump high-NM

    kulk-ki ‘thickness’
    to be thick-NM
    malha-ki ‘speaking’,
    to speak-NM
    culnum-ki ‘ropeskipping’
    to jump rope-NM

(18) buildings, readings, writings, findings, meetings

In (17a) and (17b), the nominalizers -um and -ki are attached to non-inflected verbal stems and create deverbal nouns, just as -ing in (18). It is clear at this point that -ing and -um/ki share certain nominal properties. This type of nominalization is referred to as lexical nominalization (Yoon 1989).

There is another type of nominalization referred to as syntactic nominalization. In syntactic nominalization, both POSS-ING constructions and -um and -ki constructions license accusative objects. Compare the examples (19) with (13c).

(19) a. Joe-ka Sue-lul manna-ass-um
    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc meet-Past-NM
    ‘Joe’s having met Sue.'
b. sangataypang-lul al-ki
   opponent-Acc know-NM
   ‘to know the opponent’

The data in (19) show that Korean gerunds and infinitives contain at least a VP, just as English POSS-ING constructions. Further, -um and -ki constructions allow sentential adjuncts as illustrated in (20).

(20) a. pi-ka o-ase hakkyo-ey an ka-um
   rain-Nom come-because school-to not go-NM
   ‘pro not going to school because it is raining’

      I-Top Sue-Nom young-though win-NM-Acc expect-Past-Dec
      ‘I expected Sue to win although she is young.’

The fact that -um and -ki constructions allow tense and agreement suffixes along with the fact that they license sentential adverbs and accusative objects strongly suggests that they are at least MPs.

In sum, English POSS-ING constructions and Korean -um and -ki constructions exhibit dual properties, i.e., nominal and verbal properties. They pattern with regular DPs in that they show the same external distributions, whereas they pattern with clauses in that they allow sentential adverbs and auxiliary verbs. Based upon these observations, I will propose D-MP analysis of -um and -ki constructions.
5.3.3. D-MP Analysis of -Um and -Ki Constructions

It has long been assumed that the nominalizers -um and -ki are the heads of the entire gerundive and infinitival clauses (Choe 1988 and Yoon 1993, among others). Consider the example in (21a) and the structure of -um and -ki constructions in (21b), which is widely accepted in the literature.

(21) a. ka-si-ass-um/ki-lul
    go-Hon-Past-NM-Acc

b.  
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   \text{CP} \\
   \text{C'} \\
   \text{MP} \\
   \text{ka-si-ass} \\
   \text{-um/-ki}
   \end{array}
   \]

Yoon (1993) argues that the nominalizers are complementizers with the feature [+N], compared to the verbal suffixes -ko and -nun, which he argues to be complementizers with the feature [-N].

Note, however, that the nominalizers -um and -ki are followed by the accusative suffix -lul in (21a). In fact, little attention has been paid to the nominal suffixes that follow the nominalizers. Given that Korean is head-final, it seems more plausible to argue that it is not the nominalizers -um and -ki but the case suffix -lul that is the head of the non-finite clauses in (21a). Extending Ahn and Yoon’s (1989) and Bak’s (1990) argument that the nominal case suffixes are of the category D, I claim that the head of -
*um* and *-ki* constructions is not the nominalizers *-um* and *-ki* but the case suffixes appearing in the clause-final position. In short, the case suffix *-lul* in (21a), which is the head D, heads the entire *-um* and *-ki* constructions, which implies that they project DPs. Compare the structure of regular DPs and that of Korean non-finite clauses which I am proposing.

(22) a. DP  b. DP
   \[ \begin{array}{c}
   \text{NP} \\
   \triangle \\
   \text{aki} \\
   \end{array} \]
   \[ \begin{array}{c}
   \text{D} \\
   \triangle \\
   \text{-lul} \\
   \end{array} \]
   \[ \begin{array}{c}
   \text{XP} \\
   \triangle \\
   \text{ka-si-ass-um/ki} \\
   \end{array} \]
   \[ \begin{array}{c}
   \text{D} \\
   \triangle \\
   \text{-lul} \\
   \end{array} \]

The head D in (22a) takes an NP complement, whereas the head D in (22b) selects an *-um* or *-ki* construction as complement.

Now let us consider the categorial status of ‘XP’ in (22b). The verbal morphology of gerunds and infinitives clearly indicates that the XP should be MP (=Mood Phrase), which implies that the nominalizers themselves are the head MOOD. This is empirically evidenced by the fact that the nominalizers *-um* and *-ki* occupy the same morphological position as the so-called sentential endings which are widely argued to be the head MOOD (Ahn and Yoon 1989). Consider the internal morphological structures of finite and non-finite clauses in Korean.⁹
(23) a. ka -si -ass -ta -ko/nun
     ka -si -ass -nya -ko/nun
     ka -si -φ -ca -ko/nun
     ka -si -φ -la -ko/nun

     b. ka -si -ass -um -lul/uy
     ka -si -ass -ki -lul/uy

The inflectional morphology of the verbal projections in (23) clearly shows that the nominalizers -um and -ki occupy the same morphological position as the sentential endings -ta, -nya, -ca, and -la, which strongly suggests that -um and -ki are of the same category as the sentential endings, i.e., MOOD. The inflected verbal complex ka-si-ass in (23) projects TP, which serves as complement to the head MOOD. Therefore it is quite plausible to argue that the nominalizers -um and -ki are the head MOOD. Based upon this, I propose that non-finite clauses containing the nominalizers -um and -ki are DPs whose head selects an MP complement. Consider the structures in (24).

(24) a.  
    CP |
        |
        C' |
        |
        MP |
        |
        C |
        |
        M' |
        -ko/-nun
    TP |
    ka-si-ass -ta/-nya

b.  
    DP |
        |
        D' |
        |
        MP |
        |
        D |
        |
        M' |
        -lul/-uy
    TP |
    ka-si-ass -um/-ki
The structure (24b) is parallel to that of POSS-ING constructions in English suggested by Abney (1987).

The proposed analysis of non-finite clauses as DPs is empirically supported by the fact that the subject of -um constructions can be assigned genitive. Observe the example in (25).

(25) [Sue-ka/uy enehak-lul cenkongha-um-nun] Chomsky ttaymun-i-ta.
    Sue-Nom/Gen linguistics-Acc major-NM-Top Chomsky because-Cop-Dec
    ‘Sue’s majoring linguistics is because of Chomsky.’

I have argued in chapter 4 that structural genitive realized as the nominal suffix -uy is licensed by the functional head D. Under the proposed analysis of non-finite clauses, the case alternations in (25) are well accounted for. The genitive-marked subject DP of the embedded -um construction is licensed by the functional head D in terms of the spec-head agreement, whereas the nominative-marked subject is licensed by the embedded AgrS in terms of the spec-head agreement.10

5.3.4. N- Features of -Um and -Ki

I have argued in chapter 4 that the interrogative ending -nya is underspecified for N-features so that the projections of -nya can be selected by either [+N] or [-N] categories. In this section, I argue that unlike -nya, the nominalizers -um and -ki are specified as [+N] and that the projections of -um or -ki can serve as complement to [+N] but not [-N]
categories. Consider the N-feature specifications of various mood suffixes (26) and case suffixes (27) under the proposed analysis.

(26) a. -ta, -ca, -la  [-N, +V]
    b. -nya            [aN, +V]
    c. -um, -ki       [+N, +V]

(27) a. -ko, -nun    [-N, +V]
    b. -lul, -uy      [+N, -V]

In chapter 3, I have proposed a constraint on head-complement relation within an extended projection, repeated here.

(28) a. [+N] heads cannot select as complement the maximal projection of a [-N] head.
    b. [-N] heads cannot select as complement the maximal projection of a [+N] head.

According to (28a), the nominal case suffixes such as -lul and -uy can select the projections of the nominalizers -um or -ki but not the projections of the sentential endings -ta, -ca, or -la since the case suffixes and the nominalizers are [+N] categories and the sentential endings, on the other hand, [-N] categories. According to (28b), the subordinators -ko and -nun can select the projections of -ta, -ca, or -la but not the projections of -um or -ki since the subordinators and the sentential endings are [-N]
categories, whereas the nominalizers are [+N] categories. Consider the configurations in (29) and (30).

(29) a. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CP} \\
\text{MP} \quad \text{C} \\
\text{TP} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{-ko/-nun} \\
\triangleleft \text{ka-(ass)-} \\
\triangleleft \text{-ta/-ca/-la} \\
\quad [-N]
\end{array}
\]

(29) b. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\ast \text{DP} \\
\text{MP} \quad \text{D} \\
\text{TP} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{-lul/-uy} \\
\triangleleft \text{ka-ass-} \\
\triangleleft \text{-ta/-ca/-la} \\
\quad [-N]
\end{array}
\]

(30) a. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\ast \text{CP} \\
\text{MP} \quad \text{C} \\
\text{TP} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{-ko/-nun} \\
\triangleleft \text{ka-(ass)-} \\
\triangleleft \text{-um/-ki} \\
\quad [+N]
\end{array}
\]

(30) b. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{MP} \quad \text{D} \\
\text{TP} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{-lul/-uy} \\
\triangleleft \text{ka-ass-} \\
\triangleleft \text{-um/-ki} \\
\quad [+N]
\end{array}
\]

The constraint (28) predicts that other nominal suffixes such as nominative suffix \(-ka\) and postposition \(-ey\) select the projections of the nominalizers \(-um\) and \(-ki\) but not those of the sentential endings \(-ta, -ca,\) and \(-la\). This prediction is confirmed by the examples in (31b) and (31c).


Sue-Nom come-NM-Nom everybody-Dat inform-Pass-Pass-Dec

'Sue’s having arrived was known to everybody.'
   Sue-Nom come-Past-NM-at everybody-Nom be suprised-Past-Dec
   'Everybody was surprised at Sue's having arrived.'

It is quite clear that the nominative suffix -ka and the postposition -ey share [+N] feature with the accusative suffix -lul and the genitive suffix -uy. I have argued in chapter 2 that postpositions as well as case suffixes are of the category D, which implies that the embedded non-finite clauses in (31) project DPs.

5.4. Inherent Case Approach to ECM Constructions

In this section, I present an analysis of ECM constructions in Korean by proposing that a CP complement can be licensed by the matrix verb in terms of inherent accusative checking, whereas the embedded subject can be licensed by the matrix AgrO via structural accusative checking. A DP complement, on the other hand, must be licensed by the matrix AgrO via structural accusative checking. Given this, the embedded subject of the DP complement cannot be licensed by the matrix AgrO. This provides a principled account of why Korean allows ECM in tensed clauses but not in non-finite clauses.

5.4.1. ECM in English and Korean

In English, the subject of an embedded clause is assigned accusative via ECM when the subject cannot be assigned case clause-internally. ECM is therefore restricted to the subject of non-finite clauses in English since the subject is not assigned case clause-
internally. ECM is not allowed in tensed clauses since the embedded subject can and/or must be assigned case clause-internally, i.e., nominative by the embedded T. This point is illustrated in (32).

(32) a. Joe believes [her/*she to be smart].
    b. Joe remembers [her/*she being smart].
    c. Joe believes (that) she/*her is smart.

The standard account of the ECM constructions as suggested in Chomsky (1981) is that ECM verbs trigger CP-deletion and assign accusative to the embedded subject under government.\(^\text{13}\)

This should be reinterpreted in the Minimalist version of case theory such that the embedded subject with the feature [+Acc] raises to the spec of the matrix AgrO and the [+Acc] features on the subject and the matrix AgrO are checked off against each other.\(^\text{14}\)

In the Minimalist framework, the distinction between (32a and b) and (32c) reduces to the assumption that the embedded T in (32c) is finite and thus bears [+Nom], whereas the embedded T in (32a) and (32b) is not finite and therefore does not bear [+Nom]. The [+Nom] feature of the finite T should be checked off. Therefore it requires a nominative DP in the specifier position. The feature [+Nom] of the embedded T will remain unchecked if the embedded subject does not bear [+Nom]. If we assume that the embedded subject bears [+Acc], for example, the feature [+Nom] of the embedded T remains unchecked and therefore the derivation crashes. The embedded T in (32c), on the
other hand, does not bear [+Nom] to be checked off and therefore does not require a nominative DP in the specifier. Therefore the accusative-marked subject can raise to the specifier of the matrix AgrO and the feature [+Acc] of the subject is checked off against the matrix AgrO.

Now let us discuss ECM constructions in Korean. First, observe the examples in (33), which show that ECM is restricted to tensed clauses in Korean.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-Dec-C believe-Pres-Dec
    ‘Joe believes that Sue is pretty.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-NM-Acc believe-Pre-Dec
    ‘*Joe believes Sue’s being pretty.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc pretty-NM-Acc expect-Pre-Dec
    ‘Joe expects Sue to be pretty.’

The subject DP of the embedded tensed clause in (33a) can be assigned accusative, whereas the subject DPs of the embedded non-finite clauses in (33b) and (33c) cannot. Note that the presence of an overt complementizer does not prevent the embedded subject from being assigned accusative by the matrix verb in (33a).\(^{15}\)

Given the ECM phenomenon in Korean as illustrated in (33), there arise two fundamental questions as stated in (34).
(34) a. Why does ECM take place in tensed but not in non-finite clauses?
   
   b. How does ECM take place in tensed clauses?

The question (34b) has attracted relatively much attention (Hong 1985, Yoon 1989, Lee 1992, and Yoon 1993, among others). The standard account suggested by Chomsky (1981) cannot apply to the ECM constructions in Korean. First of all, Korean ECM differs from English ECM in that ECM takes place in Korean although the embedded subject may be assigned case clause-internally, i.e., it may be assigned nominative by the embedded AgrS. Compare (35) with (33a).

   
   Joe-Nom Sue-Nom pretty-Dec-C believe-Pres-Dec
   
   ‘Joe believes Sue to be pretty.’

Another puzzling problem in Korean ECM constructions is that the presence of an overt complementizer does not block ECM. In order to account for this, various analyses have been provided. Hong (1985), for example, suggests that the overt complementizer is lowered and does not block the matrix V from governing the embedded subject. Yoon (1989) and Lee (1992), on the other hand, suggest that the embedded subject raises to the spec of the embedded CP to be assigned accusative by the matrix V under government. Yoon (1993), on the other hand, suggests that the overt complementizer, which bears [-N] feature, can assign accusative to the embedded subject. Under the Minimalist framework, I will assume that the embedded subject may raise to the specifier of the matrix AgrO.
5.4.2. Analysis of Korean ECM

Compared to the question (34b), little attention has been paid to the question (34a). In this section, I will present an inherent case approach to Korean ECM. I have proposed in chapter 4 that CPs headed by the complementizer -ko are associated with inherent accusative. I have also argued in 5.3 that finite and non-finite clauses in Korean project CPs and DPs, respectively. I will show how the analysis of the verbal suffix -ko proposed in chapter 4 can account for why ECM is restricted to finite clauses in Korean.

Let us consider the example (33a) and (35) again. I posit the configurations (36a) and (36b) for (35) and (33a), respectively.
The embedded CPs in (36a) and (36b) are associated with inherent accusative, which I argue is realized as the verbal suffix -ko. The case features of the embedded CPs are checked off against the matrix verb mit- in terms of the head-complement relation. The feature [+Nom] of the embedded subject in (36a) is checked off against the embedded
AgrS. In (36b), on the other hand, the embedded subject bears [+Acc], which cannot be checked off within the embedded clause. The embedded subject may raise to the spec of the matrix AgrO and the features [+Acc] of the subject DP and the head AgrO are checked off against each other.

Now let us consider why ECM is not allowed in non-finite clauses, i.e., gerunds and infinitives in Korean. Consider (33b) and (33c) again. What distinguishes the embedded clause in (33a) from those in (33b) and (33c) is that the former is associated with inherent accusative, which is checked by the matrix verb, whereas the latter are associated with structural accusative, which is checked by the matrix AgrO. In (33b) and (33c), the embedded clauses, which are DPs, raise to the specifier of the matrix AgrO to have the case features checked. The case features of the entire complement DPs and the matrix AgrO are checked off against each other in terms of the spec-head agreement. The nominative subject of the embedded clause, on the other hand, is licensed by the embedded AgrS in terms of the spec-head agreement. Consider the configuration in (37), which shows how the embedded clause and the embedded subject are licensed.
Now let us suppose that the embedded subject bears accusative. Then the feature remains unchecked since the case feature of the matrix AgrO is already checked off against that of the entire complement DP. Therefore the derivation crashes. The derivation is illustrated in (38).
It is in order to discuss why English allows ECM in non-finite clauses. Consider the examples in (32a) and (32b), repeated here.

(39) a. Joe believes [her to be smart].
    b. Joe remembers [her being smart].

I have argued in 5.2 that non-finite clauses project CPs in English. The embedded CPs in (39) may be licensed by the matrix verbs via inherent accusative checking. Therefore the
matrix AgrO is available to license the embedded subject DP via structural accusative checking.\textsuperscript{16} To summarize, the question of why English but not Korean allows ECM in non-finite clauses reduces to the assumption that non-finite clauses project CPs in English and DPs in Korean.

There still remains one more question regarding ECM in Korean and English. It should also be accounted for why Korean but not English allows ECM in tensed clauses. We have seen that the subject of embedded finite clauses can be licensed by the embedded T/AgrS both in English and Korean. The standard account of why English does not allow ECM in tensed clauses is that the finite T has the feature [+Nom] which must be checked off. If we suppose that the embedded subject bears accusative, then the case feature of the subject can be checked off against the matrix AgrO. However, the derivation crashes since the feature [+Nom] of the embedded T will remain unchecked. This account cannot be applied to Korean since ECM is allowed in tensed clauses which can license a nominative subject clause-internally. As we have seen in chapter 4, we need some notion of optionality in order to account for the nominative/accusative alternation in Korean ECM constructions. One possible option is to say that the feature [+Nom] of T should be checked obligatorily in English whereas the feature [+Nom] of AgrS may be checked off optionally in Korean.
5.5. Summary

I have argued that non-finite clauses project DPs in Korean but CPs in English. I have shown that non-finite clauses in Korean are headed by nominal suffixes which are the heads of regular DPs, whereas finite clauses are headed by verbal suffixes, which are the heads of CPs. This is a clear indication that finite clauses are CPs and non-finite clauses DPs. Given this argument, I have proposed that embedded finite CPs headed by -ko are licensed by the matrix verb via inherent accusative checking and the embedded subject DPs can be licensed either via nominative checking by the embedded AgrS or via structural accusative checking by the matrix AgrO. Unlike finite CPs headed by -ko, non-finite clauses headed by the nominal suffix -lul are licensed by the matrix AgrO via structural accusative checking. The embedded subject therefore cannot be licensed via accusative checking by the matrix AgrO. It may be licensed by the embedded AgrS via nominative checking.
Notes to Chapter 5

1. See Stowell (1982) who argues that INFL of infinitives also has [+tense]. This is against the widely accepted assumption that infinitives lack [+tense].

2. It is not relevant to the discussion in this chapter whether nominative is checked by T or AgrS.

3. Given that both tensed and gerundive/infinitive clauses may bear [+Agr] and [+tense], it is not appropriate to distinguish them using the terms finite and non-finite clauses. I will continue to use the terms, however, simply for the sake of convenience.

4. Jung (1992) argues that T is responsible for nominative in Korean. On the other hand, Kim (1990) argues that nominative is assigned by default in Korean. It is not relevant to my discussion whether nominative is assigned by T or Agr.

5. There is a clear exception to this generalization. Unlike tensed and infinitive clauses, gerunds patterns with DPs in that they may appear in complement to P. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) a. I learned about [John's weakness for stogies].
   b. I learned about [John smoking stogies].
   c. *I learned about [for John to smoke stogies].
   d. *I learned about [that John smokes stogies].

I have no answer to the question why English gerunds can occur in complement to P.

6. There are other syntactic positions from which CPs but not DPs are excluded. As observed by Horn (1975), CPs normally do not undergo topicalization in English as illustrated in (i).

(i) a. The story I can't believe.
   b. John's kissing Mary I can't believe.
   c. *John kissing Mary I can't believe.
   d. *For John to kiss Mary I can't believe.
   e. *That John kissed Mary I can't believe.

7. It is quite controversial what is the categorial status of English gerunds, i., ACC-ING constructions. Realand (1983), Jeong (1989), and Hwang (1997), for example, argue that ACC-ING constructions are CPs. By arguing that no wh-words are licensed in English gerunds, Stowell (1981 and 1982) seems to suggest that they are IPs but not CPs. Johnson (1988), on the other hand, argues that ACC-ING constructions are CPs or IPs, depending upon whether they have an overt subject or PRO. Finally, Abney (1987) and Suzuki
(1988) argue that ACC-ING constructions are DPs whose head D takes an IP complement. I will not discuss this issue here but simply assume that ACC-ING constructions are CPs. See Jeong (1989) and Hwang (1997) for more detailed discussions.

8. Abney (1987) revises the D-IP analysis of POSS-ING constructions later and presents the following structures for POSS-ING and ACC-ING constructions.

(i) a. POSS-ING

```
DP  
|   
|   D'
|   D
  NP
  -ing
  VP
  V
  sing
  the Marseillaise
```

b. ACC-ING

```
DP  
|   
|   -ing
|   IP
  John
  I'
  VP
  V
  sing
  the Marseillaise
```

Abney (1987: 223)

The structure (ia), however, cannot explain why POSS-ING constructions license certain auxiliary verbs and sentential adjuncts. In this chapter, I assume his earlier analysis of POSS-ING constructions, i.e., D-IP analysis.

9. Korean has other verbal suffixes which pattern with the nominalizers -um and -ki. -Nunci and -nunka are included. They select a TP as complement and their maximal projections are selected by the nominal suffixes. Observe the examples in (i).

(i) a. [Nuku-ka o-si-ass-nunci-lul/ka/uy/ey]
   who-Nom come-Hon-Past-NM-Acc/Nom/Gen/Dat
   ‘who came’

b. [Nuku-ka o-si-ass-nunka-lul/ka/uy/ey]
   who-Nom come-Hon-Past-NM-Acc/Nom/Gen/Dat
   ‘who came’

Like interrogative ending -nya, the nominalizers -nunci and -nunka license wh-words. The interrogative -nya differs from -nunci and -nunka in that the former can be selected either by verbal suffixes or nominal suffixes, whereas the latter can be selected only by nominal suffixes.
who-Nom come-Hon-Past-Int-Acc/C ask-Past-Dec  
‘pro asked who came.’

b. [Nuku-ka o-si-ass-nya-uy/nun] muncey  
who-Nom come-Hon-Past-Int-Gen/C question  
‘the question who came.’

who-Nom come-Hon-Past-NM-Acc/C ask-Past-Dec  
‘pro asked who came.’

b. [Nuku-ka o-si-ass-nunka-uy/*nun] muncey  
who-Nom come-Hon-Past-NM-Gen/C question  
‘the question who came.’

10. An alternative is suggested by Yoon (1993). He argues that the nominalizer -um is the head C with the feature [+N], whereas the complementizer -ko is the head C with the feature [-N]. Based upon this, he suggests that the subject DP of -um constructions may be assigned genitive by the head C, i.e., the nominalizer -um. The internal structure of -um constructions, however, favors the proposed analysis over Yoon’s (1993) analysis.

11. The fact that the so-called delimiters can be licensed in both verbal and nominal projections suggests that they are not specified for N-features. Observe the following examples.

Joe-Nom Sue-Dat-Del ring-Acc give-Past-Dec  
‘Joe gave a ring only/also to Sue.’

Joe-Nom Sue-Nom come-Past-Dec-C-Dec say-Past-Dec  
‘Joe only/also said that Sue came.’

12. As we have seen in chapter 3, the underspecification of N-features in case of the interrogative -nya allows the projections of -nya to be selected either by the nominal suffixes or by the verbal suffixes.
13. Alternatively, it is argued that ECM verbs take an IP complement instead of a CP complement (Stowell 1981 and 1982 and Johnson 1989).

14. Chomsky (1992) argues that structural accusative is checked by V in terms of the spec-head agreement when V raises to the functional head AgrO. I have argued in chapter 4 that structural accusative is licensed by Agr not by V.

15. See Lee (1988) and Lee (1992) who observe certain restrictions on ECM in Korean. Lee (1988), for example, observes that ECM crucially depends upon the stativity of the predicate and presents a generalization as stated in (i).

(i) In believe type constructions, ECM can take place if the embedded predicate is [+stative], whereas ECM cannot take place if the embedded predicate is [-stative].

The generalization (i) is based upon the distinction between (iia) and (iib), which show that there is a restriction on ECM.

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc genius-be-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe believed that Sue was a genius.’

    Joe-Nom Sue-Acc Tom-Acc meet-Past-Dec-C believe-Past-Dec
    ‘Joe believed that Sue met Tom.’

The embedded CP in (iia) is distinguished from the embedded CP in (iib) only in that the former has [+stative] predicate and the latter [-stative] predicate.

Lee (1992), on the other hand, observes that ECM can take place only if the embedded predicate lacks the ability to assign case, which can also account for the distinction between (iia) and (iib).

16. See Jeong (1989) and Hwang (1997) for alternative analyses of ACC-ING constructions. Jeong (1989) suggests that the subject of ACC-ING construction is assigned accusative not by the matrix verb but by the empty COMP, whereas Hwang
(1997) proposes that the subject of ACC-ING construction is assigned accusative by default.
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